


"EIR has commissioned this White Paper to bring the truth 
on the developing Panama crisis to American citizens and 
lawmakers, so that decisive action can be taken to stop this 
campaign, before the United States faces a new strategic 
crisis on its southern flank." 

White Paper on the 
Panama crisis 
Who's out to destabilize 
the U.S. ally, and why 

While the New York Times and other major media pump out "news" on Panama to fit these plans, 
North Carolina's Sen. Jesse Helms, the U. S. State Department, and sections of the Reagan administration 
have joined in a campaign to overthrow Panama's government and Defense Forces, allegedly because 
they have been taken over by the narcotics trade. Therefore, the United States must bring to power 
PanamA's" democratic opposition" movement. 
As this report shows, the principal figures in the "democratic opposition" movement are drug:money 
launderers, lawyers for cocaine and marijuana traffickers, terrorists, and gun-runners. Their presidential 
candidate, Arnulfo Arias Madrid, is a life-long Nazi. 

100 pp. 
Order your copy today! 
Price: $100 

From 

�TIill News Service 

P.O. Box 17390 
Washington, D.C. 
20041-0390 

The report includes: 
• A "Who's Who" in the drug. mob's campaign to overthrow 

Panama's government; 
• The facts on how "conservative" Jesse Helms has joined with 

State Department one-worlders to implement a destabilization 
campaign designed by the U.S. Liberal Eastern Establishment; 

• How David Rockefeller's Trilateral Commission and the New 
York Council on Foreign Relations created the "off-shore" 
banking center in Panama, to handle their debt-and-drug loot
ing of South America; 

• Proposals on how the United States can help secure Panama, 
through a series of Canal-centered development projects, wbich 
break Panama's economic dependence on the "off-shore" 
economy r4.n by the international banking cartel. 
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From the Editor 

Perhaps you don't know yet what "Sengo no,Sokessan" means. 
Yet, around that �atchword of Japan'!! Prime'Minister Yasuhiro 
Nakasone, pivots one of the most important Mlitical shifts in the 
postwar period. To not be informed about Japan's emerging role and 
its enormous potential in the transition to a ne!W world economic 
order, is to be dangerously deprived of some of the most essential 
information a patriot and citizen of the world today requires. 

Ignorance on these matters in.the West is no accident. Just before 
the July 7 Japanese elections, our Liberal Establishment press claimed 
that those elections did not command much attention among the 
electorate and were being contested on the level lof local rather than 
national and international issues. When the well�informed Japanese 
voters turned out in record numbers and gave a landslide victory to 
the ruling Liberal Democratic Party and to Nakas�ne, who had staked 
his political reputation on defining a new and enl..-ged role for Japan 
in world politics, the same U.S. press responded with stunned si
lence. 

Who is Yasuhiro Nakasone? .What is, rea�ly, Japan's export 
profile to the United States, which has been ironically described by 
one observer as "unfair to non-existent U.S. indu�try"? What insights 
can be gained froni the study for the reform of tfte Japanese educa
tional system commissioned by Premier NakasQne in 1983? These 
are some of the issues addressed in EIR's report,based on first";hand 
knowledge of Japan, prepared by Contributing Editor Uwe Henke v. 
Parpart, Asia Editor Linda de Hoyos, and Econcj)mics Editor David 
Goldman. 

Japan's commitments should be viewed alsQ in the light of two 
stories in this week's Economics section. Firs� is the devastating 
confirmation of EIR's projections, at the end of 1985, of a 15%-25% 
decline in the U.S. economy to occur during 1986 (page 4), under 
the continued hegemony of the Don Regan "Wall Street mafia" in 
federal economic policy. Second, are the concepts of a "harmony of 
interests" between labor and capital, asserted by Peru's President 
Alan Garcia (page 6) as he begins his second year.in office. 

Our Wall Street-controlled press has the gat! to attack Garda's 
economics as "incompetent." We suggest you compare his results to 
theirs! 
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In December 1985, EIR forecast a 15% to 25% rate of decline 
in U.S. output of physical goods during 1986, as a function 
of the deflationary banking collapse already then on the ho
rizon. The latest news proves us correct. 

To be precise, we forecast that, early this year, an im
pulse-rate of decline in the 15% to 25% range would emerge, 
depending upon the political resolution of the financial crisis . 

, No precise estimate of this year's downturn can be made as 
such, given the uncertain outcome of the factional battles 
surrounding the financial crisis; EIR nonetheless identified a 
15% to 25% range as the level of physical-production con
traction associated with the gravity of the present crisis . 

Production and orders data published during the past week 
makes clear that the turning-point occurred in June, follow
ing several months of comparatively slow deterioration. Ig
noring the fraudulent Industrial Production Index concocted 
by four statisticians in a windowless room at the Federal 
Reserve building in Washington, the following data make 
clear that the present impulse-rate of decline of the economy 
ran in the predicted range by no later than June: 

The extent of the collapse 
1) The Aluminum Association reported on July 30 that 

aluminum production in the United States fell to an annual 
rate of 2,883,707 metric tons in June, from 3,349,099 metric 
tons in May, a 16% drop during the single month. The June 
level also represents an 18% drop from the June 1985 level. 

2) The American Iron and Steel Institute reported on July 
31 that production of raw steel fell to 6,729,848 in June from 
7,616,215 tons in May, a single-month decline of l3%. The 
June level represents an 8% decline from June of last year. 

4 Economics 

, 
Since imports of steel declin� as well , there is no ambiguity 
concerning the implication of these data. I 

3) FaCtory orders droppped 0.3% in June and 0.5% in 
May, to $ 1 9 1 . 54 billion in Jpne from $201.2 billion in De
cember 1 985 . Manufacturin, orders were down 4 . 8% in the 
first six months . Transportation equipment orders were down 
15 .9% in June, and aircraftlorders were down 47%, which 
helps explain why basic metals production collapsed during 
the same month. 

. 
4) The U.S. trade deficit (or June was a staggering $14 . 1 7  

billion, pushing the trade delcit for the first half of 1 986 to a 
record $83 .92 billion, a 2 1 .2% rise over last year's first�half 
deficit and well on the way�o surpassing last year's record 
deficit ofS 1 48 . 5  billion. Gi*n the nearly 40% decline of the 
dollar since July 1 985 against the currencies of other leading 
industrial nations, the largeqleficit represents about 10% less 
physical imports (U.S. imports from lbero-America and some 
other developing-sector nati�ns have not risen in cost, since 
these nations' undervalued qurrencies are pegged to the dol
lar). However, the rising c�t is heavily concentrated in in· 
dustrial components and paps, which raise the cost of do
mestic output, and encoura� cutbacks in production. 

5) The price of oil on ov�rseas spot markets remains well 
below $ 10 per barrel, while texas intermediate crude is bare
ly above $ 1 1 per barrel.  � break-even point for Alaskan 
oil production, a third of the 4\merican total , is $14 per barrel; 
for less , Alaskan oil cannotibe pumped and shipped to refi
neries in the lower 48 states. At about $ 10  per barrel , perhaps 
40% of domestic oil production will be lost over the next 12  
months, as  well as virtually all production of  oil-field equip
ment. By itself, the oil price collapse could reduce U.S. 
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industrial output by about 7%. 
6) The last hope of "consumer-led expansion," the hous

ing market, evaporated along with new home sales during 
May and June. New homes were sold at a seasonally adjusted 
annual rate of 703,000 in June, down 9.9% from May, and 
down more than 20% from April. That was the slowest since 
October 1985, when 637,000 new homes were sold, and 1 % 
below that of June 1985, when it was 710,000. Federal Re
serve chairman Paul Volcker, who was unable to continue 
reducing interest rates after mid-May, without causing an 
uncontrolled crash of the U.S. dollar, aborted the hoped-for 
expansion of housing. The commercial construction sector, 
burdened with a 25% nationwide vacancy rate in prime urban 
markets, remains about 20% below last year's levels. 

7) The auto industry, the other major consumer sector, 
continues to deteriorate. U. S. automakers reported combined 
sales of 177,569 cars in the United States during the July 11-
20 period, compared to 216,207 units in the year-ago period. 
So far in 1986, the firms have sold 4.5 million cars, down 
3.7% from the 4.7 million units sold in the comparable 1985 
period when calculated on the basis of a daily selling rate. 

8) The services sector, the source of all the last six years' 
employment growth, is in financial trouble. Business failures 
in services in the first quarter jumped 34.3% to 4,867, from 
3,623 in the same period of last year. Overall business fail
ures rose 12.4% during the same period, according to Dun & 
Bradstreet. 

9) The collapse of farm exports, the continued slaughter 
of dairy herds, the southeastern drought, and the collapse of 
farm prices across the board, will reduce farm income this 
year to a negligible level, and reduce physical output of 
agricultural products by more than the 15% to 25% range 
forecast for the economy as a whole. 

In summary, America's agro-industrial base (farming, 
mining, basic metals) is already contracting at more than a 
25% annual rate, while the sectors which showed fleeting 
signs of life, e.g., home construction, began to drop off 
during May. The overall rate of economic decline falls within 
our 15% to 25% range f�recast in December. 

White House panics 
Older listeners to President Reagan's weekly radio ad

dress July 26 might have thought they had tuned into a re
broadcast of old Abbott and Costello tapes by mistake, as the 
President sought to explain the declining economy. He ac
knowledged that second-quarter growth was lower than ex
pected, but called it only a "temporary" setback caused by 
decline of the oil, farm, steel, and textile industries. How
ever, the President predicted that "when the tax bill is final
ized and businessmen and venture capitalists know the new 
ground rules, then we can expect business to start mov
ing . ... Our economy is waiting for tax reform's lower 
rates. In that sense, this temporary slower growth we're ex
periencing is a sign of anticipation about the future and better 
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times to come. Don't pay too much a�ention to those gloom 
artists. America's economy is strong. Our future bright. With 
tax reform lighting our heels in the coming years, well, it will 
give new meaning to the phrase, 'you ain't seen nothin' 
yet.'" 

The President is partly correct to �ttribute the slowdown 
to the expected enactment of tax-reform legislation; by de
stroying the five-year boom in real estate which ended late 
last year, tax reform will wipe out the:last remaining growth 
sector, and the source of most new setvice-industry employ
ment since Ronald Reagan took office in 1981. However, as 
EIR documented in February, the result will be to wipe out 
$250 billion in debt attached to unwanted or unprofitable real
estate ventures, and a blow to the banking system twice as 
big as (for example) a simultaneous default by all of the Ibero
American debtors. 

By July 31, the day on which the Commerce Department 
was to have released its index ofleading indicators, the White 
HQuse apparent!y decided that the. I't:esident's �xplanation 
lacked credibility, and decided that phlin lying might be more 
effective. Reporters awaiting release of the indicators were 

. told that the index would not be availhble, so that the Com
merce Department might cross-checl data just received
provoking widespread speCUlation, even in wire-service sto
ries, that the results were so dismal fllat the administration 
had decided tore-cook the entire business. 

On Friday, Aug. I; the Comrrlerce Department an
nounced that the index of leading irldicators had risen by 
0.3%. EIR has always dismissed the index as a joke. In this 
case, much of the increase was attril1uted to a rise in stock 
prices. What will the index show after July's lOO-point slide 
in the Dow-Jones average? 

A more earnest piece of fakery callie from the Department 
of Labor the same day, which announced that the nation's 
unemployment rate had fallen from' 7.1 % to 6.9%. Two 
weeks after national media explained that the Labor Depart
ment underestimated actual unemployment by half, the cred
ibility of these numbers appears strairled. Under the circum
stances, there is absolutely no reason to believe the Labor 
Department's claim that non-farm iemployment rose by 
390,000, even taking into account the:return of AT&T work
ers following the telephone strike. 

In any case, the administration cannot postpone the po
litical reckoning for long by faking dlta. The continued col
lapse of the dollar on the exchange markets, to only DM 2.09 
and 154 yen on Aug. 1, shows that a "doomsday machine" 
has kicked on. America consumes net1imports of $170 billion 
per year, which would cost $300 billion to produce in the 
United States. These goods represent 18% of the nation's 
$1.640 trillion of net sales of tangitile goods. As the self
feeding spiral of dollar decline and bahking insolvency wors
ens, the physical economy will comeiapart at an even worse 
pace, and Washington will have to invent more than a few 
numbers. 
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Peru's Alan Garcia builds 
'an economy of national defense' 
by Mark Sonnenblick 

"We need an economy of national defense in the face of the 
approaching crisis in order to bring together the forces and 
resources of the country for a single objective," Peruvian 
President Alan Garcia alerted his countrymen July 28. 

The first anniversary of his regime came amid U.S. gov
ernment prompting of rumored military coup plots to elimi
nate him. "Garcia keeps stomping all over our shoes and, 
frankly, the position here is to let him wallow in it [the coup 
rumors]," Reuters reported that "a senior U . S. official" stated 
on July 31, while complaining about Garcia's economic pro
gram. "Everyone is waiting for him to fall on his ass," added 
an intelligence official. Intelligence and White House sources 
"said political stability in Peru was rapidly deteriorating and 
a military takeover could be possible in a year" unless Garcia 
reversed course on the economy. 

On the other side, encouraging Garcia to stick to his guns, 
is Pope John Paul II. He deployed to Peru Joseph Cardinal 
Ratzinger, his chief aide in the struggle against Marxist "lib
eration theology" and o$er forms of Gnostic heresy. At the 
end of his week-long visit, July 24, Ratzinger told the press 
that Garcia's polices "are based on the greatest Christian 
moral values." 

The Pope took the unusual step of sending two messages 
in one week to encourage Peru's bishops to continue seeking 
"the unity of the nation, overcoming partisan antagonisms." 
He said he was following "with great concern . . . the inten
sifying of political and social tensions," and urged the mili
tary and police ''to inspire the confidence of the population, 
thus helping strengthen coexistence with the law. . . ." 

John Paul's own Peruvian visit in February 1985 shaped 
the climate of optimism which resulted in Garcia's election a 
few months later. Garcia's economic and social policies are 
extremely close to those advocated by the Pope and Ratzin
ger. 

Rebuilding the economy 
Though Garcia astonished his enemies by the serene hu

mility with which he spoke July 28, the economic accom
plishments of his first year in office are quite . impressive. 
Peru's industrial output was 14.2% higher in the first half of 
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this year than last. "For the filllt time in 10 years, the people's 
income rose more than the inq-ease in prices," while inflation 
was cut drastically, from a 250% rate when he took office to 
68% during his first year. P�ru made remarkable progress, 
despite the deepening world �pression of commodity prices, 
causing a $500 miliion annu� loss of export income. . 

Garcia also began reve�ng the structural decay of the 
economy. This is shown by Pte fact that employment grew 
faster in productive sectors sl1ch as industry (by 4.8%) than 
in overhead sectors such as cop1merce (by 2.4%) and services 
(by 1.9%). . i 

Garcia rededicated Peru to "the task of rebuilding the 
economy and reorienting our �istory . " He outlined a method 
for marshaling all the natiOifs resources to do so, despite 
terrorism from within and dcrspite an impending step-up of 
economic warfare from ou�ide. His plan defends Peru's 
dollar reserves, channels PQvate profits toward productive 
investment, and makes activ¢ defense of Peru's democracy 
"an obligatory commitment qf all citizens. " 

Garcia's unique deterrniJlilltion to swim upstream against 
banker threats will be seve�y tested in August. The grand 
finale of Peru's showdown With the International Monetary 
Fund (IMP) is to take place ott Aug. 15. The IMF backed off 
in March and accepted a $35i .5 million token payment from 
Peru, while issuing a formal' ultimatum that Peru pay $186 
million more due it by Aug. 15. The IMF's ultimatum swore 
that if Peru did not pay, it would be declared "ineligible" for 
further IMP "assistance," an4 thereby lose all credits from its 
sister institution, the World Sank, and other sources. 

The would-be global finFmcial cop will once again be 
defied by Peru. Garcia's state-of-the-nation message con
founded expectations repeate!dly voiced to the press by IMP 
spokesmen since April. They were cock-sure he would give I 
up his policy of limiting foreign debt payments on July 28, 
and crawl back into the IMF fold by Aug. 15. 

Far from retreating, Garcfa extended for another year the 
allocation of only 10% of P�ru's export earnings to service 
the government's $10 billion foreign debt. In addition, he 
announced that servicing thtlj private sector's $2 billion for
eign debt in whose name "�undreds of millions of dollars 
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have left the country, without any justification," would be 
included in the 10%. Decrees issued after the speech forbid 
all private companies from holding foreign currency and 
mandated that their debt payments be channeled via the cen
tral bank. The central bank would then pay creditors on a 
discretionary basis, should dollars be available. 

During the past year, multinational companies with in
vestments in Peru have abused their freedom of foreign ex
change to drain "over $1 billion" out of the country, Garcia 
reported. He banned all such transfers for the next two years. 
Armand Hammer and other "foreign investors" will receive 
dollar-demoninated bonds due in two years or immediately 
usable for "productive investments" inside Peru. 

Garcia explained the principle of equity on which he has 
structured Peru's economic relationships with foreign credi
tors: "If we are paid ever less for our oil, copper, silver, for 
our labor, how are we going to servilely pay the debt under 
the conditions they want. Peru set a principle. As much as 
they pay us for our work . . . that much will we pay for the 
debt, but without sacrificing development and consumption." 

A corollary of this doctrine is that the 1 0% of exports 
($320 million during the past year and probably less this year) 
is allocated to creditors according to their willingness to work 
with Peru. "It would be suicide to tum ourselves into net 
exporters of capital, in a situation in which new credits are 
not granted and the prices of our raw materials fall," Garcia 
declared. 

Peru will present its 280 private bank creditors with a 
plan for a moratorium on both interest and principal, Deputy 
Economy Minister Gustavo Saberbein announced July 30. 
He told Reuters, "Let's say that there [would be] a non
payment period for five to seven years, of which there would 
be no payment of anything during the first two or three years. " 
Then, interest would be repaid at a reduced rate, with prin
cipal stretched out over many years. In his July 28 speech, 
Garcia said, "Peru cannot accept either the interest nor the 
terms established for payment. " For him, a 30-year loan from 
the Federal Republic of Germany at 2% interest is an example 
of "non-usurious" lending. 

Hamiltonian economics 
Garcia's policy more and more resembles that which 

Alexander Hamilton, the first treasury secretary of the United 
States, put into effect when the new republic was born, sad
dled with debts. Hamilton also postponed, without repudiat
ing, payment of the foreign debt. Hamilton knew the new 
government would have to use its powers to promote "the 
progress of manufactures, " or be overpowered by the British. 

Garcia called on industrialists to exercise their "capacity 
for initiative and imagination" to find ways of producing 
more, using fewer imported materials. He said the Swiss firm 
Nestle, with a near-monopoly on milk-processing in Peru, 
would face government action for insisting upon selling milk 
in imported cans, rather than powdered in plastic bags-at 
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two-thirds the cost. 
"The nationalist state cannot per$it, will not permit, the 

formation of monopolies." Garcia announced that the mo
nopoly of credit would be broken by laws which forbid banks 
from lending to their own associates or from continuing to be 
"used as suction or as a lever by big groups to obtain public 
resources for their own activities." 

Mexican 'tigers' eaten by IMF 
Mexico's subjecting itself to a "stand-by agreement" with 

the International Monetary Fund (1M F) July 21, deprives 
Peru of the continental solidarity which would have virtually 
guaranteed its victory. It is precis�y for that reason that 
Washington strategists James Baker III and Paul Vo1cker 
pushed the IMF to make a deal, any deal, with Mexico. And 
it is for that reason that the stolid monetarists of the IMF 
accepted getting egg on their face witlh a Mexican agreement 
which dOes not require the genocidal '�conomic shock" which 
is their institutional trade mark. 

Mexican Finance Minister Gustavo Petricioli boasted July 
27 that the novel gimmicks incorpor.ted in his deal with the 
IMF came because his "tigers" wa�ed a bloody battle for 
every concession. 

Garcia is going in the opposite direction, trying to re
establish the principle of "state rectorship" of the economy 
by curbing the power of private monopolies and foreign in
terests, while "rescuing in business aM industry the capacity 
for initiative and imagination as a tesponse to the present 
challenge." ! 

In a series of three feisty interviews run as the lead stories 
in Mexico's Excelsior July 28-30, Garcia offered a dramatic 
counterpoint to the demoralization briought to the millions in 
Mexico's labor movement and the nding Institutional Revo
lutionary Party (PRI), by President Miguel de la Madrid's 
choice to take the IMF path. 

Inside Peru, the old "Dope, Inc. " apparatus displaced and 
stomped on by Garcia, demands G�cia "walk through the 
hole put in the IMF's wall by Mdico," as former Prime 
Minister Manuel Ulloa's daily Expre.so put it. Outside Peru, 
the Wall Street Journal' s editorial·, July 24, blustered, "Sober 
men like Mexican President de la �adrid know that going 
into the tank would mean the seizure df Mexican assets abroad 
by creditors and most likely a loss of:U.S. markets." 

Excelsior asked Garcia whether his confrontation with 
the IMF would lead to a military cbup. He responded, "I 

don't think that the military in my cOuntry would be repre
sentatives of the International Mon�tary Fund. That's for 
sure. . . ." Garcia poked fun at Presidents who fear to impose 
their nations' needs on their credit,*"s: "An objective coup 
d'etat takes place when a group of sPldiers or civilians gets 
into a tank to take the National Palace; but an occult and 
subjective coup takes place when a rdler ceases to rule for his 
country, and turns himself into a pebn of foreign agencies. 
That is where democracy is lost. . . :" 
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Documentation 

Garcia's interview 
in Mexican press 
The following are excerpts from the lengthy interview with 
Peruvian President Alan Garcia which the Mexican daily 
Excelsior made its lead story July 28-30, shortly after Mexico 
committed itself to the International Monetary Fund. 

The International Monetary Fund is an obsolete institution, 
whose theory is inapplicable in Latin America and which 
only serves to maintain the injustice and asymmetry of the 
world economic system .... 

To comply with that agency, we have signed letters of 
intent, devalued our currency, suffered agency, we have 
signed letters of intent, devalued our currency, suffered ex
tremely high inflation and social conflicts .... 

We are co-responsible for the debt for having permitted 
sell-out and colonialist governments to dominate our coun
tries, and for not having done anything to prevent a handful 
of Latin American rich from having taken the dollars to 
Zurich, Miami, or New York .... 

To receive new loans to pay old ones is a merry-go-round, 
in which we are poorer each time around. The loans are a 
myth because they are used to pay the previous ones .... 

I have gotten tired of speeches, of great pronouncements, 
of slick characters who belch harranges in all directions .... 
The countries of Latin America [must] act today, or else we 
will not be independent; we must begin to unite ourselves 
today, or we will be mere slaves to our own incapacity. . . . 

I know that it is a risk to act and say what I just said, but 
the risk must be taken; it is an imperious necessity. Actions 
are needed now. 

For the first time, we are not making a demand, as has 
been done many times, for a new world economic order or 
on interest rates. Latin America and its history are plagued 
with demands. We cannot live in forums sending letters to 
the richest rulers on earth which nobody reads .... 

The immense weakness which is the foreign debt, is, 
paradoxically, Latin America's greatest power. ... If we 
don't know how to use that great power at this moment, we 
are going to lose one of the greatest opportunities Latin Amer
ica has to be independent. You ask me if unity is possible; 1 
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answer you with a phrase from the Caribbean: Things are 
good bec�use they are getting so bad. That is, it is a question 
of sitting down to wait, beca�se we have already seen bilat
eral accords be signed many times and we know that all them 
have a trap inside, the trap of liberal economic theory, the 
trap of the financial merry-gp-round, the trap of their not 
being complied with later, b� the profound truth is that the 
peoples no longer tolerate the�. . . . 
Would you propose a meeting of Latin American Presidents? 

What Latin America needs is a neW political orientation, 
because if you put names on it and if you call it somebody' s 
theory or doctrine, you are betraying it, because, as we know 
well and is very human, resentments, rivalries, and emula
tions, could eliminate that possibility. I would not go so fast 
to a President's meeting. WhaJ I would say is that we put our 
decisions, not our physical presences, into harmony. 

The following is from Garcifi s July 28 state of the nation 
message. 

During the past 12 months, iwhile the government limited 
payments of its debt to $320 million, on the other hand, under 
the rubrics of private debt of ,ational companies and remitt
ances of foreign companies, no less than $ 1  billion left the 
country. These two measures Dimiting remittances] . . . mean 
neither expropriation nor confiscation, but only a temporary 
limitation so that the resources generated inside the country 
are retained' here and used by their own owners for the pro
ductive investment the natio* requires in these critical cir
cumstances. 

The entire country is witness and knows that bureaucracy 
is not the best manager of social resources .... We posed a 
different alternative which is ,neither liberal nor statist. We 
posed for the first time the need to direct the action of state 
and private economic agents towards national objec
tives .... This demands that: we' deepen the nationalist role 
of the state. Nationalism means that the state has authority 
and rectorship, since it is the isynthesis of the national will, 
because the people elect their government to direct and ori
ent, and not to be a passive spectator of disorder and egoism. 
What has to be done today is 1:0 break the satellization of our 
economy, which happens not!only in the area of the foreign 
debt, but also in the depen4ency of our industrial struc
ture .... 'We need an econOJllY of national defense in the 
face of the crisis to harmonize, the forces and resources of the 
country towards a single objective. We need the state to 
regulate initiatives and effort$, without falling into bureau
cratism. That is the kind of i state we have not had up to 
now. . . . Without a state w�ich regulates credit, we have 
had banks which take in public savings to put them at the 
service of the groups which oVln the same banks. . . . 

We don't want speculatioq, nor idle rents; we want work, 
initiative, and capital put at the service of national indepen
dence .... 
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Evidence mounts of 
AIDS link to insects 
by warren J. Hamerman 

From southern Florida to Italy to Africa, there is an increasing 
amount of evidence that in the economiCally collapsed areas 
of the tropics, Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, or 
AIDS, is transmitted "mechanically" by biting insects. 

The latest developments present scientific facts that to
tally refute the World Health Organization (WHO) and Cen
ters for Disease Control (CDC). lie that AIDS is essentially a 
venereal disease among so-called limited "high-risk" groups. 
What is the latest evidence of insect transmission? 

1) Dr. Mark Whiteside and Dr. Carolyn MacLeod, who 
documented the pattern of No-Ideniifiable-Risk-Other-Tban
Poverty AIDS cases in Belle Glade, Florida, have released 
data on "other Belle Glades." Whiteside and MacLeod report 
another cluster of AIDS cases in a poor black section of 
Delray Beach, a lUXUry resort 30 miles southeast of Belle 
Glade. They report 18 cases of AIDS among impoverished 
people with no other identifiable risk in a 30-square-block 
section of Delray Beach over the past four years. Whiteside. 
indicates a similar pattern in two other nearby towns, South 
Bay and Pahokee. He suggests that the concentration of in� 
fection may be in car tires and other receptacles that. hold 
stagnant water which breeds mosquitoes. In Delray Beach, 
15 of the 18 victims have died. 

2) In an interview to the Italian daily La Stampa on July 
28, Prof. Giorgio Leigheb, a dermatologist at the Novara 
Hospital, revealed that four people who died recently of 
AIDS in his hospital were neither homosexuals, nor drug 
addicts, nor hemophiliacs, but were infected by the many 
mosquitoes infesting this rice-producing area in northern It
aly. According to Professor Leigheb, the first European phy
sician to publicly address the issue of insect-transmission of 
AIDS, mosquitoes can transmit not only hepatitis, but many 
other infectious diseases, including AIDS. 

According to another chief doctor at the Ospedale Magg
iore in Novara, Profe·ssor Isalberti, "This sickness did not 
explode just now. I remember that in the 1950s, we had to 
face inexplicable deaths, which were caused in the victims 
precisely by the disappearance of all immunological powers. 
Those cases were inexplicable then. Now, they would be 
considered AIDS cases. " 

3) A letter from two South African scientists published in 
the July 5, 1986 issue of The Lancet documents the recovery 
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of the AIDS virus from bedbugs one �our after they were fed 
on infected blood. Doctors S. F. LYQns, P. G. Jupp, and B. 
D. Schoub from the Department of Virology, University of 
the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, wrote the following: "The 
survival of HIV [AIDS virus] for 0,* hour in C.  lectularius 
[species name for the common bedbuk] following the feeding 
on a blood-virus mixture suggests that mechanical transmis
sion of the virus between human beings could be carried out 
by bedbugs." 

Mechanical transmission depen� on an insect being in
fected while feeding on an infected host, and then moving to 
a susceptible host to complete its I)l0od meal. The South 
African scientists draw the following conclusions: "There is 
strong evidence for mechanical tI"arismission of hepatitis B 
virus by the common bedbug. ; .. Similar transmission of 
HIV by bedbugs may be a cause c,f infection in African 
children. In Africa, 15-22% of AlPS cases have been in 
children, whereas in the U.S.A., thjs proportion is only 1-
4%, suggesting that there are modes of transmission other 
than those recognized in the U. S. A ... 

4) Another letter in the March'6, 1986 New England 
Journal o/Medicine reports finding tntibodies to HTLV-IIII 
LA V in 8 of 24 Venezuelan mine wot-kers with malaria, who 
had no other risk factor for the disease. 

A doctor named Gaffe 
To cover up the mounting evidebce that there is a direct 

causal relationship between economP.c collapse-the "Envi
ronmental Factor Hypothesis"-an� the widespread trans
mission of AIDS in the tropical belt, 'the CDC has responded 
by announcing that they will reclassify Haitians to the "High 
Risk AIDS group," since many of tIie victims in Delray and 
Belle Glade are poor Haitians. I 

In an article published by the New York Times on July 28, 
1986, Dr. Harold Jaffe and Dr. K� Castro, both of CDC, 
are quoted in a series of lies designe to "explain away" Belle 
Glade and Delray Beach. Their exp icit quotes discount en
vironmental factors and talk about the "correlation" between 
heterose'lual transmission and Haiti� immigrants. In widely 
quoted international press wires of J�ly 28, Jaffe and Castro 
were quoted as saying that the cnd was about to reclassify 
Haitians as a high risk.group for Alrj»S. 

Less than 24 hours after Jaffe add Castro were quoted in 
detail, a CDC spokesman tried to take back their indefensible 
position. On July 29, CDC's Don Berreth asserted from the 
CDC's Atlanta headquarters: "We h�ve nothing to say about 
the report because the New York Ti"'es story is not correct. It 
is not true that Haitians will go bacJt on the list [of high risk 
groups]." 

Why did the CDC back down? Will Harold Jaffe change 
his name to Doctor Gaffe? Had som�ne even at CDC figured 
out that the logic of their argument was that they would have 
to declare the 30 million Africans ! infected with AIDS as 
Haitians! 
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Gorbachov's Russia 
to pay Czarist debt 
by William Engdahl 

On July 1 5  in London, Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shev
ardnadze signed an agreement with the British foreign min
ister ending a 69-year-old repudiation of pre-revolutionary 
debts. While media accounts have treated the matter in a 
passing or comical manner, there appears to be nothing com
ical in the reasons motivating the Soviet state to recognize 
the most sacrosanct fonn of capitalist paper-state-bonded 
debt titles. 

"The Russians d�finitely did this, now, after refusing for . 
almost 70 years." a spokesman for one of the largest French 
banks told us, "because they intend to become more respect
able in order to borrow more" on select Western capital 
markets. A senior person at the London merchant bank, Mor
gan Grenfell, confinned, "We assume they are clearing the 
decks for something big. Most of our clients are American or 
Arab, so we wouldn't touch Russian paper. It would have to 
be the large international houses with placing power in se
curitized markets-Credit Suisse First Boston or Merrill 
Lynch Capital Markets. " 

According to specialists in the esoteric world of London 
finance, the latest Moscow overture was made in a preci!iely 
targeted manner aimed at the huge offshore financial market 
known as the City of London. While the face amount at stake 
in Czarist Russian bonds is tiny in today's global terms
perhaps some $60 million-and it may take years to trace 
down surviving descendants of holders in the West-the 
interesting question is "Why now?" 

Collapsing energy revenues 
Since the 1970s, when the Western world price for petro

leum artificially soared from an average below $2.50/barrel 
in 1973 to almost $40 in 1980, Soviet earnings of Western 
"hard currency" -principally dollar holdings-were vec
tored overwhelmingly to energy exports to the West. The 
controversial Siberian natural gas pipeline of the late . 1970s 
was only part of this strategy. Billions of doIlars of Western 
oil equipment, pipe, and driIling and refining technology 
were bought to increase output from huge but remote Siberian 
oil and gas fields. In the early 1980s, Moscow became a 
factor, if marginal, in Western crude and refined oil product 
markets, dumping an estimated 2 million barrels daily onto 
Swiss and London oil "spot markets." More than 60% of 
official Soviet hard currency earnings by the early 19808 
flowed from oil and gas sales to the West. Since last January, 
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with the catastrophic drop of Western oil prices from some 
$28/barrel to even less than $10, Soviet energy earnings have 
been severely hit. 

The Vienna Institute for �ternational Comparative Eco
nomics in Austria monitors East-West trade developments. 
According to Dr. Raimund Di,tz of the institute, ''The Soviet 
Union will lose $10 billion in 1986 compared with 1984" 
only from energy export pric�. As oil in the West is traded 
and priced in doIlars by convention, Dietz further calculates 
that losses, if calculated for Moscow's main Western Euro
pean trade partner, West Gertnany, are far greater. As the 
dollar parity level with the West Gennan mark has plunged 
more than 30% over this timeispan along with the oil price, 
Dietz reckons hard currency i�come losses from energy ex
port t� the West will plunge. "�e calculate they will go from 
DM 66 billion in 1984 down tOjonly DM 32 billion this year , .. 
he said. "This is drastic." And �t assumes an average oil price 
of$16 this year, an optimistic lProjection. 

To compensate for this s�dden loss, the Russians can 
simply cut back on orders of ,capital goods and agriculture 
from Western markets. Alreaity there have been signs they 
will unilaterally renege on a p� of their huge grain contract 
with Washington. Until now, jnone of the major technology 
contracts with West Gennan qud other European finns, said 
to be so promising only four �onths ago, has been signed. 
''There are signs of cutbacks/already," Dietz added. "Big 
Austrian firms, ones which have traded with Moscow for 
years, are being told, 'No, watt until next year .. .. '" 

. Dietz calculates there are; limited options to gain new 
Western currency. One of thC1largesi potentiaIly, would be 
further export of gold. On MaYi 9, London gold bullion dealer 
Samuel Montagu reported evi�ncethat Moscow had sharply 
increased gold sales to the W �st from ·120 tons in 1984 (Im
perial) to 22 5 tons already ip 1985, when energy export 
earnings first began to drop. Since the present world gold 
market is very soft and domin*ted by South African produc
tion, maximum revenue gain ; possible· from this source to 
offset oil losses to the West would be only $3 billion, for a 
total estimated at $4.5 billiop sales this year. "They can 
export a maximum of 200 to �50 tons before they began to 
undercut the market prices." i 

This could explain one aswct of the involvement of Rus
sian "ambassador without p¥olio" Annand Hammer in 
pushing the British royal fami� to demand drastic economic 
sanctions against South Afric,. South Africa and U.S.S.R. 
are repositories of the vast share of known world reserves of 
gold, diamonds,' and also co�, platinum. manganese, tita
nium, and other industrially stqttegic raw materials. Moscow 
is backing the African Nation¥. Congress terrorist organiza
tion inside South Africa to cre.te industrial chaos. 

Another Russian option �ould be to go onto the most 
preferred Western capital m.kets-bond markets, where 
costs of capital to finance indu$ial imports are far lower than 
for conventional bank credit. . 
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Corporate Profile: Gianni Agnelli . 

The oligarchical fruit of the I 
philosophy of Nazi-communis$ 
by Antonio Gaspari 

In the process of destroying its industrial economy under 
advice of the International Monetary Fund. the nation of Italy 
has come to find itself in the unenviable position of heavy 
dependence on the Soviet Union for both those raw materials 
and economic and trade contracts necessary to economic 
survival . The politics of Italy's deindustrialization has fe�
tured trade relations which have always tended to favor coun
tries of the East bloc or satrapies of Moscow. such as Libya 
and Syria. 

If this situation has . until today. been motivated as an 
"economic necessity ." given the depression afflicting all 
Western nations. from the military-strategic standpoint . this 
situation is absolutely untenable: Italy. the centerpiece of the 
defense of NATO's southern flank in case of a conflict. is 
severely constricted by Soviet economic and political black
mail. 

Those responsible for this "tum toward the East " are the 
same figures who present themselves to the world as the 
champions of "liberal capitalism " -for example. the Agnelli 
family. best known as the owners of Fiat; the Venetian oli� 
garchy represented by the Visentini group. De Benedetti. and 
Olivetti; and the Roman oligarchy . With the exception of a 
few heavily indebted firms in which there is some state par
ticipation, and which are now in danger of being privatized 
and sold off, all the "majors" in Italy, re-insurance companies 
and industrial groups, are controlled by Agnelli , the Venetian 
oligarchy, or the Roman oligarchy. 

This Italian oligarchical matrix is , properly, the Italian 
side of what has been called "The Trust, " feudalistic financier 
and trading interests of the West whose we�th and power is 
linked to special arrangements with Moscow. To demon
strate the feudal arid subversive conceptions which animate 
the Italian side of "Tbe Trust ," allow me to introduce you to 
"the lawyer ," Giovanni (or Gianni) Agnelli . 

Gianni is among the founders of the Trilateral Commiss
sion, and a confidant of David �ockefeller, Henry Kissinger , 
Adlai Stevenson, Richard Gardner, Ted Kennedy, and Ed
mond de Rothschild . He also numbers among his "Ameri
can" friends Pamela Churchill , the mother of Winston 
Churchill III and the wife of the late grand old man of the 
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Democratic Party, Averell Harrima� Katharine Graham of 
the Washington Post; and Arnaud deirChgrave, the Belgian 
count who edits the Washington Ti s after having worked 
for Katharine Graham at Newsweek Ii some 30 years . Then, 
there is Andre Meyer of Lazard F res, who oversees the 
fjnancial interests of Agnelli, and o,ce gushed: "Gianni is 
the most fascinating personality I ha� ever met . " 

The 'turn to the East' 
"The lawyer, Agnelli ," as he is known here in Italy , is 

defined by Newsweek as the "leading industrialist of Western 
Europe . " But he is also one of the best:friends that the Soviets 
have: It was he who initiated export bf Western technology 
to the East in the grand style . By' wat of his friendship with 
the late Soviet Premier Alexei Kosy8in, and especially with 
the husband of Kosygin's daughter, l>zhermen Gvishiani, a 
Georgian who was for a time the di�ctor of the Council of 
State for Science and Technology anel is now member of the 
Central Committee, Agnelli secured the contract fc,>r the con
struction of Togliattigrad auto produCtion works, the largest 
plant ever constructed by Western interests in Russia. With 
this contract , Agnelli opened the do+r to a rapid expansion 
of East-West qommerce, a door thrc)ugh which have since 
passed deals of every kind . 

Gvishiani is a very active person:1 He is among the fO\ln
ders of the IIASA (International Ins�itute for Applied Sys
tems Analysis) in Vienna, an organizJation which functioned 
as a conduit for Soviet tapping into Western computer banks 
and generally stealing American secrets, until President Rea
gan decided to end the American p�icipation which Mc-
George Bundy had initiated. . 

Agnelli sold 1 6% of the shares of, Fiat to Libyan terrorist 
Muammar Qaddafi, who still holds them today. They have 
given Qaddafi the right to have repre�entatives sitting on the 
board of directors and the administrlttive council of Fiat-,
despite the fact that Fiat is often involved in the planning and 
production of sophisticated war matetftel for Atlantic Alliance 
nations . 

There is no doubt about the fact that, if Italy is increas
ingly economically dependent on Russia and Libya, the cred-
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it can be taken by Gianni Agnelli. 
Agnelli 's  kind of power' is somewhat heady, which is 

why "the lawyer Gianni ," as leading scion of the Agnelli 
family, has a regal consideration of himself: He believes that 
he has assumed the place of the royal family of Savoy in 
Turin, and just as the Savoy, he has no patriotic interests; his 
interests are solely determined by his holding companies and 
those of his extended family, the nobility. Agnelli is arrogant 
with regard to the public well-being: He has always main
tained that the State should furnish the capital and approve 
the necessary laws for maintaining the affairs of Fiat. 

With regard to Italy's strategic role, Agnelii is quite bla
tant. He has on many occasions declared: "We can be happy 
that Italy is destined to become a second Yugoslavia, an 
outpost on the demarcation line between the Orient and the 
Occident, which brings its weight to bear, now on one side, 
now on the other." 

This is an idea fully shared with the Soviets, and in this 
light, a statement by hig sister, Susanna, does not seem ex
cessive. She told the press: "If Gianni had not been born an 
Agnelli , he would have been a communist." 

The heirs of Tiberius 
But there are sides to the life of Gianni Agnelli which 

throw into sharp relief the fact that his affinity for the East is 
a result of his affinity for the Dionysian, subversive counter
culture philosophy which, though "popular"- today, and 
therefore not subject to bursts of public outrage, is worse than 
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that of the communists. _ I 

Gianni was educated fro$ a tender age in a corrupt and 
perverse ambiance. His gran4mother, an American of Scot
tish origin, Jane Campbell, �s the wife of the Prince of San 
Faustino (she was popularly �ferred to as "Princess Jane") . 
She passed her vacations on the old Roman emperors' resort 
island of Capri, where she [became the mistress of Axel 
Munthe, the man who claimed to be the reincarnation of 
Tiberius-the Emperor who crucified Christ. Munthe shared 
this distinction with Adolf Hi,ler, who was convinced that he 
himself was the true incarnatiOn of Tiberius. 

The daughter of Princess lane, Gianni's mother, was the 
noblewoman Virginia Bourb�n del Monte, who became fa
mous not only for her great number of lovers , but also for 
having been the woman mostlloved by the famous journalist 
and writer, Curzio Malaparte� Malap$ is- notorious as one 
of the leading representativeSi of the faction called the " Uni
versal Fascists," and is a very \Strange type indeed. Malaparte 
was a good friend of GaleazJzo Ciano, Mussolini's son-in
law, and his minister of foreign affairs. 

But Malaparte was at ttie same time friends with the 
Soviet leadership, and in th. middle of the Fascist period 
wrote articles praising Lenin, Trotsky, Lunacharsky, et al. 
In the 1930s, as director oC the newspaper owned by the 
Agnelli family, La Stampa, �alaparte made a trip to Moscow 
and became friends with Stalin. When the war was over, in 
spite of his escapades with thO Fascists , Malaparte joined the 
Communist Party, and becaItte a correspondent for Unita, 

the Communist daily. His friiendship with party leader Pal� 
miro Togliatti continued untilMalaparte's death of lung can
cer. 

The relationship betweenlMalaparte and Gianni's moth� 
er, Virginia, was a clamorqus affair at the time because 
Malaparte was a very extrovelJed type , especially with regard 
to his sexual habits . He used to shave his whole body. and 
there exist famous photos of �im naked in the snow in Fin
land. The habit of having hiJnself drawn or painted in the 
nude is one of those which the lawyer Gianni has faithfully 
followed. 

i 
Portrait of a degenerate 

There is more, of co�. Gianni's sister Susanna re
counts in a book of me(Iloire. on the family, We Also Wore 

Sailor Suits, ) that Curzio M�parte, when he was not in bed 
with her mother, was in bed 'lith a young man who was then 
an aspiring writer, Alberto �oravia, today known for his 
pornographic scribblings. According to Susanna Agnelli, 
Gianni at that time had as hi$ principal occupation driving 
around in his car looking for �rostitutes. 

The house of the Agnelli �amily was at the time frequent
ed by the cream of the cream lof the FasCist oligarchy and by 
members of the Italian royal family (Savoy). Gianni, whose 
political convictions were al�ady set , did not hesitate to don 
the black shirt, which lawfullr followed the shirt of the GUF 
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(Fascist University Youth) , and so on until the war broke 
out, when he became an officer in the Fascist army . 

But according to his own testimony, the man who played 
the biggest role in his life was the Sicilian Prince Raimondo 
Lanza di Trabia, a man known for receiving his guests by 
waiting for them naked on the sofa; he used to call the waiters 
by shooting his revolver into the ceiling . 

Prince Raimondo di Lanza had blond hair and a mous
tache, and seemed to have developed a somewhat peculiar 
friendship with Gianni. In a recent biography , Carlo De Be
nedetti recounts a scene in the AgneUi residence, where he 
together with Umberto Agnelli ,  number-two in the family , 
descried Gianni in the bathroom with Raimondo Lanza, who 
was immmersed in the bath and carrying out acrobatIcs 'with 
that part of his body with which, they say, he was particularly 
well endowed . Raimondo Lanza was the fiance of Susanna 
for several years. Even while he was an intimate of Galeazzo 
Ciano and a convinced Fascist, during the civil war in Spain , 
Prince Lanza fought on the side of the communists . 

Gianni has not lost any of the lessons conferred upon him 
by such parents and friends;  he conformed to the norms of 
stich a Dionysian life: It seems that, if anything, he has gone 
even further than his teachers , to become a follower of the 
cult of Priapus . 

In Greek mythology, Priapus was born of the union of 
Dionysos and Aphrodite , and his qualities are all concentrat
ed in his virile member, which is said to be of the proportions 
of thos(: of a donkey . According to the Greek myths, phallic 
symbols in honor of Priapus are planted in a circle in prepa
ration for the Dionysian rituals. These rituals , which make 
up a part of,the "Secret knowledge" of the oligarchy, became 
diffused among the population by way of the propaganda of 
the Futurist Movement, which professed them openly. Ag
nelli is the greatest admirer of the Futurist Movement, to 
which he recently dedicated an exhibition in Venice. 

But then, it is well known that he gives his "particular 
atten�n" with regard to certain individuals who have a cer
tain anatomical quality, such as the one possessed by Rai
mondo Lanza di Trabia. A woman who knows him and his 
tastes well , recently sent him a postcard from the museum in 
Naples: a little man sculptured on an ancient temple, with his 
. shoulders crushed by a huge weight, but who shows a dispro
portionately large member. 

It seems that these same interests are shared by many of 
Gianni 's  friends, among them Henry Kissinger. 

It is evident from the facts so far cited in the case of this 
leading scion of the Agnelli family, that the so-much-ve.ner
atec;l lawyer, Gianni , is in fact an oligarchical fruit, of the 
philosophy of Nazi-communism. And there can be no greater 
blaSphemy than to identify Agnelli as a representative of 
Western civilization: His soul and everything he does flow 
from the spirit of Dionysos , which our civilization and Judea
Christian morality have fought to destroy for thousands of 
years. 
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Agriculture by Marcia Meny 

Will drought assistance help? 

Congress has voted up some measures, but countering the effects 

of the drought in the southeast is a job for the army . 

On July 30, the House Agriculture 
Committee initiated extraordinary as
sistance to farmers in the southeastern 
drought-emergency states , by voting 
up legislation that contained measures 
above and beyond the assistance plans 
announced by Agriculture Secretary 
Richard Lyng . The House provisions 
include livestock feed assistance, a 
stay on dairymen paying levies to the 
herd buy-out program, and permis
sion to use idled crop land for forage . 

Rep . .  Charles Hatcher (D-Ga.) said 
that the "normal" federal disaster as
sistance, which offers low-interest, 
stringent-term loans , is not enough. 
"The farmers I represent probably 
wouldn't apply for new loans because 
they couldn't service the loans they 
have ."  

At  least half of the farmers in  the 
drought states are financially in jeop
ardy because of the impact of the 
drought, on top of depressed econom
ic conditions . The measures being en
acted by Congress-the Agriculture 
Committee passed the relief bill by 
voice vote the day it was introduced
may nevertheless betoo little , and too 
late . Agriculture Committee Chair
man Kika de la Garza (D-Tex . )  pre
dicted that Congress will get the bill 
to President Reagan some time during 
August .  But time is running out. 

The measures Congress is man
dating could actually be implemented 
now by the U .S .  Department of Agri
culture . But the USDA is dominated 
by cartel interests , e .  g . , Cargill man 
Daniel Amstutz, the undersecretary. 
Cargill and other international cartel 
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companies favor drastic food and farm 
shutdown, and population reduction 
worldwide. 

The same week as the congres
sional action, the USDA produced a 
memo insisting that the drought af
fecting the nine disaster states , would 
not result in increased food costs to 
the public . The author, Kenneth 
Deavers, said that prices due to falling 
output would only rise within the 
southeast itself. 

According to Deavers, acting ad
ministrator of the department' s  Eco-

. nomic Research Service, ''The quan
tity of food commodities supplied from 
the stricken area is a relatively small 
percentage of the total national sup
plus of foods, and some of the affected 
commodities can be supplied by other 
areas ."  Deavers said that crop short
ages will not cause a measurable in
crease in the consumer price index, 
and stuck to the current USDA fore
cast of a 2-3% rise in prices this year. 

These predictions are "unrealis
tic ," in the view of the Georgia State 
University's  Economic Research 
Center, headed by Donald Ratajzak. 
Ratajzak said tha, peanut prices could 
rise between 40% and . 50% . Poultry 
prices will rise at least IO¢ a pound 
and continue higher into next year. 

The southeastern states produce 
over 80% of the annual U.S .  peanut 
crop. They produce 36% of the chick
en output. Percentages of national 
grain production are lower, but the 
southeastern states acoount for 25% of 
the national production of soft, red 
winter wheat (for quick breads, crack-

ers , and other specialy baked goods) . .  
The national cattle and calf inven

tory in these drought states accounts 
for 1 2% ofithe national herd, which is 
diminishing yearly under the econom
ic depressipn . Millions of tons of hay 
and proteip rations are required to 
maintain qtese animals, or national 
output potqntial is drastically reduced. 

The new congressional measures 
call for th� issuing of feed certificates ·. 
to drought .. hit farmers , that they can 
redeem fot CCC-heid grain . Farms 
considered "critical" will be able to 
use certificittes for free grain to cover 
all feed needs . Others will get up to 
half. 

The A�riculture Committee plan 
was partly �motivated by the . desire to 
use up production they consider "sur
plus" in, thje Midwest. They mandate 
that up to �O% of the shipping costs to 
the recipient farm in the southeast will 
be met by federal payments . How
ever, the dimensions of need, if met 
on the scale necessary , will require 
huge amounts of hay and feed to be 
shipped in; A military-logistical m0-
bilization is needed. Instead, the me
dia is serviJ)g to mislead both the pub
lic and la,+,makers alike , by playing 
up the do�ations of animal feed and 
freight. They help, but are miniscule 
compartld to requirements . 

In 1984, there were an estimated 
12 ,276,000 cattle and calves in nine 

'southeastetn states . To provide daily 
rations to merely ''rough through" each 
animal fo� the next 1 50 days, would 
take about 20 to 25 pounds of hay a 
day , S pounds of some kind of protein 
feed (corq, brewers grain, soybean 
meal) , and 20 gallons of water. There
fore, for �e next 1 50 days, 23 .017 
tons ofha)\ are needed-meaning that 
the NatioJJ¥l1 Guard and military have 
to coordinate the "haylift." And 4.603 
inillion tons of protein feed are re
quired-also a "job for the Army." 
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Report from Rio by Lorenzo Carrasco 

How not to form a Common Market 

What' s 'good' for General Motors will kill ,what remains of the 
economies of South America . 

T he Presidents of Brazil and Argen
tina, Jose Samey and Raul Alfonsin, 
are gaining many and powerful endor
sers for their joint proposal to create a 
so-called common market , bl,lt this 
support is not among the industrialists 
of either country, who look upon this 
"free market" opening with distrust ; 
The enthusiasm is coming from the 
multinationals, and especially the ma
jor international automobile produc
ers. These new sympathies will also 
increase the popularity of the two heads 
of state among the international cred
itor banks. 

The reason for such glee among 
international bankers is that the pro
posal could mean a significant in
crease in Brazil and Argentina's ex
port capacities, which would mean in 
tum a significant increase in the eco
nomic looting of those countries, in 
the name of servicing their huge for
eign debts. 

Specifically , during the past three 
years the Brazilian economy has dra
matically increased its exports based 
on exploitation of unused installed 
productive capacity, enabling it to pay 
nearly $3 5 billion in interest without 
investing a single dollar in expansion 
of its infrastructure or industrial ca
pacity during that same period , But at 
the beginning of this year, its unused 
capacity ran out . 

Faced with this dilemma, the Bra
zilian government has imposed a se
ries of measures to cut back internal 
consumption, given that growth of do
mestic consumption was threatening 
to limit the country's exports. At the 
same time, it is seeking "union" with 
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Argentina , so that the two can now 
jointly employ Argentina's unused in
dustrial capacity destroyed by the mo
netarist policies and by the Austral Plan 
of President Alfonsin, all in order to 
maintain the rhythm of export and 
looting imposed by the international 
financial oligarchy . 

With these measures, Argentina 
will be providing industrial parts which 
will then be re-exported by Brazil . In 
the view of the creditors , this could 
increase foreign exchange and , at the 
same time, the debt payment capabil
ity of both countries. The slogan "grow 
together" which came out of the Sar
ney-Alfonsin meetings , would be bet
ter expressed, "export and pay the debt 
together . "  

For the national interests o f  both . 
countries, the loss with this phony in
tegration plan is twofold . Not only are 
their productive capacities misused in 
payment of the usurious debt , but it 
also allows the major transnational 
companies , especially the automobile 
assemblers , to increase their regional 
power and their profits . 

The reason is that they are enabled 
to integrate the operations of their fac
tories maintained in different coun
tries, so that under the rubric of "intra
regional" free trade , the remission of 
their profits abroad is made easier , 
while sovereignty and national tax laws 
are made a laughing-stock . 

As the Brazilian daily lornal do 
Comercio recently charged, such flight 
capital is already being practiced by 
these companies . For example , Gen
eral Motors makes an automobile that 
is sold on the Brazilian internal market 

for more than $ 1 0 ,000, but that same 
car-unassembleJi and in boxes-is 
exported to General Motors of Vene
zuela for only $2,800. After assem
bly , it is then resold for more than 
$6,000 on the Venezuelan internal 
market . 

With such aD! operation, General 
Motors wins on lall sides . First , ex
porting below co�t creates an artificial 
"loss" on the bo�ks of the Brazilian 
company, wipin� out part o,f the prof
its gotten from sMe on the domestic 
market, which i� tum translates into 
savings, come tall time . Besides, the 
"loss" in exportsl is passed on in the 
prices of the auto�obiles sold domes
tically, where th� multinationals can 
count on a captiv� quota of 70% of all 
vehicle sales, which allows them to 
send the prices rpey charge into the 
stratosphere . Se¢ond , by under-in
voicing their ex�' rts , the assembler 
companies surre titiously manage to 
export their pro ts abroad . This not 
only constitutes qapital flight but also 
evasion of the 33% tax on profit re
mission . 

And these are only the profits ob
tained in Brazil . The fabulous profits 
of General Motors in Venezuela , 
which shut its fattory recently to be
come an importer and re-seller of its 
own models, remain to be looked at . 

To get some i�ea of the size of this 
scandalous fraud, during 1 985 the 
Brazilian automo�ile industry export
ed more than 200jooo automobiles , of 
which more than � 5,000 were export
ed in the form Qf boxed parts . This 
year, the expoI1ls continued to in
crease. And we ate only talking about 
the automobile intlustry . 

These, of c�rse, . are the same 
companies whictJ-without lifting a 
finger-would f�rther increase their 
vast profits oncel the system of free 
enterprise propostd by Samey and AI
fonsin is implemqnted. 
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Business Briefs 

Health 
AIDS sweeping 
through Zambia 

AIDS is sweeping through Zambia so fast 
that, "if effective action is not taken quickly, 
a large part of our community will be wiped 
out," a health ministry official told a nation
al AIDS seminar the weekend of July 26-
27 , the London Guardian reported on July 
28 , in an article entitled, "Zambia in AIDS 
Alert. "  

Health Ministry official Evariste Njele
sani told delegates: "Many of us see disaster 
ahead-a whole generation is under threat. " 
Blood surveys show that up to 15% of the 
6.2  million population may be carrying the 
virus . 

According to the Guardian, until very 
recently , numbers of patients actually suf
fering from AIDS in Zambia had been kept 
secret. More than half of the currently known 
AIDS patients are between the ages of 1 5  
and 35. There have already been several 
hundred AIDS deaths in Zambia, the 
Guardian reports . 

South Africa 
British parliament 
seeks 'Marshall Plan' 

A report on South Africa issued in late July 
by the House of Commons Foreign Affairs 
Committee has proposed a Marshall Plan for 
South Africa, which will involve industrial 
and economic development of the South Af
rican republic as the ultimate solution to the 
apartheid problem. According to one com
mittee spokesman, the plan will involve 
"substantial aid to the South African gov
ernment as a condition for ending aparth
eid . "  The money would be provided by in
volved governments, and earmarked for 
projects in education, black business , etc . 

The report stipulated a second option 
that is reserved for the condition in which 
"no concessions are made by the South Af
rican govemment, and then, Britain and other 
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countries, will be under increasing pressure 
compelling them to go with sanctions . " 

Labor 

Presidental candidate 
calls for 'piece-work' 

Unannounced presidential candidate Charles 
Robb, former governor of Virginia, called 
for tying workers' pay to their productivity , 
in a speech in San Francisco, California on 
July 2 1 .  

Addressing the Commonwealth Club in 
his capacity as head of the Democratic Lead
ership Council, Robb said that a new "social 
contract" is needed between the American 
people and their government, because the 
New Deal "has run its course. "  

Apparently under the delusion that high 
workers' salaries are the cause of the crisis 
in the U . S .  economy, Robb stated that, to 
regain America's  competitive edge, "we 
need to link productivity and pay . The old 
system of compensation-fixed. hourly pay 
or annual salaries without regard to how a 
company actually performs-may well be 
obsolete. A dramatic alternative is the share
economy idea, in which workers would re
ceive some percentage of their pay in bo
nuses , depending on the fortunes of their 
company . . . .  By giving the companies the 
flexibility to . . . lower payroll costs by 
trimming or foregoing bonuses during bad 
times, layoffs could be avoided and workers 
could gain in job-security what they lose in . 
compensation. " 

Holocaust 

Plague of locusts 
hits Africa after rains 

After 10 years of drought, the rains have 
returned to the plains of Africa, and condi
tions are nearly ideal for crops . But in an 
almost Biblical progression, a new peril has 
appeared: a plague of locusts and grasshop-

I 
pers, clouds of the migrating insects that 
strip the ground bare. 

A soUrce reported to Reuter news ser
vice what it is like when the locust nymphs 
emerge from their eggs buried in the shal
low, moist dirt: "So far as the eye could see , 
they were boiling out. Every inch of open 
ground appeared to be bubbling with young 
locusts as pod after pod gave up its contents . 
This wenJ on for three hours from just before 
dawn. Within three days, the whole of the 
vast egg Jjeld had been hatched out and the 
creatures: were ready to march." 

The tams, which make the egg laying 
possible iIlPd bring the crops that feed the 
insects, liave brought a massive outbreak of 
grasshoppers in West Africa and of four sPe
cies of loeust in eastern, central, and south
ern Africa. 

Aerosp(lCe 
I 

Soviets outpace U.S. 
in airplane produ�tion 

The Uni� States has a deficit in required 
military ¥ircraft of at least 5 ,500 units, in 
comparisbn to the military forces of the So
viet Union, according to the forthcoming 
EIR Quatterly Economic Report for the sec
ond quarter of 1 986. 

Although Russia has only about 1 ,900 
more airqraft than the United States, 62% of 
their fl� has been built since 1975 . Only 
27% of t/ . S .  aircraft are that new .  

The tlR report will contain an analysis 
of the s�te of the aerospace industry in the 
United states , and an evaluation of the dev
astating economic impact of the defense
weapons development "reforms" recom
mended by President Reagan's Packard 
CommiSSion on Defense Management. 

Some examples from the report: 
Since 1 968, production of civilian air

liners h� fallen 60% , from 702 in that year 
to 278 in; 1 985 . The production of military 
aircraft iSi down 48% since 1 975 , from 1 ,779 
aircraft i� that year, to 930 in 1 984. Civilian 
transport/production represents the nation's  
military 4iclift capability in reserve. 

In � previous period, from 1 958 to 1968 
aircraft ihdustry productivity measured in 
aircraft per production worker per year, 
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generally rose at an exponential rate . Pro
ductivity in civilian and military helicopter 
production has collapsed 60% from 57 per 
1 ,000 employees in 1 975 to 20 in 1 984 . 
Since 1 980, production of helicopters for 
non-military uses has fallen 72% , from 1 ,366 
to 376 in 1 984. 

Likewise, the physical plant and equip
ment in the aircraft industry has shrunk in 
total size since the 1 960s , and efforts to 
modernize the stock of equipment have 
stagnated . The industry had 30% fewer ma
chine tools in 1 983 than in 1 977.  Fully 65% 
of the 1 983 inventory of tools , is considered 
"obsolete" by the standards of the machine
tool industry, which regards equipment that 
is 10 years old , beyond its useful life .  

Organized Crime 
Dope, Inc. bank sues 
LaRouche under RICO 

First Fidelity Bank, one of the most noto
rious "mob banks" in the United States , filed 
a new lawsuit against Lyndon LaRouche and 
36 different organizations and individuals in 
late July , charging that they constitute a 
"LaRouche enterprise" under the Racket
eering Influenced and Corrupt Organiza
tions Act (RICO) . 

The suit names 1 7  organizations, rang
ing from The laRouche Campaign (TLC) 
and Independent Democrats for laRouche 
(IOL) to the National Caucus of Labor Com
mittees (NCLC) and the PMR Printing Co. , 
which it claims are under the control and 
domination of the National Executive Com
mittee of the NCLC, which in tum is alleged 
to be under the control and domination of 
LaRouche . The RICO complaint claims that 
the 1 7  organizations are "the alter ego of 
LaRouche and of each other. " 

In November 1 984, First Fidelity , co
operating with the FBI and corrupt elements 
in the Justice Department , confiscated 
$200,000 of IOL funds ,  preventing a sched
uled LaRouche election-eve national broad
cast on CBS-TV . A series of legal actions 
followed from IOL against the bank. 

First Fidelity' s  RICO claims against 
TLC, IOL, and many of the other named 
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defendants have already been thrown out of 
court once . Last year, both a federal mag
istrate and a federal judge dismissed First 
Fidelity 's  attempts to amend their libel-and
fraud suit against TLC and IOL to include a 
RICO claim, on the grounds that it was "un
timely" because the case was too far along 
in discovery to add new claims . 

The organized crime connections of First 
Fidelity have been exhaustively detailed in 
EIR (e . g . , Feb. 7, 1 986, "First Fidelity: 
laRouche Foe Caught in Bed with Dope , 
Inc .") .  The bank, through its president, 
Robert Ferguson, played a key role in the 
legalization of casino gambling in New Jer
sey , and the recent exposure of First Fideli
ty ' s  dealings with professional con man 
Richard Mamarella-involving loanshark
ing, drug trafficking, at least two murders , 
and shakedowns of legitimate and illegiti
mate businesses-reveal the depth of the 
bank's ties to organized crime . 

Legal experts have told EIR that they 
expect the new RICO suit to be readily dis
missed . When that happens , First Fidelity 
(and Robert Vesco's) attorney AI Besser will 
face massive fines for having filed a frivo
lous lawsuit . 

Pornography 

International trade 
in children for sex 

One million young children, aged three or 
more, are kidnapped, sold , or otherwise 
forced onto the international sex market, ac
cording to a report released by the Norwe
gian Ministry of Justice and reported in the 
Times of London on August I .  

Denmark is one of the key European 
centers through which the children are fun
neled on route to North America or some of 
the Arab countries .  West Germany and the 
Netherlands are also involved, according to 
a Ministry spokesman. 

Most of the children are drawn from the 
Third World, especially Thailand, Indo
China, and the Philippines.  Child pornog
raphy and prostitution are worth an estimat
ed $2 billion in the United States alone . 

1 

Briefly 
• DEFENS� DEPARTMENT cost 
overruns in major weapons programs 
are lower, of lien much lower than the 
majority of large civilian projects , 
commercial or governmental , ac
cording to separate studies by the 
RAND Corporation and the Analytic 
Sciences Corporation . 

• THE VALUE of the confiscated 
marijuana in Oklahoma exceeded the 
value of the state's  1 985 wheat crop, 
according to Ihe Tulsa World on July 
29 . Around $800 million of mari
juana was cohfiscated, estimated as 
less than 25% of the total crop. The 
value of the wbeat crop was $700 mil
lion . 

• BANKRUPTCY of Gulf States 
Utilities may lead to bankruptcy for 
the states of Louisiana and Texas. The 
utility is fighting for rate increases in 
Texas and Louisiana, and has filed a 
26 .2% rate-�Iief request with the 
public-servic4 commission . Spokes
man Bernard Weinstein said , "Bank
ruptcy for GSU would be bankruptcy 
for the whole .. egion . " 

• POLAND and the United States 
agreed on Jub' 30 to reschedule the 
Polish government's  debt of $ 1  .7 bil
lion due the U. S. government for 
1 982-84, the , official news agency 
PAP said . "The payment of a total of 
some $ 1  .7 biUion owed by Poland to 
the U . S .  was rescheduled under the 
agreement ,"  ItAP said . It was not dis
closed what period of time was agreed 
for Poland to �pay the debt . Poland's  
debt to Westein countries totals about 
$3 1 billion . 

• DONALD EPHLIN, United 
Auto Workers vice-president, em
phasized the importance of "the ero
sion of our industrial base" in his July 
28 address to the annual Automotive 
News World Congress in Dearborn, 
Michigan. "The fact is that we as a 
nation have silently given away such 
a tremendous part of our way of liv
ing , our stanciju-d of living, that it is a 
national disgrace . Our government 
continues to act as though we have no 
real problems facing our nation . "  
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The elections of 
i 

July 6:  turning 
point for Japan 
by Linda de Hoyos 

It may not be until the 2 1  s1 century that the world fully comprehends the signifi
cance of the landslide victory for Japanese Prime1 Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone's  
Libe�al Democratic Party in  national elections �his July 6 .  But if Nakasone' s  
promised program for Japan ' s  transition to the 2 1 �t century is realized, the July 6 
elections will have been a turning point in Japan's  history and its role in the world . 

The high voter turnout in the elections,  an� the votes cast for the Liberal 
Democratic Party (LDP) , giving the ruling party �04 seats in the 580-seat Lower 
House of the Diet (parliament) , broke all prece�nt in the postwar periOd. The 
vote was a surprise reversal of the defeat dealt to the party in elections in December 
1 983 , when the LDP scraped by with only 250 se�ts . 

The manner in which the elections were called was equally uncharacteristic of 
Japanese politics .  In 1 983 , Prime Minister NakasOne, then closing his first term, 
would have by all expectations stepped down in �he wake of the "chastisement" 
deli vered by Japanese voters to the party . Howevdr, he demanded to remain in his 
post, and with the backing of political chieftain atp former prime minister Kakuei 
Tanaka, head of the most powerful faction in the tDP, Nakasone did so . 

Nakasone' s  term would be up again on Oct . 3 � of this year. However, he again 
stated his desire to remain prime minister in or4er to "take Japan into the 2 1 st 
century . "  To do so , he had not only to flout the LDP's  written rules ,  but the equally 
important assumed strictures of consensus in the rUling party . 

The LDP, which has been the ruling party sin�e the end of World War II , rests 
on a framework of political factions representing various interests and constituen
cies .  It is through loyalty to such factions ,  headep by each faction' s  most senior 
member, that prospective candidates receive both the political backing and funding 
to run for office . Harmony within the party derivds from the strict apportioning of 
political power among the factions , according to rbtation and number of Diet seats 
each faction has acquired . Given that the LDP us/ually wins by far the most seats 
in parliamentary elections , the president of the Rarty automatically becomes the 
prime minister. The post of party president is limited to two, two-year terms. 

Nakasone , however, has challenged this long .. standing ruling . In deliberations 
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July 22 , on the basis of the mandate delivered to the party , 
Nakasone was granted an extension of his term one year 

beyond the end of his current term . The possibility of his 

remaining in office a full third term remains open . 

Nakasone ' s  major opponents in the party are , understand

ably enough , those who under party traditions would be vying 
for toe highest post had he relinquished power: former For

eign Minister Shifltaro Abe , a member of the faction led by 

former Prime Minister Takeo Fukuda; former Finance Min

ister Noburo Takeshita , a leader of the faction of Kakeui 
Tanaka; and chairman of the LDP executive council , Kiichi 

Miyazawa, from the faction of former Prime Minister Zenko 

Suzuki . 

A popular mandate 
Nakasone circumvented these factional obstacles to his 

personal drive to take Japan through the transition to the 2 1 st 

century , by taking the issue directly to the Japanese people 

through elections . Despite the downturn in the Japanese 

economy , due to the revaluation of the yen under pressure of 

the failing dollar , Nakasone ' s  popularity rating has gone 

steadily upward over the last year, reaching as high ; accord

ing to polls ,  as 57% . In May of this year, Japan ' s  political 
observers believed that if Nakasone scored a success at the 

Tokyo summit of OECD leaders , he would have a good 

chance of following through on a scenario for dual house 
elections that would give him a fresh mandate before his term 

expires . The unified stance of the United States and Western 

European leaders against Japan ' s  calls for currency stability , 

however, appeared to destroy that option . 
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A street scene ill Tokyo . 
Prime Minister Nakasone has 
received overwhelming 
popular support for his effort 
to shift Japan ' s  concern from 
the domestic preoccupations 
of postwar reconstruction, to 
an international role befitting 
the nation ' s  economic 
stre gth . 

Or at least ,  that is what the Japanese and Western press 
said . Nevertheless , within a month , Nakasone had succeeded 

in pushing through a measure which would turn the already 
scheduled Upper House elections into full national dual eJec

tions-thus enabling him to seek the mandate he would re

quire . 
According to agreements worked out within the party , 

the following were projected as the options to emerge from 
the elections :  If the LDP received less than 250 seats in the 

Diet , then Kiichi ' Miyazawa, whose economic policies are 

most at variance with Nakasone ' s  fiscal austerity , would 
become prime minister in a coalition with perhaps the Na

tional Liberal Club or the Democratic Socialist Party . If the 
LDP received between 250 and 270 seats , then Abe or Tak

eshita, both from within Nakasone ' s  cabinet, would be tapped 

for the prime ministership , Anything over 270 seats , would 
be a victory for Nakasone . No one expected a victory as high 

as 304 . 

The winners and losers 
The overriding factor in the LDP victory was the high 

voter turnout , just as low voter turnout had nearly crushed 

the party in 1 98 3 ,  Nakasone ' s  call for a strong al liance with 
the United States and his demand that Japan take responsi

bility as a leading nation in the world found a ready response 

in the Japanese voting public , 
This is reflected in the final tallies for the contending 

parties , In the Lower House , which is elected by prefectures 

(or districts) and is the most powerful of the two houses , the 

totals were : 
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1 986  1983 
Liberal Democratic Party 300 250 
Japanese Socialist Party 85 1 12 
Komeito 56 53 
Democratic Socialist Party 26 38 
Japanese Communist Party 26 26 
New Liberal Club 6 8 
USDP 4 3 
Independents' 9 - 1 6  

• Fou r  independents later joined the LOP, bringing the party's total to 
304. 

As various political observers put it , "The opposition 
parties did not have much attraction for the Japanese voters." 
For the most part , the parties limit themselves to criticism of 
Prime Minister Nakasone and the LDP, without offering an 
independent alternative policy. The four major opposition 
parties are the JSP , the Komeito , the DSP, and the JCP. The 
Komeito Party is the avowedly Buddhist Party of Japan, with 
an emphasis on anti-corruption and disarmament. Its level of 
support within the population did not significantly drop; how
ever, it is known that many voting Komeito members Were 
not displeased with the Nakasone victory. The Japanese 
Communist Party also registered a steady base of support 
over the last three years. 

Th,e Democratic Socialist Party , a party of loyal opposi
tion , lost 1 2  seats , as its previous supporters went over to the 
more powerful LDP. 

The loser in the election was the Japanese Socialist Party. 
The Japanese branch of Willy Brandt 's Socialist Internation
al , the JSP under its chairman Masashi Ishibashi has been the 
most outspoken opponent of Nakasone 's adherence to the 
alliance with the United States and his publicly stated person
al commitment to the Strategic Defense Initiative. Even more 
than the Japanese Communist Party, the JSP has carried out 
a pro-Soviet diplomacy of its own. The JSP , for instance , 
recognizes North-not South-Korea , while the JCP has 
broken its ties to the Communist Party in North Korea. The 
Japanese voters rejected the JSP 's appeasement stance. The 

. party' s  drastic loss forced the resignation of Ishibashi , who 
announced the day after the election: "I feel a strong sense of 
crisis. Nakasone will push forward many dangerous plans , 
such as Japanese participation in the Strategic Defense Initia
tive." 

Even within the LDP , the new distribution of votes to the � 

factions bolsters Nakasone's own position. The factional 
breakdown of the 300 votes is as follows: 

1986 1983 
Nakasone 59 47 
Tanaka 34 65 
Suzuki 58 51 
Fukuda 55 46 
Komoto 28 27 
Unaffiliated 1 6  1 4  
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The biggest gainers were akasone's own faCllon an4 
that of Tanaka, the latter havin prqvided the power base for 
Nakasone's rise within the p y. Combined , the Nakasone 
and Tanaka factions control 1 4 ' votes in the party, while the 
factions of Fukuda, Suzuki , former Economic Planning 
Agency director Toshio Kom,? , �ave only 1 4 1  votes. 

The factional strength of Nakasone-Taqaka complex 
is a rather impolite snub to the iberal Eastern Rstabtishment 
in the United States , particul ly to Henry Kissinger , who 
works more easily with mem ' rs of the Suzuki faction. In 
1 973-74 , in the heyday of the issinger years , as lninister of 
the powerful Ministry of Inte ational Trade and Industry 
(MITI) , Nakasone earned Kiss' ger's intense disgruntlement 
for his attempts to mediate i the , 1973 oil crisis. As for 
Tanaka, he was watergated ou f offi� in 1974 bY .a Kissin
ger�contrived Lockheed scan al. Tariaka;s . crime was his 

. policy that Japan forge an in ependent policy toward the 
People's Republic of China , hich put him at odds with 
Kissinger's own "China Card.' 

' 

Just the beginning , 
In the aftenturth of the ele tions , Nakasone has selected 

an entirely new cabinet , retaini."g only chief cabinet secretary 
Masaharu Gotoda. "It is impo�nt to form a powerful cabi
net ," said Nakasone July 2 1 , ito strengthen our unity." As 
Abe and Takeshita moved over to powerful positions in the 
party, Nakasone appointed riv," Miyazawa to the "hot seat" 
post of the finimce ministry. 1$ the foreign ministry , he has 
placed one of his closest aidesJ Tadashi Kuranari , indicating 
that Nakasone will personally take the point on foreign poli-
cy. i 

The July 6 mandate has cl�ared away obstacles to Naka
sone's policies. As predicted b� the JSP's Ishibashi , Japan is 
moving fast toward the SDI. Iqunediately after the elections , 
six cabinet ministers ,  led by fohner Defense Agency director 
Koichi Kato , began a series bf meetings to formulate the 
iAstitutional framework ·and ddtails of a government-to-gov
ernment agreement for Japan ' $  full participation in the SDI. 

On domestic policy , four jdays before the July 22 LDP 
deliberations , a government .dvisory panel issued it$ rec
ommendations for a trillion-dqIlar program for the construc
tion of 1 22 nuclear power pll$1ts to supply 60% of Japan's 
electricity requirements in th4 year 2030 (see Science and 
Technology section). i 

These two steps,are but the lbeginning of a new era of self
confidence and global responslbility for Japan. In his official 
and campaign speeches over �e.last three years , Prime Min
ister Nakasone has fought for tlte idea that the self-designated 
task of his administration is t� tum the nation's eyes away 
from domestic reconstruction 4nd an inward concern with the 
debts of the past , and toward �apan's higher role in building 
a world for the future. On thi� task, the Japanese people are 
agreed. 
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The Philosophy of the Japanese Leader 

Prime Minister Nakasone: 
Sengo no Sokessan 
by Uwe Henke v. Parpart 

Just prior to the Japanese elections of July 6 ,  several articles 

appeared in the U . S .  press (the Washington Post and New 

York Times) claiming that the elections did not command a 

great deal of attention among the electorate and were being 

contested on the level of local rather than leading national 

and international issues .  When the well-informed Japanese 

voters (Japanese daily newspapers average 10 times the num

ber of readers of their U . S .  equivalents) turned out in record 
numbers and gave an unprecedented landslide victory to the 

ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LOP) and to Prime Minister 

Yasuhiro Nakasone , who had staked his political reputation 

on defining a new and enlarged role for Japan in world poli

tics ,  the same U . S .  press responded with stunned silence . 

Nakasone is no favorite of the U . S .  Eastern Establish

ment , and first trying to minimize the significance of the dual 
elections and then being mum about the outcome may have 
appeared the better part of wisdom to the gentlemen (and 

lady) of the Times and Post. 

The Nakasone elections in fact may well have been the 
most important of post-World War II Japanese elections .  

Nakasone has summarized his  political philosophy as  Sengo 

no Sokessan-"postwar overhaul . "  On July 6, Japanese vot

ers overwhelmingly endorsed the concept and expressed their 
confidence in the prime minister' s  ability to carry out the 

implied reorientation of the nation ' s  purpose and policies . 

As the Japanese economy has grown to become the world' s  

second largest (behind the United States and overtaking the 
Soviet Union) , Sengo no Sokessan means first of all redress

ing the image of Japan as an economic giant but a political 

dwarf. Thus , the Japanese foreign ministry ' s  1 986 Diplo

matic Bluebook (published July 1 5 ,  1 986) is subtitled "Con

tributing actively to the international community and pro

moting further internationalization . "  Japan is said to need "a 

second major opening to the outside world" (the first came in 
the late 1 9th century after the Meij i  restoration) . In particular, 

since Japan is "now on its way to becoming the world' s  
second-largest economy and one of the principal creditor 

nations ,"  the Bluebook points out the importance of "J apan ' s 
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role and responsibilities for keeping the international eco

nomic system functioning smoothly . "  

However, Sengo n o  Sokessan i s  not limited to o r  defined 

by the drive for a greater role in international affairs . It 

encompasses reassessment and , if need be , revision of all 

postwar values and institutions , ranging from the educational 
system to international treaty arrangements and the 1 946 

Constitution imposed by the American occupation authori

ties . 

There exists a Nakasone political autobiography-My 
Life in Politics-completed in May 1 982 not long before he 

became prime minister. We will quote from it extensively , 

both to avoid misrepresentation and to preface our assess

ment of what to expect from Japan during Nakasone ' s  tenure 

in office . 

Nakasone and MacArthur 
"The time war autumn 1 945 . I had just returned home 

after fighting in the war as an Imperial Japanese Navy officer. 

The cities of Japan were in ashes . The economy had col
lapsed . . . .  I felt humiliated that Japan had been defeated 

and forced into unconditional surrender . The many accom

plishments achieved over the two-thirds of a century of mod
ernization and industrialization following the opening of Ja

pan in the Meij i  Restoration had been reduced to dust . "  

I n  1 947 , " I  decided t o  run for a seat i n  the House of 

Representatives even though I was very young and had no 
political support . I traveled about the towns and villages of 

Gumma Prefecture , giving speeches , going all out to appeal 

to the young people of the prefecture . . . .  I also extended 

the challenge of a public debate to those Communist Party 
leaders who were seeking to drag Japan down a disastrous ,  

mistaken road . 

"This public debate was very well received , and greatly 
increased my support . The Communists came with their red 
flags held high . I went bearing the Japanese flag ,  the display 

of which the Occupation authorities had prohibited . . . .  
"In April 1 947 , I won my first election to the House of 
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Representatives . I was 28 years old, the youngest member of 
the Diet. 

"I was convinced that if Japan was to survive as a member 
of the international community , it was important that our 
national pride be preserved and the nation's  honor restored . 
A people who could neither love their own country nor have 
pride in themselves would not be able to respect other peo
ples, nor be respected by them. I was convinced that a people 
that had lost its pride could not fulfill its role as an honored 
member of international society . This remains my firm belief 
today . . . .  

"In 195 1  . . . I addressed a 7 ,OOO-word petition to Gen
eral MacArthur. In it I offered my personal thanks for the 
successful occupation policies of the preceding five years . 
But I also pointed out various problems with them. I frankly 
discussed twenty-one issues of concern, including Japan' s  
national security . . . . 

"I next met with U . S .  special envoy John Foster Dulles , 
w�o was in Japan . . . .  I made a special point of asking that 
Japan be given complete freedom to conduct scientific stud
ies , including the right to study the peaceful use of nuclear 
energy . . . .  

"According to a Japanese reporter who met with Dr. 
[Justin] Williams [chief of the Parliamentary and Political 
Division in the Government section of the Southern Pacific 
Command] ,  General MacArthur read the document with a 
growing look of displeasure on his face, until he finally folded 
it up and flung it into the wastebasket. But, so the story goes,  
the document was too thick, and bounced back out of  the 
rubbish onto the floor. . . . 

"I did not disagree with the basic policy of cooperation 
with the Western world, especially the United States. None
theless , I was convinced that complete independence would 
only come when Japan was capable of administering and 
defending itself and of contributing in some measure to the 
security and well-being of other states . For this reason, I 
called for an immediate revision of the Constitution follow
ing independence , and for the establishment of an indepen
dent defense system under total civilian control . Even today, 
I think my proposal was eminently reasonable . However, it 
led many Americans to regard me as a dangerous individual, 
steeped in rabid nationalism . . . .  

. "The peace treaty was certainly fair and magnanimous. 
But the [U. S . -Japan] security treaty was not . . . .  As I saw 
it at the time, this Japan-U . S .  Security Treaty was altogether 
too one-sided. We relinquished jurisdiction over members of 
the U .S .  Forces stationed in Japan; we permitted U . S .  Forces 
to act against domestic unrest. The treaty lacked an expiration 
date . The agreement might have been better termed a treaty 
of protection . . . .  

"A people that have become used to the protection of 
another country soon lose the will to defend themselves. They 
degenerate into weak and selfish materialists who put the 
pursuit of economic prosperity above all else . This was the 
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outcome I most feared wItn the security treaty was 
signed . . . .  

"Ever since the events I <tpscribed here, I have made it 
one of my political goals to ' transcend the so-called 'San 
Francisco system' and build a new structure of international 
cooperation. I have sought to see that Japan plays a respon
sible role in this new age worthy �f the trust of the world. . . ." 

Nakasone was also detefJl\lined to clear the way for the 
peaceful developm�nt of nucl�ar energy in Japan. "After the 
Occupation, some J apanese re�earchers favored research into 
nuclear power. However, the� encountered fierce opposition 
from leftist academics and joUrnalists , who manipulated the 
emotional revulsion produced by the tragedy of Nagasaki and 
Hiroshima to serve the needs of leftist political propaganda. 
During my study tour in the U .  S . ,  I saw just how much 
progress was being made in developing non-military appli
cations for nuclear power. . . J If we did not begin such work 
in Japan as quickly as possib�, our country soon would be 
left behind by the coming ene�gy revolution . 

"For a country as poor in qatural resources and energy as 
Japan is, the creation of new ! wealth through, scientific and 
technological progress is esseQtial for national survival. . . . 

"In March 1954, I succee�d in persuading the cabinet to 
earmark 230 million yen for a �asic study on the construction 
of nuclear experimental plant�, in exchange for helping get 
its budget proposal through the Diet. . . . In June 1959 I was 
appointed Minister of State for Science and Technology and 
chairman of the Atomic Ener�y Commission in the cabinet 
of Prime Minister Nobusuke tishi . I was 4 1 , and it was my 
first cabinet appointment. . . • 

"I know that there has bee� pernicious demagogy in some 
quarters to the effect that I am an advocate of nuclear arma
ment. These false rumors are ;based on my long support for 
the establishment of an autonomous defense capability linked 
with the United States . . . and my admiration for the political 
accomplishments of French President Charles de Gaulle in 
overcoming the Fourth Republic to achieve the rebirth of 
France . . . .  " 

"For some people, my d\!sire to see the Self-Defense 
Force strengthened, the Japad-U. S .  Security Treaty revised 
along more equal lines , U . S .  I forces withdrawn from Japan 
and a new relationship forged lbetween the two countries'has 
marked me an undesirable llationalist. Yet in the final anal
ysis , what I stand for represents nothing more than the natural 
desire of an independent state to create an appropriate defense 
arrangement based on an equ� partnership of mutual inter
dependence with its major ally. . . . 

"I would still like to see • new constitution of our own 
making . But I would not waqt to rip Japanese society apart 
over this question. I would like to see a constitution with 
which all Japanese are in accord. This is my ultimate purpose: 
A constitution embodying the lofty ideals inherent to the 
Japanese people . 

"If Lincoln's  words 'Government by the people' have 
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any truth, a constitution for the Japanese should be made by 
the Japanese . " 

In foreign policy , Nakasone stated his opposition to the 
Yalta arrangements of 1 945 . "I reaffirined my position that 
Japan would not acknowledge the Yalta Agreement, since it 
was not a signatory state. It served neither Japan' s  interests 
nor the interests of the free world . . . .  I pointed to the sig
nificance of restoring diplomatic relations between Japan and 
the Soviet Union . . . .  I also called for the rapid return of the 
four northern islands-Hamomai , Shikotan , Kunashiri and 
Etorofu-under illegal Soviet occupation since the end of 
the war . . . .  " 

In 1 970, Nakasone was named head of the Defense Agen
cy in the Sato cabinet. In his first public statement as Defense 
Agency director general , he said: 

"Japan will defend itself by itself. This is o!lr foremost 
and fundamental principle . Whtm we cannot do everything 
by ourselves we will join with others . In the past we have 
often given the mistaken impression that Japan's  defense 
plans exist only as a part of American strategy in the Far East . 
I believe we must dispel this misunderstanding. We must 
strive to establish our own basic policy on defense . "  

I n  1 972 , Nakasone was appointed Minister o f  Interna
tional Trade and Industry and Minister of State for the Sci
ence and Technology Agency, in the new cabinet of Kakuei 
Tanaka. As Nakasone continues in his autobiography: "I had 
been giving considerable thought to the importance and fu
ture prospects of the life sciences ,  and in my new position as 
head of the science agency I saw to it that this research was 
elevated to the status of a national program. It was thus 
through my initiative that Japan' s  third major area of scien
tific and technological research came in for powerful govern
ment suppOrt, as had the peaceful use of nuclear energy and 
the space program before it . 

"My appointment to the post of Minister of International 
Trade and Industry also proved challenging. Not long after I 
had assumed my new post, I instructed my staff to arrange 
visits to Iran, Kuwait , Saudi Arabia,' and the United Arab 
Emirates . . . .  The Ministry of Foreign Affairs strongly op
posed my plan to visit these Mideast states . . . .  I argued 
forcefully that Japan should work to develop closer relations 
with the oil-producing nations even as it continued to act in 
concert with the other oil-consuming nations on oil mat
ters . . . .  

"I am told my actions at this time were not well-received 
in the United States . At home, some criticized me for having 
been too bold, given the complications of the international 
oil situation . It is also true that I had a number of sharp 
exchanges with U .  S .  Secretary of State Kissinger. . . . 

"Japan will no doubt continue to be a member of the 
Western alliance , sharing their belief in freedom and democ
racy . But at the same time, we must revitalize that alliance. 
We must sweep away the old mindsets and ways of doing 
business of the colonial age . We must strive to create a new 
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international order based on equality and mutual benefit. 
"What judgment will our succe.sors pass on the civili

zation we Japanese have constructe<:t;in the 30 years since the 
war? Will they see it as a time of ovetflowing vigor, dazzling 
freedom and the progressive spirit that at the same time aban
doned old social limits and taboos? Will they compare these 
years with other great periods in Jat*tnese history , the Meiji 
period, the Genroku period ( 1 680- 1 704) , indeed even the age 
of Nabunaga and Hideyoshi in the 'Second half of the 1 6th 
century? . .  

"What we Japanese need most ' today is to frankly ac
knowledge our own accomplishments , to evaluate them cor
rectly, and to accept !pe need to develop them further. Today, 
both from within and without the country, we are facing 
changes that will shake the very fouhdations of the civiliza
tion we have built so grandly .  The i failure of the Japanese 
people to realize the -magnitude of! their own accomplish
ments has left them unprepared for the coming age . To date , 
they have failed to prepare responsibly for the coming chal
lenge . . . .  

"Japan must not act selfishly, �t of narrow considera
tions.  Rather, Japan must transforni its basic posture , be it 
on defense or on economic coopetation, to overcome the 
autism born of its defeat in World War II and the subsequent 
Occupation years . Japan must fulfill its international respon
sibilities . Its excessive dependence bn others serves only to 
injure its international credibility . I 

"I have resolved that Japan should make the greatest 
possible contributions to ' international cooperation and the 
maintenace of peace , to revitalizing 4tnd expanding the world 
economy . It should give its highest priority to the basic goal 
of breathing new life into the Western alliance . " 

A blow to the 'New Yalta' plan 
It will be clear that a man of N$asone' s  political expe

rience'and stated political convictio�s ,  frankly acknowledg
ing pride in his nation, advocating ian independent defense 
and strategic posture , regarding sqentific advancement as 
the underpinning of economic progress , and rejecting Yal
ta-the evil cornerstone of post Wbrld War II political ar
rangements-is not to the liking o� the "New Age," "New 
Yalta" protagonists of the Kissinge, and Brzezinski variety . 
That such a man should have receivtd such an extraordinary 
vote of confidence from what is ar$uably the world' s  best
educated electorate came as a shockJto the Eastern Establish
ment' s  strongholds-from Boston tt> Wall Street to the State 
Department to Paul Volcker' s  Feddral Reserve and to Katy , 
Graham's  Post. Had not Zbigniew Brzezinski expressed his 
concern about a rebirth of nationalism in Japan, coupled with 
"ideological radicalism," for whicll reason Japan had to be 
tied securely into the trilateral syst�Iil? (Zbigniew Brzezin
ski , Between Two Ages: America' s Role in the Technocratic 
Era, New York: 1 970) . 

What might become "destabilized" is the entirety of the 
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postwar system-not just the "Old Yalta," but also the pros
pects for its extension on a global scale (as proposed in 
Brzezinski ' s  latest book, Game Plan: A Geostrateg;c Frame
work/or the Conduct o/the U.S. -Sov;et Contest, New York: 
1986) and the remnants of the postwar economic system 
might not just become destabilized, but be altogether swept 
aside, if Japan's  economic thinking and economic power 
were to be asserted in political terms to force in-depth revi
sion of the bankrupt present international financial arrange
ments . Prospects for this are discussed at length in David 
Goldman' & article below . 

Predictably , not only Boston Brahmins , but their discus
sion partners in Moscow are most upset with Nakasone's  
Japan. After the July 6 elections, they will find it exceedingly 
difficult to uphold the claim that the "conservative Japanese 
rulers" are out of step with the desires of the Japanese popu
lation. Attacks on Prime Minister Nakasone , especially after 
Japan will sign.a cooperation agreement on the SOl with the 
United States in September, can be expected to be greatly 
stepped up. 

Ammunition for such attacks is usually assembled in the 
U . S . S .R .  Academy of Sciences' Far Eastern Affairs quar
terly . In the first two volumes of this year, there is an unprec
edented series of articles devoted to the history of "Japanese 
militarism" and its "new stage" associated principally with 
Nakasone policies . For reference we list just some of the 
titles-"The Rout of Japanese Militarism as a Factor that 
Promoted Popular Revolutions in China, Korea, and V;et
nam"; "Militaristic Japan and the End of World War II" ; 
"Forty Years since the Victory over Militaristic Japan"; "Ja
pan: A New Stage of Militarization . "  The last of the three 
pieces , in particular, takes aim at the Nakasone cabinets . 

"With the coming to power in November 1 982 of the 
Nakasone cabinet, Japan' s  'creeping militarization' has aC
quired qualitatively new dimensions . . . .  The ruling circles 
in Japan, which sanctioned the extremely unpopular policy 
of intense militari�ation, believed that, in order to implement 
it , they needed a politician who was prepared unhesitatingly 
to use decisive and even harsh measures against the policy' s  
opponents . This politician was also to possess the necessary 
flexibility and a knack for demagogery. Yasuhiro Nakasone 
was the most suitable candidate . "  

The journal also notes: "Referring to Nakasone' s  nation
alism and his statements concerning Japan' s  ' special role' in 
Asia, the Wall Street Journal wrote that he was the Japanese 
Konrad Adenauer, the man who had paved the way to West 
Germany's  rearmament in the 1 950s . But if Nakasone was 
the Japanese Konrad Adenauer, he was also very likely the 
Japanese Charles de Gaulle . Previously Japanese policies had 
been made in Washington . Nakasone wanted them to come 
from Tokyo. He is, in the words of the Wall Street Journal, 

a long distance runner. " 
It is indeed not without interest that before Nakasone , 

Charles de. Gaulle was the last of world leaders on the unde-
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I 
sirability of whose policies bo� Moscow and the U . S . East
em Establishnient could readilt agree . 

I I 
The challenge facing N*asone 

In trying to consolidate the �asting impact on Japan of his Policies and in trying to im�ement international policies 
reflecting his pOlitical philosofhy Prime Minister Nakasone 
will face numerous obstacles . �e shall discuss here only two 
which jointly constitute the IIl>st profound challenge to be 
encountered. ; 

First, Japanese political le*ders in this writer' s  observa
tions have not displayed in th� past the absolutely indispen
sable understanding of conten�g policy factions in the United 
States without which proper e'-1aluation and response to U.  S .  
foreign and foreign economic �licy is impossible . Japanese 
leaders make the mistake of asspming-perhaps by inference 
from their own policy fOI1l\a�on procedures-diat a U.S .  
policy pronounced by the sec�tary of state or other .leading 
gl,>vemment official is, in fact� the nation's  policy. Instead, 
it may very well be-and us¥ly is-only the policy of a 
specific faction which controls �e government office in ques
tion . Nakasone is in imminent �anger of seeing international 
policy initiation thwarted, if � should assume that his per
sonal friendship with PresidenqReagan is sufficient guarantee 
of the bona fides of U . S .  foreign and economic policymakers 
and spokesmen . I 

Secondly , and im
. 

mediatel� related to the previous point, 
is the readily observable relu�tance of Japanese leaders to 
openly and directly challenge �hat they perceive to be U . S .  
policy . A Japanese friend on�e explained that there exists 
among policymakers in Japan �deeply felt sense of obligation 
and gratitude toward the Uni¢d States stemming from the 
honorable manner in which G,neral MacArtttur handled the 
postwar occupation. I would reply that in critical situations 
and when serious policy faih,es on the part of the United 
States

. 
are only too obvious, it �s the overriding obligation of 

a friend to deliver a strong kick where it hurts . U . S .  foreign 
economic policy , including �conditional support of IMF 
policy toward the developingj sector nations , will sink the 
world economy , and what is needed from Japan in this area 
is not support, but a forceful �d clearly articulated "no ."  

I also suspect that aside f

I
om gratitude, there are more 

prosaic policy considerations which have so far prevented 
Japan from openly opposing th increasingly destructive eco
nomic policy course of the U�ited States since 1980. Japan 
perceives that the U . S .  has �e power to close markets to 
Japanese goods , and Japan qontinues to depend on U .S .  
political and military power f.r the safeguarding of  its sup
plies and its national security . : 

Whether Nakasone will h�ve the courage and determi
nation to confront U .  S .  econqmic policies despite such de
pendencies and put forward th� critically needed alternatives ,  
will be the ultimate measure of his success in  defining a new 
world role for his nation. I 
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Japan's trade profile detemli�ed 
by IMF austerity, u.s. collapse 

• 1 

by David Goldman 

U. S .  Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldrige ' s  July 26 arriv
al in Tokyo provided the occasion for a new low point not 
only for the dollar/yen exchange rate , but for the coherence 
of American official statements as well . Baldrige told Prime 
Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone that the Reagan administration 
was "losing credibility" because the U .  S .  trade deficit with 
Japan had grown into the $60 billion per annum range , and 
demanded that Japan adopt a target for increased imports . 

With some patience , Nakasone told Baldrige he shared 
the U. S .  administration ' s  concerns about protectionist mea
sures in the United States and pointed out that Tokyo was 
already following an open-market policy.  Baldrige respond
ed that Japanese imports of U . S .  goods had not increased, 
even though Tokyo had reduced its trade barriers . "It ' s  not 
just a question of lowering barriers ,"  Baldrige said . "It 's  a 
question of the will of the Japanese people to accept imports . "  

The U . S .  commerce secretary could not deny the ob
.vious , namely , that 1 )  Japan' s  currency has appreciated by 
almost 40% against the dollar since September 1 985 , drasti
cally increasing the cost of Japanese goods in the United 
States; 2) Japan has had the lowest tariff barriers of any 
industrial nation since 1 980; 3) Japan has bent over back
wards to simplify procedures for American exporters to its 
home market . In the absence of any Japanese policy which 
might be construed to undermine cooperation with Washing
ton, Baldrige came up with the strange suggestion that the 
Japanese people, by some silent conspiracy. boycottAmeri
can goods . 

The implication could not be more ridiculous, nor at 
greater variance with the facts . McKinsey and Co . ' s  Tokyo 
office chief Kenichi Ohmae has presented data before the 
National Press Club , and in various print media , showing 
that the Japanese buy far more American brand-name goods 
than Americans buy Japanese brand-name goods. As of 1 984, 
Ohmae calculates, the average Japanese bought $2 1 5  of im
ported U . S .  goods , while the average American bought $243 
of Japanese goods . However, each Japanese bought an ad
ditional $368 of American goods produced in Japan; the 
average American bought only $44 of Japanese goods pro
duced in the United States .  

The Japanese total purchases of American-brand goods 
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amounted to $583 per person , or 6% of Japan' s  national 
income,' while the American total -amounted to only $287 , 
roughly half as much, and only 2% of U . S .  national income . 

Clearly, Baldrige is talking ru�bish, and the enormous 
Japanese trade surplus with the U;ited States is of entirely 
different origin . Unfortunately , Nakasone ' s  administration 
has contributed little clarity to the jdiscussion . Japan ' s  own 
policy, formulated in the "Report qf the Advisory Group on 
Economic Structural Adjustment" of April 7 ,  1986 , propi
tiates the extravagant misconceptions of the United States,  
and thus perpetuates them. The report, drafted under the 
leadership of Haruo Maekawa, calls for "balanced economic 
growth and resultant import expansion ," "striving for eco
nomic growth led by domestic derI1and,"  "liberalization and 
internationalization of the nation ' s  financial and capital mar
kets ," and so forth . The mechanism.would involve "domestic 
demand expansion policies that hate large multiplier effects 
and will lead to increased private consumption ,"  such as 
housing subsidies, social infrastI"Qcture spending , and tax 
cuts to increase disposable income. 

The Maekawa Report provides Ii set of recommendations 
which correspond to the U . S .  administration' s  demand, pre
sented at the May Summit of top PECD nations in Tokyo 
and elsewhere , that Japan undertake domestic reflation in 
order to stimulate economic activity , and , presumably , in
crease imports from the United States, lowering its huge trade 
surplus . As a conciliatory gesture , the Maekawa recommen
dations have already failed , through no fault of the Japanese ; 
as Federal Reserve chairman Paul ,",olcker has made painful
ly clear, the talk of stimulating economic activity merely 
packaged a more urgent demand: that Japan (along with Ger
many) join the Federal Reserve in a rapid monetary inflation , 
in order to prop up the crumbling world financial structure , 
without collapsing the U . S .  dollar. This the Japanese have 
refused to do, with good reason . Why should Japan mortgage 
its cuqency to the endangered U . S; banking system? 

Japan's trade profile 
Japan has , in fact , had little ch<)ice concerning where the 

fruits of its diligent and productive industry would be chan
neled in the world market. We will show in the following 
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analysis of Japanese trade, that two overriding developments 
in the world economy produced the Japanese trade surplus in 
its present, contested form. The first is the destruction of , 
developing-sector trad� at the hands of the International 
Monetary Fund; the second is the collapse of American in
dustry, especially capital-goods capacity. 

The assumption underlying the absurdities in Commerce 
Se�tary Baldrige's  position is that the world economy has 
been in recovery for the past several years , but that the Jap
anese have, somehow, captured an excessive portion of the 
recovering world market. On the contrary: The most readily 

TABLE 1 
Geographical distribution of Japanese trade 
All figures in percent; negative numbers denoted by (- ) 

1 985  1 888 

OEeo 
Exports 49.3 SO.9 

Imports 49.8 SO.3 

Balance 35.3 45.3 

Non-OECD 
Exports 50.7 49. 1  

Imports 50.2 49.0 

Balance 63.8 

U.S.A. 
Exports 29.7 31 .9 

Imports 29.0 24.7 

Balance 51 . 1  59.0 

OPEC 
Exports 6.5 5.0 

Imports 1 4.8 1 5.3 

a.lance (-2.35) 

Afrlcll 
, - Exports 9.6 7.1 

,' Imports 4.3 , 6.4 

, " Balance 1 .6 

Ibero,-AmerIca 
, Exports 5.4 5.4 

Imports 8.7 7.4 

Balance (-8.6) 

AsIa 
Exports 26.9 28.3 

Imports 1 9.2 1 6.6 

Balance 2.5 

Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
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available data concerning interfational � show that Ja
pan's trade profile is dictated b� a global depre�ion, f8ther 
than recovery, in world trade. : " , 

World trade has fallen, not I1isen, since the firSt full year 
of the present world depression� namely 1980. In 1980, all , 
the world's nations exported a pd total of $ 1 .9 trillion in 
physical goods. By 1 983 , the tolume had flllle�:.to $ 1 .67 
trillion, or about 1 2% less. At lthe height of the s9PPQsed 
"recovery," in 1 985 , world expQits were ,only $1 ,12 trillion, 
still 10% lower than the 1980 , level . During the 1975-80 
period, world trade had grown � 5% a year. 

1 972  1 878 1 _  1 884  

55.0 46.3 46.1 56.0 
SO.9 39. 1  33.i 39.0 
73.7 240 1 06  1 24.7 

45.0 54.7 ' i 53.9 44.0 
49. 1  60,9 66.3 61 .0 

6.1 1 40 206 24.7 

31 .4 23.7 24.5 35.6 
25.0 1 8.3 1 7.4 1 9.8 
60.8 1 67 . 1  62.6 .. .... 89.5 

6.5 1 3.8 1 4.3 9.3 
1 9.5 33.7 40.2 30.4 

(-8. 1 )  (-5 19) L (-332) (-75.9) 

7.1  8.6 5.9 ' 3.7 
5.0 3.2 32 2.3 

1 7.2 1 5. 1  28.0 9.3 

6.5 7.1 6.5 4.7 
6.0 3.7 4.0 5.2 
2.0 1 .0 24.5 2.5 

23.9 23.7 28. 1 ' 26. 1 
1 9.7 23.0 25.8 27.9 
43.0 42.3 1 .0 1 8.9 
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TIie trUe pOsition of world trade is even worse, than the 
numbers stiow: to start with , American imports rose from 
$256 billion in 1 980, to $361 billion in 1985 . These imports, 
bought at 40% to 70% below American producer prices ,  
meiely replaced production capacity we lost at home. In other 
words, the increase in U .S .  imports reflects , not economic 
growth, but decay. Total world trade in 1985 minus the $ 104 
billion illtrease in U.S .  imports was only $ 1 .663 trillion, 
lower than tbC supposed nadir of international trade in 1983 , 
when exports fell to $ 1 .667 trillion. 

Developing-sector collapse 
Table 1 shows the percentage of Japan's exports and 

imports to ilnd from the world's major trading areas, during 
the past 20 years. One fact jumps out of the data: Between 
1980 and 1984, a net swing occurred of about 20% in total 
Japanese exports, favoring the OECD nations (the world's 
top 20 non-conununist industrial nations) at the expense of 
the developing sector. That swing reversed a historical pat
tern over the 15 years 1965-80, which showed a slow shift 
toward the developing world. 

That thJs shouIa have happened is no swprise whatever; 
the collapse of the financial position of the developing world 
began in 1980, after the "second oil shock" in 1979, leading 
to the global debt .crisis of 1982, and the imposition of Inter
national Monetary Fund conditionalities upon virtually the 
entire developing world. Previously , Japan's exports to non
OECD countries, i .e . , developing-sector economies, had ris
en from .50.7% to 54.7% of total exports, between 1965 and 
1976, and maintained approximately that level through 1980. 

Clearly , the largest component of the increased exports 
to non-OECD countries went to the newly rich OPEC na
tions, which absorbed 14.3% of Japanese shipments in 1980, 
against only 6.5% in 1965 . However, the other major devel
oping-sector markets, Asia and Ibern-America, also showed 
significant increases over the earlier period. 

Uniformly , Japan's exports to the developing sector col
lapsed after 1 980, as a proportion of total exports. With the 
exception of the Asian market, Japanese exports fell in ab
solute terms as well . Exports to !bern-America fell from 
$8.48 billion to $7 .95 billion, a fall of 6.3%; exports to Africa 
fell from $7 .70 billion to $6 .23 billion, a fall of 2 1 . 2% .  
Exports to Asian developing nations ,  however, rose from 
$36. 38 billion to $44. 3 16 billion, an increase of 22% in 
absolute terms. 

American industrial decay 
Japan's orientation to the OECD market, and to the 

American market in particular, is evident from Table 1 .  Ex
ports to the United States rose from 29 .7% of the total in 
1965 , to 35 .6% of the total in 1984, and have no doubt risen 
further since. As the table shows, Japan's trade surplus with the United States is equal to its entire global trade balance (in 
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" fact ,  Japan' s  oil imports still prod"ce a deficit in its trade 
with non-OECD nations , equal to about a fifth of its surplus 
with respect to the OECD as a whol�) .  ! 

None of these results should bt'i the subject of any sur
prise. Remarkable, however, is the! change in the composi
tion of Japan's exports, shown in Table 2 .  

Between 1972 and 1984, capiqd equipment rose from 
26. 1% of Japanese exports , to 46J8% . Consumer durable ' 

goods also rose, but by much less , i ie . , from 20% to 28 .3%� 
However, consumer durables barel)'! rose during the 1980-84 
period, from 27.4% to 28 . 3%,  as a portion of the total . 
During the same four years, capital�oods exports rose from 
40. 1%  to 46.8%.  

TABLE 2 
Composition of Japanese .xports by 
Int;lustrlal category I 

(All figures In percent) 
1 972  , 1 171  1_ 1_ 

Industrial supplies 31 .0 ' 32.9 28.6 21 .7 
CapitaJ equipment 26: 1 ; 40.3 40. 1 46.8 
Consumer non-durables 3.1 ' - 1 .3 1 . 1 1 . 1 
Consumer durables 20.0 1 22.6 27.4 28.3 

That result runs at variance with the popular image of a 
Japan flooding the American domestic market with automo
biles, television sets , tape recorders , and microwave ovens. 
In fa,ct, an enormous net swing tQward capital-equipment 
exports coincided with the increasei of exports to the United 
States. Capital equipment outweigbs consumer durables by 
a full two-thirds in Japan's export ptofile . 

Because Japan has maintained: such a high volume of 
capital-equipment exports, it has i uniquely succeeded in 
maintaining the capital-intensivity l of home industrial pro
duction. Table 3 reviews the last fiv� years' industrial�output 
results , showing that Japanese caJiital-goods production in 
1985 had risen 34% above the 1 98p level , and mucQ faster 
than the overall industrial productwn index. Consumer-du
rabies production rose even faster �n capital-goods prOduc
tion, although capital-goods export. rose faster than consum
er-goods exports. This provokes a ! conc}usion, once again, 
opposite to the usual prejudice . R.ther than dumping con
sumer goods on the West to re-tool industry - at home, the 
Japanese are exporting more capit-.J goods, and consuming 
comparatively more industrial goods at home. 

According to an EIR survey ofi American capital-goods 
purchasers, U .S .  manufacturers Iprefer Japanese capital 
equipment over American in the f�llowing principal areas: 
pharmaceuticals , machine tools, forging, flexible manufac-
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TABLE 3 
Japanese industrial production index by sector 

1 980 1 981 

Industrial supplies 1 00.0 97.3 
Capital equipment 1 00.0 1 06.0 
Consumer non-durable 1 00.0 1 03.3 
Consumer durables 1 00.0 1 07.8 
Total 1 00.0 1 0 1 .0 

turing , cement , materials-handling , steel-making , electronic 
components , and electrical distribution equipment . 

In numerous interviews with U . S .  industry specialists , 
EIR was told that American manufacturers prefer Japanese 
equipment regardless of cost, because it is superior. In some 
cases , e .g . , pharmaceutical equipment, steel-making tech
nology , cement-making equipment, and electronic compo
nent production, American manufacturers cannot find an 
American product that meets their standards , and have no 
choice but to import equipment from Japan . 

A December 1 985 publication of the Japan Institute for 
Economic and Social Affairs , entitled, Trading with Japan, 
seeks to defend Japan' s  capital-goods exports in this light. 
Answering the question , "Aren 't Japanese exports destroying 
America's  industrial base?" the Institute argues :  

'''The idea that Japanese exports are destroying America' s  
industrial base disregards two facts . One i s  that Japan is 
supplying American businesses with a large and growing 
volume of capital goods-goods that are enhancing the pro
duction capacity of the purchasing corporations . The other is 
that a global integration of corporate activities is underway, 
and exports in categories reflecting this integration-roughly 
30% of Japan 's  exports to the United States-in many cases 
are indispensable to the U. S .  companies that purchase them. 

"For example , Japan supplies many parts for use in U . S .  
manufacturing , and it offers finished goods through original 
equipment manufacturing (OEM) arrangements , in which the 
purchaser' s  brand name is put on the pr:oduct; these supplies 
of parts and OEM , products allow U. S .  corporations to re
spond to needs of their customers that they cannot meet with 
their own production facilities . Two other export categories 
of this sort are goods not produced in significant numbers in 
the United States and goods produced in Japan by affiliates 
of U . S .  companies . "  

, 

The Institute ' s  report includes Table 4, breaking ' down 
the origin of the 30% of Japan 's  exports to the United States 
arising from "economic integration . "  

According to data prepared for a White Paper on Inter
national Trade published by Japan ' s  Ministry of Internation
al Trade and Industry (MITI) in 1 985 , the United States 
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1 982 1 983 1 984 1 985 
96.4 1 00.5 1 1 1 .5 1 1 4.6 

1 06.4 1 06.2 1 23.3 1 34.0 
1 06.5 1 1 0.0 1 1 3.0 1 1 6.2 
1 1 0. 1 1 1 7.5 1 36.9 1 47.7 
101 .4 1 05.0 1 1 6.5 1 21 .7 

I 
imported 23% of its total capitai,-goods purchases in 19�4, 
against only 10% in 1 975 . Japan ..,as the most important, but 
not the only source', of these capi� goods . In 1 984, America 
bought slightly over $20 bi1lionff capital equipment from 
Japan, along with about $ 1 5  bi11i n from the European Eco
nomic Community, and about $ 1  , bi11ion from Asia exclud-
ing Japan. : 

The view from MITI . 
In summary, the co1lapse of J\merican productive capac

ity, most of all in the capitalwg� sector, created America' s  
trade deficit with Japan: ,  Hiroshi pshida, head of the MITI, 
reviewed the problem with unus�al bluntness at a March 1 3  
symposium i n  Tokyo: ! ' 

"The major problem currentl)! faced by the United States 
is the reduction of budgetary an� trade deficits . However, 
even if these deficits were succesr.fu1ly reduced for the time 
being through strong U . S .  gove-,ment action or the large
scale cooperation of other govern$lents , the result would sti1l 
be only the treatment of the syJjnptoms of the emergency 
patient, and not the basic rebuiJdiPg of the patient' s physical 
makeup . . . .  the [U . S . ]  rate of �ncrease of industrial pr0-
ductivity has been falling off frool year to year. If the growth 
rate of productivity continues to j be low for a long time, a 
great drop in American competitive strength could not be 
avoided. j 

"The problem of American productivity is widely rec
ognized as being rooted in such b�ic factors as capital , labor, 
managerial strength , and labor-n$nagement relations. If the 

j 
1 

TABLE 4 

Type of production 

U.S.  companies' exports to the uls. 
Original equipment manufacturing 
Parts I 
Assembly in U .S .  , 
Total 

Exports to U.S. 
($ bOlton.) 

$2 
$5 
$8 
$4 

$19 
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United States wishes to reduce its trade deficit, it ought to 
devote special efforts to the improvement of these factors at 
the same time that it requests other nations to cooperate . . . .  

"Another cause of the trade imbalance is the creation of 
cavities, or 'hollowing , '  in American industry; that is,  Amer
ican manufacturers have moved major portions of their pro
duction to locations abroad instead of investing within their 
own country to improve productivity . "  

Japan's financial power 
During the five years from 1 98 1  through the end of 1 986, 

Japan will have accumulated current-account surpluses in 
excess of $ 1 70 billion. (By contrast, the United States owes 
$ 1 70 billion net to foreigners , and the total is rising by $ 1 50 
billion per annum. )  That is almost equal to the $ 1 89 billion 
collective surplus of the oil-exporting nations during the 1979-
81 peak of their financial power. The shift in the world' s  
center of  financial power from OPEC to Japan i s  evident in 
Table S. 

TABLE 5 
Current account surplus (deficit) 

1979 
1980 

• 1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
Cumulative 

011 exporting nations 

54.0 
100. 1 
34.7 

(23.4) 
( 17.0) 
(5.7) 
(8.9) 
PO)· 

$103.8 

Japan 

(7.9) 
(9.5) 

6.2 
8 . 1  

22.2 
36.4 
40.9 
SO· 

1 56.4 

Japan has invested virtually all of its accumulated wealth 
in the United States, "which has kept interest rates from rising 
even further than they have and has financed investment 
beyond that level that domestic saving alone would have 
allowed," as the Japan Institute for Social and Economic 
Research notes in the cited report. Japan will put about $60 
billion into U . S .  markets this year. 

How decisive the Japanese surplus has become for U . S .  
markets was made dear last May, when fears o f  a pullout, or 
even of a reduction of new inflows, provoked the worst week 
in U . S .  bond market history . Wall Street bond traders re
programmed their trading computers to show the yen-dollar 
exchange rate at all times. Of course , no such flight of Japa
nese funds occurred; the last thing the Japanese want at this 
point is to undermine the American market . 

Apart from the Japanese surplus , the $ 1 50 billion per 
year capital inflow into the United States almost is entirely in 
anonymous funds,  largely of criminal or dubious origin. In 
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the December 1 985 EIR Quarterly Report, we demonstrated 
that $80 billion per year of the $ 1 50 billion in annual capital 
imports to the United States derive from untraceable sources .  
Approximately $50 billion per year of capital inflows is re
ported as "errors and omissions" on �he balance-of-payments 
tables ,  <.lnd an additional $30 billion reflects sales of securities 
to the equivalent of numbered Swliss bank accounts . This 
category consists mainly of sales oflEurobonds by American 
corporations , to anonymous investors . Narcotics revenues
the so-called narco-dollars-accouJllt for the majority of such 
untraceable capital inflows. 

Japan's alternatives 
EIR has reported the likelihood of a near-term breakdown 

in the offshore "Eurodollar market," endangering America's  
capacity to finance its payments deficit. Under circumstances 
of general financial crisis , the mec�anisms which have me
diated $80 billion a year of anonymdus money into the United 
States cannot function . Japan may emerge, by the end of this 
year, as the only major source of 1financing for America's 
balance-of-payments deficit . 

This circumstance identifies a .. special sort of leverage 
which Japan will enjoy in world economic affairs . As the 
only functioning industrial econo� in the world, Japan has 
replaced production and trade forfeited by other sectors. Apart 
from the global gray market in loo$e funds , it is the world's  
only significant financial power. Ja�anese officials frequently 
make reference to their nation' s  ne�d to play a role in world 
affairs commensurate with its ec�nomic strength . As the 
financial crisis unfolds , Japan will Iiave no other choice . The 
above data demonstrate that Jap� has become massively 
dependent upon the American ma4cet, although through no 
fault of its own. A financial crisis which undermined the 
American market would provoke ! a devastating economic 
crisis in Japan: unless the Japanese themselves lead the intro
duction of policies to resolve' it . 

As MITI director Ushida emp�asizes , nothing short of 
rebuilding the shattered import-a��orption capacity of the 
developing world can solve the cri�is .  Japan has an opportu
nity ready-made to redeploy its fin�i cial surplus on behalf of 
this goal , in the form of the "Mars all Plan" initiatives pro
posed for the Middle East , South A . ca, Ibero-America, and 
ASEAN. Israel Prime Minister Shi,mon Peres' s  proposal for 
a Middle East "Marshall Plan" is consistent, both in econom
ic and political terms , with the Afriqan "Marshall Plan" under 
consideration by Britain' s  House of Commons , and the 
ASEAN development proposal offered by Japanese Foreign 
Minister Shintaro Abe earlier this year. 

These initiatives require a fund based on contributions 
from participating governments . Ar the wealthiest industrial 
nation, Japan has a great deal to offer such initiatives ,  and 
thus a decisive role to play in the rdconstruction of the world 
economy . 
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Japan's educational reform: 
to restore the dignity of man 
by Linda de Hoyos 

In 1 98 3 ,  Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone commissioned 
a study for the reform of the Japanese educational system. 
As he revealed in an interview on Dec. 29 , 1 983 , the prime 
minister 's motivation was rooted in his determination for 
Japan's Sengo no Sokessan . "Following Japan's defeat in 
World War II ," Nakasone explained , "the old Japanese cul
ture was entirely denied-and rejected as being reaction
ary-under the MacArthur rule. A virtual vacuum state was 
thus created . Then, the 6-3-3 system was in,troduced to fill it 
up , and our people began talking about rights , freedom, and 
democracy. The new system found harmony with the Japa
nese culture in some respects and kept growing. Neverthe
less , it caused a number of problems , including classroom 
violence . It has led to the devastation of education as we see 
it today . Therefore , I found it necessary to take another look 
at the problems from the viewpoint of spiritual culture. . . . 
I thought we should consider the matter of the national soil 
of spiritual culture and study the possibility of building a new 
education system on that soil." 

In September 1 984 , Nakasone delivered a short address 
to the first meeting of the Provisional Council on Educational 
Ref<>rm, in which he noted that "educational reform involves 
more than the reform of education alone . It will inevitably 
lead to reform of Japanese society itself." 

The Provisional Council, composed of Japan's leading 
educators , industrialists , writers , and government officials, 
has so far published two reports ,  the first on June 26, 1 985 , 
and the second on April 23 of this year. 

it would be a foolish error on the part of Westerners to 
believe that Nakasone's charge implies a turning back of the 
clock and the denial of the educational reforms introduced by 
General MacArthur . The Council explains ( 1 985) that the " 
'first educational reform, '  which took place in the Meiji era , 
was intended to contribute to the development of the national ' 
state and modem industry." This reform led to the Funda
mental Law of Education of 1 872,  upon which the Japanese 
school system ultimately rests. "The 'second educational 
reform' immediately after World War II identified such prin
ciples as the full development of personality, due regard for 
the dignity of the individual , and equal opportunity as basic 
guiding principles. . . . The principle of putting emphasis on 
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individuality is the main principl,e for the coming educational 
reform . "  

A point of crisis . I 
Nevertheless , as the report points out and as any visitor 

to Japan will soon discover, in tfte last decade, Japan's edu
cational system has reached a polnt of acute crisis. Education 
has been reified into a fierce competition among children and 
youth for grades and entrance int� the best universities, which 
then provides the "ticket" for upward mobility into the indus
trial and government bureaucracies. As the first report notes, 
especially given the homogeneity of Japanese culture , pres
tige gained by education has taken on even greater social and 
financial weight. Amorig children and youth , however , this 
pressure has created what the sflCond report calls "the deso
lation" of the educational system, "whose symptoms include 
bullying, school violence , and excessive competition in en
trance exams . . . . The state of :desolation in education im
plies desolation in children 's minds." 

The report sharply states: "The whole of adult society is 
responsible for the deep-rooted causes which have brought 
this about . "  The moral crisis oqhe society , the reports indi
cate ' is caused by the failure of s<kiety to cope with problems 
raised by modem technological �ociety-"the spread of ma
terialistic ideas , the absence of fteling , an excessive empha
sis on an empirical approach aqd on quantifiable values, a 
lack of reverence for the sublint , less contact with nature, 
and a lack of due regard for the �ignity of life. " 

Japan is not the only modetJn industrialized nation that 
could raise fears concerning thei desolation of the minds of 
its children. If , in Japan , the det�rioration of the school sys
tem produces competition to the point of psychosis , in West
ern Europe and the United States1 the deterioration of schools 
and the introduction of the rock-dIjug counterculture has caused 
a moral degeneration among yopth leading to the nihilistic 
drug-crazed punk rocker on the $treet. 

What is unique about Japan'$  view, is that the Council 's 
two reports represent the first serous attempt by any group 
among the industrialized countri¢s to redesign the education
al system upon the premise thati human scientific and tech
nological development is vitally pecessary and will advance. 
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The Council 's  reports are not documents of degenerate cul
tural pessimism-as with the "New Age" drivel emanating 
from American educators-but documents of cultural opti
mism. They point the way not only for the "reform of Japa
nese society," but the urgently required moral and education
al reform required throughout the Western advanced sector. 

Education for 80 years 
The Council has rejected all inferences that education is 

a matter of pragmatic application of knowledge for the ac
quisition of skills required for career. Rather the Council 
upholds Friedrich Schiller's concept that education must 
nourish the full development of the individual both as a pa
triot of his nation and a citizen of the world. The second 
report states: 

"As we consider education for the future , we should 
identify ' invariables ' that transcend the changes of time . 
Outstanding traditions and the cultural heritage of Japan and 
all countries should be understood, protected, and passed 
down to future generations . . . .  Recent developments in the 
process frequently referred to in Japan as ' internationaliza
tion' demand our active contribution , with a global perspec
tive, to the peace and prosperity of mankind, as well as to the 
solution of diverse problems worldwide . 

''The coming generation in Japan will be required to de
velop, more than ever in the past, a deep understanding of 
the international community in general , as well as a good 
sense of their own culture and abilities as Japanese . The new 
generation will also have to acquire sufficient language abil
ity to communicate with members of other cultures, more 
cosmopolitan manners , and other relevant qualities necessary 
for global citizens . . . .  

''To implement the present educational reform, we must 
be certain that the spirit of the Fundamental Law of Education 
is deeply rooted in the educational soil of Japan, and we must 
find ways creatively to nurture and develop this heritage as 
we move towards the 2 1 st century. That Law defines 'full 
development of personality' as the ultimate aim of education
al efforts, and indeed it is an important element in mankind's  
eternal pursuit of  universal , ideal , transcendent human val
ues . . . .  

''The Council identifies the following goals for education, 
which it considers especially important for the 2 1 st century 
and consistent with the spirit of the Fundamental Law . of 
Education: 

"A. The nurture of open and generous hearts and minds, 
strong bodies, and richly creative spirits 

"B . The development of free and self-determining �pirits 
and public-minded character 

"C. The cultivation of Japanese competent to live as 
members of the world community. "  

From this standpoint, the second report i n  particular 
stresses that the educational reform must encompass a "life
time of learning."  Education is required not for a 50-year 
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I 
career, but for an 80-year cateer.�erefore. opportunities 
must be expanded for education ou . ·de of the school years
through community programs, on- e-job programs, gradu
ate work, and research programs .  . 

Specifically,  the 1 986 report ndtes that the deterioration 
of th� �?me' s  role as '�the starti�8 point o.f a lifeti�e of 
learnmg must be remedied . "Behnld the vanous manifesta
tions of the current ' state of desolat�n' in education, lies the 
serious fact that the home is not �fficiently achieving its 
educational potential . "  The 1985 report amplifies on this 
indictment: ! 

"With the changing family life ,  there are a growing num
.ber of parents showing attitudes <t over-protection , over
interference, or non-interference tow� their children. Along 
with this trend, other factors-sue:h as parents' confused 
policy on how to bring up their little children and parents' 
absence from home because of theill employment"':"'have led 
to a deterioration of the educational function of the family . 
Both the ties between the mother �d her children and the 
influence of the father on his childrtn have been weakened, 
and there is a lack of discipline at h,me. "  

Within the elementary and secondary schools, the reports 
focus on the immediate upgrading iof the nation 's  teaching 
staffs from the standpoint of the principles enunciated, a 
closer cooperation among school , c1>mmunity, and students, 
and the immediate reduction in cl�s size to a maximum of I 
40 pupils . . 

For higher education, the report$ call for a diversification 
of university training, with the uni�rsity becoming a center 
of education for adults of all age" and the expansion of 
technical institutes . ' 

Most importantly , the Council i attacks one of the basic 
weaknesses of Japan's  drive for mddernization-the lack of 
breakthroughs in the areas of basic $cientific research. As the 
1986 report emphasizes: i 

"With the interests of humankind in view, universities 
must endeavor to carry on traditidns of scientific research 
while challenging the future with new areas and methods, 
and they must strive to meet the detnands of the times while 
contributing to society, constantly: working to improve the 
quality of their research. One of the most important future 
tasks for our nation is to promote b_ic sciences so as to bring 
them to a level worthy of international recognition."  

The Council ' s  results so  far, �refore, do not attempt to 
produce a "quick fix" for the crisis lin Japan' s  education, but 
to establish the long-term princip�s that will hold for the 
transition to the 2 1 st century. To complete its work, the 
Council states that it intends to "niake an in-depth study of 
human civilization , focusing on science, technology and in
formation. It will also study what uJtiversal values are mean
ingful for man."  Thus, the Council �ntends to fulfill the man
date of Prime Minister Nakasone to carry out not only the 
reform of education, "but the refprm of Japanese society 
itself." 
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Japan's 'nuclear energy 
vision' in the 2 1st c�nt11ly 
Marjorie Mazel Hecht, managing editor qfFusion magazine, reports 
on Japan's programmatic commitment to develop the most 
advanced and l@j.cient energy sources available. 

In a report called Nuclear Energy Vision in the 21 st Century, 
Japan's  Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) 
announced June 30 that nuclear energy production was ex
pected to more than double by the year 2030, generating 58% 
of Japan's  electrical energy . Nuclear power must become the 
main source of alternative energy in the next century, the 
report said . 

The program also specifies a schedule for Japan to com
plete its nuclear fuel cycle , commercializing fuel reprocess
ing , fabrication , spent-fuel management, and breeder reac
tors , along with an indigenously developed reactor that is a 
bridge between conventional light water reactors and fast 
breeders . Japan already has the independent capability of 
manufacturing reactors and reactor components , and by the 
tum of the century , the MITI plan envisions this indepen
dence extending to the entire nuclear fuel cycle . Japan will 
no longer have to import uranium or tum to the United States 
or France for spent-fuel reprocessing . 

Put forward by MIT!' s advisory committee on energy, 
the ambitious nuclear program is no surprise for a country 
that has no indigenous fossil fuel supplies and a reliance on 
high-technology , energy-intensive industry. The program 
merely reconfirms Japan's  commitment to develop the most 
advanced and efficient energy sources available, a commit
ment adopted in the 1 950s . Perhaps. the only element of 
surprise is the timing of the public announcement of a 45-
year nuclear program: Most of the rest of the world's  nuclear 
industry has taken to the trenches under the barrage of anti
nuclear propaganda and terrorism that followed the Soviet 
nuclear accident at Chernobyl April 26 . 

The MITI plan has two tracks . The first assumes a histor
ically very modest 2 .5% annual rate of growth for Japan's  
gross national product , while the second assumes an even 
lower growth rate . The more optimistic plan expects to have 
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87 gigawatts (GW) of nuclear power capacity (3 .5 times the 
present capacity) by the year 2010 and 1 37 GW (5 .6 times 
the present capacity) by the year 2030, building a total of 1'22 
new reactors during the next 45 .years . The plan that assumes 
a lower growth rate expects to nave 77 GW of nuclear power 
capacity (3 . 1 times the present capacity) by the year 2010 
and 107 GW (4 .4 times the present capacity) by the year 
2030. In the latter case , 97 new nuclear reactors would be 
built in the next 45 years . 

How does this compare with the other nuclear nations? 
Japan now ranks fourth among ,the 24 nuclear-power-gener
ating nations (behind the Uniteli States, France, and the So
viet Union) . At the end of 1985� Japan had 32 plants on line , 
with a total capacity of 24.52 GW, generating 26% of the 
nation' s  electric power. This ¢ompares to 85 units with a 
capacity of 68.867 GW in the U,ited States (generating 13 .5% 
of the nation' s  electric power) , 46 units with a capacity of 
22 .997 GW in the Soviet Union (generating 9% of the na
tion' s  electric power) and 4 1  units with a capacity of 32.993 
GW in France (generating 58 .7% of the nation's  power) , at 
the end of 1 984, according to tjgures from the International 
Atomic Energy Agency . 

More significant, Japan has steadfastly pursued a goal 
defined in 1953 by business anel government leaders as nec
essary for the nation' s  economic growth, without the slow
downs that the other nuclear nations have suffered at the 
hands of the environmentalists: Nuclear plants have been 
completed on schedule. The consistent growth in the devel
opment and commercialization of nuclear power can be seen 
in Figure I ,  which shows the dates Japan's  nuclear plants 
began operating and the cumulative capacity in gigawatts . 
The location of these plants as well as those under construc
tion and in the planning stage is shown in Figure 2. 

During the next 45 years , MITI expects the total sales of 
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the nuclear industry to be 1 80 tril l ion Japanese yen , of which 

50 trill ion yen would be for new construction, 60 tri l l ion yen 

for operation of plants , and 70 trillion yen for the completion 

of the fuel cycle requirements . (For purposes of comparison , 

1 trillion yen is about U . S .  $6. 1 billion . )  In 1 986,  total sales 

of the nuclear industry are estimated at 1 . 6 trill ion yen per 

FIGURE 1 

The "Fugen . "  an advanced 
thermal reactor prototype 
developed in Japan .  

year; b y  20 1 0 ,  this i s  expected to b e  4 . 2  tril l ion yen , and by 
2030, the figure- would be 6 . 7  trillion yen-a fourfold growth. 

The significant difference in Japan ' s  nuclear outlook and that 

of the United States can be seen i the fact that , last year , 

Japan spent 370 bill ion yen (about $2 billion) on nuclear 

research and development , while the United States spent 

Development of Japan's nuclear capacity (as of February 1 984) 
(electric enterprises only) 
Capacity in gigawatts 
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Source : Japan Atomic Energy Commission 
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Japan has met its ambitious nuclear 
schedule. putting 32 plants on line since 
1 966 . (Not shown are 3 more plants that 
went on line in 1 984 and 4 in 1 985 . )  The 
first plant was a British-designed gas
cooled reactor. The others are standard 
light water reactors based on U.S .  de
signs. about half being boiling water re
actors and the other half pressurized 
water reactors . 
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FIGURE 2 
Location of nuclear faci lities In Japan 
(as of February 1 984) 

Fugen (PNC) 
(Advanced Thermal Reactor) 

Monju (PNC) 
(prototype fast breeder reactor) 

Key 

CommerCial plants 
. In opera on 25 units 1 8 .277 GW 
A Under cc nstruction 1 2  units 1 1 .804 GW 
• Under pr paration 7 units 6.053 GW 
Total 44 units 36. 1 34GW 

� [8j Fuel cyc s facil ities 

Fukushima Daiichi and Daini 
(TOkyo EPCO) 

Source: Japan Atomic Energy Commission 

$375 million (fiscal year 1 986) . And this year (fiscal year 
1987) , the administration has requested only $330 million. 
At its height, in fact, the U.  S .  nuclear R&D budget was just 
over $1 billion-$ l .  078 billion in fiscat year 1982 . 

What is most remarkable in the MITI program is the 
renewed commitment to meet the schedule established in the 
1970s and early 1980s to give Japan an independent nuclear 
fuel cycle in the early 2 1  st century (see Figure 3) . The MITI 
program outlines how this will be done by 1 )  improving light 
water reactors so that they can make use of a uranium-pluton
ium oxide fuel that takes advantage of all the fissionable 
products that can be retrieved from spent fuel ; 2) introducing 
fast breeder reactors for practic� use; and 3) building a re
processing plant, a uranium enrichment plant, and a low
level waste storage plant . "The plan to build three nuclear 
fuel cycle facilities in Rokkasho-mura, Aomori Prefecture 
[see map] , should be promoted in order that operation may 
proceed according to schedule ,"  the report says. 
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Japan ' s  nurlear plants are shown here 
with the ntVne of the facility and also the 
electric po,,!er company (EPCO) that op
erates the plant .  PNC is Japan ' s  Nuclear 
Fuel Development Corporation . At the 
end of / 985 , Japan had 32 nuclear plants 
on line wit� a capacity of 24 .52 GW, 
producing f6 percent of Japan 's  electric , 
power. 

The Japanese already have a demonstration reprocessing 
plant with a capacity of handting 0 .7  tons of spent fuel per 
day, or 200 tons per year. This was built by the government 
fuel reprocessing company, P,NC, and began trial operation 
in 1 977 , going to full operatio� in 198 1 .  A second reprocess
ing plant is expected to come on line in the mid- l 990s . 

The development of fuel einrichment facilities to process 
new uranium for use as nuclear fuel is also envisioned in two 
stages . A pilot plant has bee� in operation since 1979, and 
an advanced centrifuge plant. built collaboratively by gov
ernment and industry, is expected to come on line in 1 990. 
(The United States at this time has shelved this technology, 
and an advanced centrifuge w1anium enrichment plant is sit
ting unused. )  The Japan�se are planning to use laser isotope 
separation , an even more adv�ced and efficient technology, 
for the second stage of development, envisioned sometime 
in the 1 99Os. The MITI plan ll1entions consultation with the 
AVUS (Advanced Vapor Lasier Isotope Separation) project 
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FIGURE 3 
Schedule of Japan's nuclear R&D projects 

Item 
Year 

Uranium 
enrichment 

Reprocessing 

Treatment and 
dis�al of 
hig level waste 

Advanced 
Thermal 
Reactor 

Plutonium use 
in light 
water reactors 

Liquid metal 
fast breeder 
reactor 

Construction Operation 

----=J 
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I v ' I 
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Demonstration tests of Demonstration tests of 
several assemblies 1 13 core PWR, BWR 

c== =;=) I L.===J. 
Experimental reactor Joyo ( 1 00  MINt) 

' .-J  -,' 
I 

Prototype reactor Monju (280 MWe) 

I � 

, 
I 
I , 
I , 
I I 
I 

v' 

2000 

I Demonstration reactor ( 1 ,000 MWe) I -�\ I - --V 
I 

Experimental reactor (50 MWt) 
I 

High-temperature I I 
reactor I , . 1  . 1  , I I I , 

MIT/' s 45-year nuclear development program reaffirms the necessity for Japan to meet these schedule,l' , 

Source: Japan Atomic Energy Commission 
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at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California
a project that was chosen by the Department of Energy as the 
most efficient technology to pursue, but which is not being 
funded for accelerated development. 

The MIT! report discusses a demonstration facility for 
processing high-level waste that would come on line in the 
mid- 1 990s , with the goal of a commercial plant in operation 
by 2030 . Currently , nuclear waste is stored at plant sites ,  the 
same way it is done in the United States . 

MWe fast breeder pilot plant , Monju , .will come on line in 
1 992- 1 994; and a site is in construct�n now for a larger 800-
1 ,000 MWe plant in western Jap} that is expected to be 
ready by 2003 , with commerciali ation planned for fast 
breeder technology after 201 2 .  

The Advanced Thermal Reacto , or ATR, was planned 
as early as 1 966 as the way Japan would make the most of its 
reprocessed spen,t fuel from light w�er reactors by using not 
only the uranium that is extracted put also the plutonium . 
The plan was to have the ATR using Ute accumulated pluton
ium from reprocessing spent fuel ev�n before the fast breeder 
is commercialized . In addition to �ugmenting the stock of 
available nuclear fuel , this would leksen the burden of long
term storage of plutonium and the �ecay of fissionable iso
topes of plutonium during storage . 

Nuclear fuel independence 
The question of becoming self-sufficient in nuclear fuel 

is a central one for the Japanese , who have very little natural 
uranium, a fact discovered early in their nuclear program 
after extensive exploration throughout Japan. An experimen
tal l00-MWe fast breeder plant , Joyo, came on line in the 
mid- 1 970s and provided the basic necessary research. A 220-
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The government operates a prototype 1 65-MWe ATR 
plant , Fugen, which has been on Hne since 1 979, and the 
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Electric Power Development Co. , a special corporation �et 
up by the government, is constructing a 606-MWe commer
cial ATR scheduled for operation in March 1995 . Fugen has 
operated with no problems, and is helping to establish the 
related technologies necessary for use of uranium-plutonium 
mixed oxide fuels . 

The ATR is a heavy-water moderated light-water cooled 
reactor of the pressure tube type (Figure 4) . Pressure tubes 
are inserted into holes in a calandria tank, each tube housing 
one fuel assembly . The Japanese describe many advantages 
to this design. For example, the control rods are imme� in 
the heavy water moderator, separated from the cooling sys
tem, which means that the fuel rods can be in near-atmospher
ic temperature and therefore have greater reliability in oper
ation . 

Internationalization 
A section of the MITI report stresses "internationaliza

tion" of nuclear technology-or export policy. The emphasis 
here is on promoting nuclear t�hnology by collaborating not 
only with Europe and the United States but with developing 
countries ,  by sending out nuclear experts and by training 
developing-sector representatives . Such collaboration is en
visioned to include the fast breeder reactor and the full nucle
ar fuel cycle . There was also mention of small and medium 

FIGURE " 

Schematic of Japan's Advanced Thermal Reactor 

Heavy 

size reactors for intemationali�on. 
The Washington, D.C.  reItesentative of Japan's electric 

power industry commented th� Japanese companies are very 
eager to export nuclear reactors (Japan' s  nuclear manufac
turers are now operating at perhaps 40% to 50% of their 
6 ,OOO-MWe annual reactor-p(oduction capacity) , but that 
government policy was more cautious .  Personally , he said, 
he was "truly afraid" after Chtrnobyl at the attitude toward 
safety in the Soviet Union as t.rell as China. For the devel
oping nations ,  he said, we havb to make sure that they have 
plenty of experience with large power plants and that they 
are ready with emergency plan1ting. . 

Americans c;mnot help but be impressed by the Japanese 
vision in planning for a nuclear future since the 1 9508 and. 
more important, the commitment to carry through on their 
plans . Despite the impressive scope of the Japanese 45-year 
plan, however, the program bias not escaped unscathed by 
the worldwide economic decline . The MITI report, for ex
ample, made no mention of the tIigh Temperature Gas Cooled 
Reactor (HTGR), which the Japanese had helped develop in 
collaboration with GA Technojlogies in San Diego. The ad
vanced design of the HTGR an4 the high-temperature process 
heat it made available, were se� as essential for development 
of the nuclear steelmaking industry of the future .  Now, how
ever, because of the slowdo..yn in Japan's  steel and iiun 

, ,. 
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Japan 's  unique Advanced Thermal Reactor (ATR) is designed to make use of� mixed plutonium-uraniu� oxide fuel. The inclusion of 
plutonium, a product of reprocessing spent fuel, is aimed at enhancing Japan ' s  nuclear fuel independen,:e by reducing reliance on 
uranium . The ATR uses heavy water as a moderator and light water (boiling) as a coolant. 

. 

Source: Courtesy of Electric Power Development Co., Ltd. 
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industry , the HTGR is on hold . Ten years ago. when the 

market was more optimistic , an HTGR was scheduled to be 

on line in about 1 990 (see Figure 3 ) .  
Energy demand i n  Japan ' s  industrial sector has declined 

since the 1 97 3  Oil Crisis , even though Japan ' s  Gross National 
Product maintained a 3 to 6 percent growth rate during the 

same period . In manufacturing industry , for instance , energy 

consumption per real gross domestic production began to 

decline in 1 975 , and by 1 98 1  was one-half of the level of 

1 973 . A January 1 984 study by Japan ' s  Institute of Energy 

Economics documented three basic reasons for this decline: 

( 1 )  energy conservation , including high-technology equip

ment investment , such as the introduction of continuous cast

ing in steel making ; (2) a shift to less energy-intensive indus

tries , for example , to assembly industries from heavy indus
tries; and (3) "achievement of high added value in manufac

tured goods ,"  for example , making seamless pipes instead of 

steel plates .  
Another way to look at  this decline is the per capita 

production of electricity . In 1 970, it was 3 .48 billion kilo

watt/hours ; in 1 975 , 4 . 25 ;  in 1 980, 4 . 94 .  In 1 984, it had 

declined to 4 . 84 billion kilowatt/hours . 

Japan's fight for nuclear power 
It is no accident that the chairman of the MITI subcom

mittee for nuclear power. which prepared the 45-year plan 

for MITI , is a businessman-Mr. Isamu Yamashita, the 

chairman of Mitsui Shipping and Building Company and the 

vice chairman of Keidanren , Japan ' s  business federation . 
Japan ' s  business community has been in the leadership of 

nuclear energy from the beginning . In January 1 954 , it was 

the president of the Keidanren who helped launch Japan ' s  

nuclear program , after a visit to the U . S .  Atomic Energy 

Commission ' s  research facility in California, where he be
came convinced that Japan had to have an Atoms for Peace 

program . Within a year,  Japan ' s  parliament had established 

its own Atomic Energy Commission and had approved the 

first appropriations request for building an experimental nu

clear reactor. 

With the memory of Hiroshima and Nagasaki still vivid , 

the Atomic Energy Commission set up a joint government
business group called 

"
the Council for the Peaceful Uses of 

Atomic Energy and began to campaign for " Atoms for Peace . " 

The first chairman of the AEC was Mr. Matsutaro Shoriki , 

the publisher of Yomiuri Shimbun, one of Japan' s  largest 

newspapers . In Shoriki ' s inaugural statement for the council , 

which had close to 1 00 business , scientific , and political 
leaders on it, he said: 

It has now become clear that nuclear energy , which 

was once used against us as a terrible weapon of 

destruction , can be used as a mighty power to banish 

wars from the Earth and liberate humanity from pov

erty and disease . . .  to eliminate the cau
"
ses of cold 
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A Westinghouse-built nuclear power plant operated by the Kansai 
Electric Power Company on Japan ' s  Tsuruga Peninsula . 

wars and achieve constructive peace . . . .  The time 

has come for the whole nation to forge ahead without 
any hesitation whatever. 

The council sponsored a vigorous educational campaign 

in 1 955 , including a six-week exhibit in a Tokyo park visited 
by 400 ,000 people . According to the polls at the time , 92% 
of those who saw the exhibit became convinced of the na

tion ' s  need to go nuclear. This practice of public education 

has continued through the present , where education still 
commands a significant portion of the nuclear energy budget . 

It has been this vigorous education drive which has held 
back the anti-nuclear political opposition in Japan , coming 

mainly from the Japanese Socialist Party , preventing it from 
squashing the nuclear industry the way it has in the United 

States . 
In " March 1 956,  Japan and the United States signed a 

technology agreement for Japan' s  industrial development, 

which covered patent licensing . Just seven years later, in 
1 963 , Japan became the world ' s  fifth nation to generate 

electricity using nuclear power, in an experimental reactor 

operated by the new Science and Technology Agency . Com

mercial production began three years later, in 1 966, in a 
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Magnox gas-cooled reactor design, purchased from the Brit
ish , that uses natural uranium as fuel . According to one 
report (Future U.S. -Japanese Nuclear Energy Relations: 
Report of the Working Group, by the National Institute of 
Research Advancement, Tokyo, and the Rockefeller Foun
dation, New York, October 1979) , the United States was 
miffed at the Japanese decision to buy a British reactor, but 
subsequently made more competitive offers to the Japanese: 
The U . S .  government then offered long-term enriched ura
nium supply contracts on "attractive terms" and the private 
sector offered more competitive bids . As a result, Japan 
then decided to ' make the U . S .  light water design its basic 
reactor, and it ordered reactors for its ambitious program, 
about equally divided between boiling water and pressurized 
water light water reactors . By 1 968, the United States had 
committed delivery to Japan of enough enriched uranium 
to fuel 1 1  GWe of nuclear power. 

Japan's  policy, according to the above-mentioned report, . 
was "to buy one unit of each successive model of the two 
major U . S .  reactor manufacturers ," an arrangement de
scribed as "important and mutually rewarding. "  Over the 
years, Japan gained the ability to manufacture complete 
reactor systems and; to independently improve the design 
performance of the light water reactor. The Japanese alSo 
contributed to joint research projects . For example , Japan 
put $3 million per year for three years into joint breeder 
research and $ 1  million a year for three years into the U . S .  
Loss ()f Fluid Test (LOFT) facility in Idaho. 

When this bilateral cooperation began in the late 1950s, 
the United States was treating Japan as a "deyeloping sector" 
nation; within a short period , it was obvious that Japan was 
an industrial leader. For Japan, especially under the "non
proliferation" activities of President Carter, it became clear 
that nuclear independence was essential if its nuclear pro
gram was to proceed unimpeded by the vagaries of anti
nuclear politics in the United States . Today , of course , while 
the United States has its ambitious Atoms for Peace program 
only as a fond memory , the Japanese are in a position to 
supply America with nuclear plants , should the policy here 
change to one of reindustrializing the nation and industrial
izing the rest of the world. 

Japan built up its indigenous nuclear industry using di
rigist methods similar to those 'that built this country under 
the administration of President Lincoln-special low-inter
est loans to private industry and government-sponsored re
search to set up the proper infrastructure. Japan's  nuclear 
industry today reflects the correctness of this approach . 
Schedules are met, and performance continues to improve. 
Reactors have a record of increasing reliability , for example , 
going from a 60 .8% operation rate in 1 980 to a 6 1 .7% 
operation rate in  1 98 1 ,  to a 67 .6% operation rate in  1 982 . 
In that year, Japan's  24 reactor units produced 103 ,000 
gigawatt-hours of electrical power-about the same as the 
output from France's  32 reactors for the same time period . 
By 1983,  Japan' s  reactors had a 7 1 . 3% operation rate , even 
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though by regulation, there ak 90 days of shutdown per 
year for reacrtor maintenance �d refueling . 

To further increase nucl� reliability, future reactors 
will be standardized and therel is a plan for developing (by 
1989) light water reactor roJ>qts-multi-joint, multi-finger 
robots that can perform divenie chores for reactor mainte-
nance and repair. '1 

Because of this reactor �ormance, a nuclear power 
plant that came on line in 1 98� .was able to pt.oduee pOwer 
at 1 2 . 5  yen per kilowatt/hour, ; compared to 1 7  yen for oil
fired power and 14 yen for c�al-fired power, a cost rela
tionship that has continuCxt. FOl! this reason, although nuclear 
is only 16% of Japan' s  presen� electric-power capacity (see 
Table 1) ,  nuclear produces 26� of Japan' s  electricity: It is 
cheaper and more efficient aIld therefore is used propor
tionally more than the oil , coal , or gas electricity capacity 
for producing power. 

The future 
Right now , Japan' s  major npclear reactor manufacturers , 

Hitachi , Toshiba, and Mitsubi_hi Heavy Industries Ltd. are 
working at perhaps 40% to 50% of their current capacity for 
producing 6-GWe nuclear capaj::ity per year, and the depres
sion worldwide has kept the J4panese from developing the 
further nuclear manufacturing ! capacity of which they are 
certainly capable . Under. MITl's  proposed 45-y�ar nuclear 
plan, Japan will be adding a�ut 2 . 5  GW per year to its 
nuclear capacity, toward a goalj in 2030 of 1 37 GW. 

Although this is undoubtedly the most ambitious nuclear 
growth rate in the Western wor� at this time, the truth is that 
in the year 1 979, Japan added 5Jgigawatts of nuclear capacity 
to its grid (see Figure 1 )  and MlrrI estimated at the time that 
Japan had the capability to ad1 6 to 10 gigawatts of nuclear 
power annUally . The point is , that if we are to get the job 

TABLE 1 i 
Outlook of installed electric power 
capacity in Japan 
(megawattsl"lc. of total) 

Power source FY 1980 FY 1990 

Nuclear 1 5,510/12.0 34,000/19.0 
Coal 5,260/4 . 1  I 14,000/8.0 
Natural gas 19,710/15.2 I 40,000123.0 
Hydro 2B,670/22.2 38,500/22.0 

Ordinary 17,B60/1�.B 20,500/12.0 
Pumping-up 10,B10/B.4 18,000/10.0 

�eothermal 13010 , 1  600/0.3 
Oil 60,080/46.5 50,ooo/2B.0 
Total 1 29,3601100 I 1.77, 100/100 

. I 
Source: Japan Atomic Energy Comm�ion 

FY 1995 

48,000/23.0 
21 ,000/10.0 
43,500/21 .0 
42,000/21 .0 
22,50011 1 .0 
19,500/10.0 

1 ,500/0.7 
49,000/24.0 
205,000/100 
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done of industrializing the developing sector, Japan will have 
to go well beyond the most optimistic predictions of 6 to 10 
gigawatts production capacity per year. 
Note on sources: The author is grateful to Mr. Toru Namiki 
of the Japan Electric Power Information Center in Washing-

Fusion: 'If the U.S. 
won't do it, we will' 
TIle Japanese expect to reach fusion breakeven next year
getting more energy out than that required to start the 
reaction-in the big JT -60 �okamaK reactor. And they 
expect to commercialize fusion energy beginning in about 
2010. 

A Fusion Experimental Reactor (FER) is now under 
discussion with a demonstration reactor expected in about 
2000. Other magnetic confinement devices are proceeding 
in experimentation, including the Heliotron at Kyoto Uni
versity and the tandem mirror Gamma 10 machine at Tsu
kuba University . 

There is also a full range of inertial confinement ex
periments Centered at the Institute of Laser Engineering at 
Osaka University that are making notable progress both 
theoretically and experimentally using a variety of drivers 
from glass lasers to ion beams to particle beams. A variety 
of innovative and promising experiments are under way, 
from new target designs to a combination of magnetic and 
inertial fusion . 

FIGURE S 

ton, D.C. for his help in summariJing in English the MITI 

45-year plan . 1 
For the history of the Japanese ifusion and nuclear pro

gram, see articles in the August 19�1 issue of Fusion maga

zine and the July 1984 issue ofFusicjm Asia magazine . 

In May 1 978 , Japan's Prime Minister Takeo Fukuda 
surprised President Carter with the announcem�nt at a 
New York City foreign policy forum that Japan was pre
pared to spend $ 1  billion in a joint ¢search program. The 
Japanese had decided in 1975 that fUsion was "the energy 
resource of the 2 1  st century," and a$ with nuclear energy, 
they emb:u-�ed on a research and deyelopment �rogram to 
commercialize the technology. WIlen the Umted States 
declined Japan's offer (under the di1lection of Energy Sec
retary James Schlesinger), Japan con�ued full speed ahead 
on its own. 

Japan's total fusion budget W8$ a high of 44 billion 
yen in 198 1  and is slightly lower-,n 1986, 36.6 billion 
yen, comprising 1 3% of Japan's toW energy R&D budg
et. (A direct dollar comparison with the U .s .  budget is 
difficult, because these Japanese �ures do not include ' 
salaries and administration . )  This lind of funding com
mitment to a broad-based research: program has feft the 
United States , once the world leaddr in fusion, behind in 
the dust, with U.S .  fusion scientists reduced to pushing 
back their schedules because of f�ing cuts and "choos- ' 
ing" which alternative program sh�ld be chopped out of 
the budget first . 

Comparison of U.S. and Japanese tokamak devices 

3 

Major radius 
(meters) 

• U.S. tokamak 

• Japanese tokamak 

Year of operation 

SOURCE: Fusion magazine and the Japanese Atomic Energy Research Institute 
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Japan expects to reach breakeven with 
the JT..(j{) tokamak ill 1987, putting it 
ahead of the budget1strapped u.s. pro
gram's Tokamak F'4ion Test Reactor 
(TFTR) at the Princfton Plasma Physics 
Laboratory. Japan plans to put the Fu
sion Experimental R�actor (FER) on line 
in the 1990s, follow1d by a Prototype 
Fusion Aeactor (PFIf) and then a Dem
onstration Fusion R�actor (DFR) in the 
early 21st century. the future of the u.s. 
magnetic fusion program beyond the 
TFrR is clouded by funding cuts and lack 
of a firm commitme", from the adminis
tration . 
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Queen Elizabeth ris� all for 
New Yalta deal with �oscow 
by Crtton Zoakos 

Following British Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey Howe's  
meeting with South African President P. W. Botha on  July 
30, the chances for Queen Elizabeth' s  abdication stood at 
"fifty-fifty," according to estimates of intelligence circles 
monitoring the unfolding confrontation between Prime Min� 
ister Margaret Thatcher and the British Royal Family . 

However, the magnitude of the risk that the British Royal 
Family decided to take , when it plunged into an open consti
tutional confrontation with the prime minister over the con
venient issue of economic -sanctions against South Africa, is 
not greater than the strategic stakes over which the fight is 
actually being waged . 

Queen Elizabeth II and the House of Windsor are com
mitted to a world strategic deal with the present leadership in 
Moscow for redrawing the political map of the world accord
ing to precepts which Lord Carrington, the present general 
secretary of NATO , has dubbed "The New Yalta Deal . ,j Prior 
to Lord Carrington's  espousal of this perspective, this scheme 
was advanced by Lord Mountbatten , who, in addition to 
being the Queen' s  confidant, was , until his timely death , the 
principal mentor of Prince Charles , who one day is supposed 
To succeed the Queen . The New Yalta Deal , in broad Ol�tline , 
was described by -the late Yuri Andropov in an April 1 983 
interview in the weekly Der Spiegel. with fascinating sim
plicity: The United States shouid abandon all its interests and 
claims of influence throughout the "Eurasian landmass," a 
term denoting the continents of Europe , Asia, Africa, and 
Oceania, in return for which, the new Russian Empire would 
allow the United States to maintain a certain influence in the 
"Western Hemisphere . "  

From the standpoint of Britain's  ruling House of Wind
sor, the "Eurasian landmass" sans American influence would 
be shared, condominium style , by two power-elites , the Mus
covite Third Rome devotees ,  and the House of Windsor and 
its allies . The latter, according to their reckoning , would 
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include in their ranks all 49 m�mbers of the British Common
wealth , including India, Auj;tralia, Canada, and Africa's  
Commonwealth members , as  well as  those Western Euro
pean countries in which the v�ous branches of the Windsor
related Saxe�Coburg-Gotha dlans of oligarchs do or could 
dominate in terms of policy. 1 

Such a Windsor-led coalition, in Queen Elizabeth' s  reck
oning, would be able to shate a "Eurasian" condominium 
with the Muscovit�centered Qoalition of the U . S .S . R . , War
saw Pact, and kindred allies J and would eventually, in the 
long run , prevail . 

Whatever speculative elerp.ents one might wish tp add to 
this strategic perspective , its "bottom line" is that Moscow 
and Buckingham Palace are ijt a strategic alliance to reduce 
the influence of the United S�tes in the world to "approxi
mately 25% of its postwar e�tent," in the words of Henry 
Kissinger. Margaret Thatchet and the issue of South Africa 
suddenly acquire a UniqUene�' and a timely prominence only 
when viewed from the pers tive of this imminent Buck
ingham-Kremlin condomini m: Thatcher, in the Queen 's  
view, is "too much pro-Ametfcan ."  And South Africa, with 
its unique combination of intdllal problems and international 
economic-strategic importancle , is perhaps the best available 
trigger to cause a sudden collapse of U.S .  power. The Queen's 
scenario works as follows:  

. 

'The Crash of 1986' 
There is no issue of "aparpteid" in the Republic of South 

Africa other than that create� by the British colonial admin
istration of that country . Inl:reasingly since South Africa 
declared itself the Republic of South Africa and broke out of 

. the British Commonwealth, � nation's commitment to wipe 
out the British Empire' s  rac�ist legacy has been thwarted 
more by the machinations of jHer Majesty' s  Commonwealth 
and their Soviet imperial alli�s than by the relics of segrega-
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tionist habits in the domestic population . The present govern
ment of President Botha is thwarted from fully realizing its 
anti-apartheid program only by the bloodthirsty agitation of 
the Communist-led and Communist-controlled "African Na
tional Congress . "  

Queen Elizabeth' s  demand-as presented b y  Sir Geof
frey Howe to President Botha at the end of July-is not to 
"end apartheid," as the lying popular press reports , but , spe
cifically , to go into a "power-sharing" deal with the Com
munist-dominated African National Congress . The Queen 
and the House of Windsor, through its direct and indirect 
influences over the Commonwealth and the rest of the En
glish-speaking world, have instigated the present call for 
"economic sanctions" in favor of bringing the Communist
dominated ANC to power. 

As the threat of economic sanctions grew , the govern
ment of the Republic of South Africa, gradually over time, 
developed its own strategy of countering it . By this spring, 
Pretoria made it known to its major trading partners , that it 
was fully prepared to answer economic warfare with econom
ic warfare: total embargo of strategic raw materials upon 

. which the entire West depends , and financial warfare in the 
form of not only repUdiation of South Africa' s  $24 billion in 
foreign debt, but instigation of a wave of debt repudiations 
throughout the developing sector of the world economy. 

The means which South Africa possesses for retaliation 
were assessed , in great detail, both in London and Switzer- . 
land during the late spring and early summer of this year. 
Both drew the conclusion that the indubitable outcome of 
economic warfare with South Africa would be a worldwide 
financial collapse of a magnitude and devastation far greater 
than experienced-or imagined-in the last Great Depres
sion . 

Prime Minister Thatcher' s  present opposition to the sanc
tions policy , and also the opposition from Japan, the United 
States, and the Federal Republic of Germany, is based on a 
general understanding that sanctions are most likely to bring 
about a worldwide collapse of the present financial system. 
London and Swiss banking and other financial institutions 
have extricated themselves from positions of financial vul
nerability and believe themselves to be relatively invulnera
ble to the effects of such a collapse . The collapse , London 
and Switzerland believe , will be the collapse of the world' s  
U.S. dollar-based system, and American financial institu
tions, 

The reason for which President Reagan, Prime Minister 
Thatcher, and their German and Japanese counterparts are 
opposed to the policy of punitive sanctions aganist South 
Africa, is the same reason for which Queen Elizabeth and the 
House of Windsor support it: the collapse of the U .  S .  finan
cial system, and with it , the collapse of the United States as 
a world power. The Windsors ' Elizabeth is accepting the risk 
of a constitutional blowout of the United Kingdom only be
cause she expects her reward to be the de facto establishment 
of a Eurasian condominium with the Kremlin . 
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On July 20, the Palace1aunched ajseries of premeditated 
"leaks ," presenting to the astonished ritish public an image 
of the Queen, acting unconstitutionlIly , expressing bitter 
political disagreements with her prirqe minister. There was 
the sanctions issue , but other disagree�ents were expressed: 
Thatcher' s cooperation with Presideol Reagan against Qad
dafi , and Thatcher' s conservative d�mestie policies . The 
Queen' s  official spokesman said that "�e Queen is very much 
to the Left on social issues," and "the Queen is not a member 
of the right-wing establishment . "  

After the initial public astonishmept, a wave of invective 
against the Monarchy' s unconstitutio�l intervention flooded 
Britain . The prime minister remainei' composed and silent , 
but the Palace repeated its provocatio s in the form of a letter 
of the Queen' s  private secretary , Sir illiam Heseltine . All 
of a sudden, the prime minister found herself surrounded 
with the unqualified support of the mtjority of the country's  
political leadership, industry leadership, the people, and most 
of the press . 

Following Sir Geoffrey Howe's  failed visit to Pretoria, 
Mrs . Thatcher called a cabinet meeting from which she ex
tracted a unanimous vote of support fbi- her policy of oppos
ing sanctions . The word in London was that so long as Pres
ident Reagan opposes sanctions ,  Prlkne Minister Thatcher 
will continue to oppose the Queen on this matter. The Palace , 
probably stung by what must have been an unanticipated 
epidemic of long-dormant republica4 virtue on the British 
isles , made an adjustment in its offensive: Since Thatcher 
relies on President Reagan' s  positiod, let 's  break President 
Reagan . 

As a result , amid an outbreak of uncharacteristically pas
sionate demagoguery and irrationality, the Foreign Relations 
Committee of the U .  S .  Senate sent td the floor a bill calling 
for extensive economic sanctions agiinst South Africa. As 
of this writing, a large-scale , biparti.an effort , led by Sen. 
Ted Kennedy (D-Mass . )  for the Demdcrats and Sen . Richard 
Lugar (R-Ind. )  for the Republicans , is under way to secure 
passage of this ignominious bill by a two-thirds majority , to 
pre-empt President Reagan' s  anticipated veto. Every little 
boy and girl in the U . S .  Senate who, like Senator Lugar and 
Sen. Daniel Moynihan (D-N.Y.) ,  ooFe had a Cecil Rhodes 
scholarship, is now mobilized to return! the favor to the Queen. 
None of the loud-mouthed senators demanding sanctions can 
cite any constituency or national inte�st which would justify 
this policy. None has responded to �th President Reagan's  
and Chief Buthelezi ' s  argument that �anctions would cause 
untold suffering of black South Afridms , or their appeal for 
a Marshall Plan for South Africa . Like good · Cecil Rhodes 
racist colonialists , they are working dut the final destruction 
of the entirety of Southern Africa. And like good Rhodes 
scholars , they are oblivious of the obvious collapse of their 
own country which would result if 1Iheir policy carries the 
day . 

' 

Not national interest , but the Q,een's  interest is their 
motivation . 
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Gorbachov: Russia 
is an Asian power 

by Konstanttn George 

On July 28 , Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachov, during a tour 
of the Soviet Far East, delivered a landmark address in Vla
divostok, the principal port city on the U . S . S . R .  's Pacific 
coast and headquarters of its Pacific Fleet. The day before, 
Gorbachov marked Soviet Navy Day by appearing at a cele
bration, flanked by Adm. Vladimir Chernavin, commander
in-chief of the Soviet Navy, and Pacific Fleet commander 
Admiral V .  V .  Sidorov . 

For the first time ever, members of a North Korean Navy 
delegation, led by that navy's  commander, Adm. Kim il 
Chol , were the guests of honor at Navy Day in Vladivostok. 
In June, the Soviet carrier Minsk and other Pacific Fleet 
vessels visited North Korea. Such visits were non-existent 
until last year-Gorbachov's  first in power-when the first 
Soviet fleet visited North Korea. Thus, Gorbachov's  July 28 
address was preceded by signals that North Korea is solidly 
in the Russian camp. 

The Soviet-Chinese condominium 
On foreign policy, Gorbachov's  speech inaugurated an 

era of Soviet soundings toward China for a strategic rap
prochement that would leave the Asian mainland carved up 
into Russian and Chinese spheres , and gray areas of shared 
assets . China has always been eager to reach an understand
ing with Moscow for a joint condominium over Asia, but has 
set three pre-conditions for serious talks: 1 )  pull-back of 
Soviet forces from Outer Mongolia and troop reductions along 
the Chinese border; 2) phased withdrawal of Soviet troops 
from Afghanistan; 3) an end to Vietnam' s  occupation of 
Cambodia. 

Gorbachov's  speech was the first time a Soviet leader has 
addressed these terms . He announced that after Soviet-Mon
golia "consultations ," Moscow was considering withdrawal 
of "a considerable portion" of its 70,000 troops stationed 
there, as a goodwill gesture . He added, "The Soviet Union is 
prepared to negotiate with the People' s  Republic of China, 
concrete steps towards a proportional reduction in the level 
of ground forces . " 

Regarding Afghanistan, Gorbachov' s announcement that 
Russia will remove six regiments this year was nothing more 
than a propaganda stunt-seen by itself. Three of the regi
ments are SAM missile anti-aircraft units , of no value against 
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rebels �ho M� no aU f�e. L. even as Gorbachov spoke. 
the SOVIet mIlitary had Just cpncluded three of the bloodiest 
offensive sweeps of the war, : along the border with Pakistan 
and against rebel-held cities . 

The Soviets are simultaneously attempting to politically 
splinter the disparate rebel forces . Gorbachov offered talks 
�ith rebels ai�ed at broadering �e Kabul government to 
mclude rebels 'based abroad. " ThIS offer was repeated July 
29 , on a Radio Kabul broadc�st by Najibullah, Afghanistan' s  
former KGB head and new cpmmunist party leader. Behind 
the fig leaf of token troop p,ll-outs , Gorbachov' s  policy is 

. thus to escalate attacks on reqel-held areas, while raising the 
level of bribes to recruit tri� away from the resistance. 

As for China's third demand, he said the Chinese-Viet
namese frontier should becqme a "border of peace," with 
China and Vietnam as friends and good neighbors . Gorba
chov did not mention the hig�-level Soviet-Vietnamese talks 
of recent weeks , first when !Soviet Prime Minister Nikolai 
Ryzhkov attended the funeral of Vietnamese party leader Le 
Duan, then with the arrival! of Le Duan' s  septuagenarian 
successor, Truong Chinh, for a late-July "vacation" in Mos
cow. 

Gorbachov emphasized Russia's "common interests" with 
China, asserting that both copntries are in the midst of huge 
efforts to modernize and eXP!Uld their industries .  He offered 
Soviet economic aid for China' s  modernization program, and 
a joint project to build a rail�ay between Chinese Sinkiang 
(northwestern China) and Soviet Kazakhstan in Central Asia. 

The Soviet party chief d;scussed the United States as a 
"Pacific" power, not an "Asi�" one; he confined his remarks 
on the United States to offshpre Asia and the South Pacific. 
He plugged the idea of neutrality to be pursued by the four 
major non-mainland U . S .  aJlies in the Pacific: Japan, the 
Philippines ,  Australia, and New Zealand (which, under Dav
id Lange, rio longer calls i�self an ally) . Hoping to bring 
"Finlandization" to Asia; GQrbachov called for an Asia-Pa
cific peace and security conference echoing the 1975 Helsinki 
Conference on Security and fooperation in Europe (CSCE) . 

He promised trade and economic deals with Japan to 
develop the Soviet Far Easf-provided, of course, Japan 
breaks with the United States, The Soviet media have churned 
out violent denunciations of�apanese defense spending and 
willingness to participate in the Strategic Defense Initiative. 

Gorbachov also baldly offered the U . S .  a "horse trade" 
over the Philippines, with a promise that, were the U . S .  to 
abandon its military bases in �e Philippines, this "would not 
go unanswered" by Moscov-;. He also expressed "hope" for 
better relations with Australjia and New Zealand, and sup
ported New Zealand' s  Propofal for a "South Pacific Nuclear-
Free Zone. "  

. 

Taken in total, Gorbacqov's ·  speech was a declaration 
that Russia is an Asian andj Pacific power, which has em
barked on the path of strategic rapprochement with China, 
for joint rule of the most poWlous region of the Earth. 
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Soviet chief purging 
his own appointees 
by Rachel Douglas and Konstantin George 

In his July 28 speech at Vladivostok, where he presented the 
U. S . S .R .  's great-power policy for the Pacific, Mikhail Gor
bachov reported that the Soviet government will soon unveil 
the details of a program, now in draft form, for a transfor
mation of the Soviet Far East through industrialization and 
massive infrastructure projects . 

The Soviet leader outlined a seven-part program: 1 )  in
dustrial infrastructure development, 2) energy self-sufficien
cy for the area, 3) use of science and technological advances 
to modernize industry, 4) maximal development of non-fer
rous metals and lumber resources, 5) increase in agricultural 
investment to reach regional self-sufficiency, including by 
an upgrade of the Pacific fishing industry, 6) improvement of 
ports, bridges, and roads to exploit "export possibilities" 
from the Soviet Far East, 7) improvement of "quality of life" 
and accommodations for a growing population-housing, 
schools, hospitals, etc . The program envisions a big popu
lation increase in the Soviet Far East, by means of resettle
ment from European Russia. 

Gorbachov went on to visit Komsomolsk on the Amur, 
site of production facilities for nuclear attack submarines and 
jet fighters, and Khabarovsk, headquarters of the Far East 
Military District . As on tours of other provinces, Gorbachov 
took the opportunity to meet with the military officers in the 
region. TASS reported July 30, that he conferred with "the 
military leadership of the Far East," which suggests that not 
only Far East Military District commander Army Gen. Dmi
trii Yazov was there, but also Army Gen. Ivan Tretyak, 
commander-in-chief of the Far East High Command . 

The economic program previewed by Gorbachov at Vla
divostok, indeed, fleshes out a perspective that was evident 
in the military's planning, since the creation of High Com
mand Far East in 1979. The first of the new Soviet wartime 
commands, High Command Far East (subsuming Eastern 
Siberia and the Soviet Far East) was designed to function 

independently of Moscow, if cut off; this military purpose 
necessitated planning for economic autonomy as well. Con
curring in this plan, Gorbachov declared on June 1 1 ,  198 5 , 
"The State will further stint no money for the development 
of Siberia . "  

According to Radio Moscow, Gorbachov remarked to a 
crowd in Khabarovsk, that he had "never met anyone any-
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where in the Soviet Union" who h� told him to give up 
defense spending and "use the mone� for consumer goods !" 

In Politburo proceedings concluqed before his Far East 
tours, Gorbachov exhibited wartimel ruthlessness, directed 
inclusively at his own appointees, on the matter of economic 
leadership . The occasion was the po*-mortem on the Cher
nobyl nuclear plant disaster. 

Pravda ' s  July 20 report on a spec;al session of the Polit
buro, which discussed the findings of the government com
mission on Chernobyl, announced tl!le removal of officials 
who have played key roles in the U . S . S .R .  's post-Brezhnev 
military-industrial leaderhip . The guilty parties can also look 
forward to criminal prosecution, the teport said . 

The men "removed from their PQsts for major mistakes 
and shortcomings in their work, whiCh led to this accident," 
included: 

Yevgeni Kulov, chairman of the State Committee for the 
Safe Conduct of Work in the Nuclear power Industry . Kulov 
headed that committee since it was f()rmed in August 1983, 
under Gorbachov's mentor, Yuri AnCIropov. Kulov, as part 
of a shake-up of the nuclear industry, came from the Ministry 
of Medium Machine Building, which not only operates nu
clear power-plant fuel cycles, but alsd produces nuclear war
heads and bombs . This followed a disaster at Atommash, the 
plant for mass-production of nuclear teactors, part of which 
sank during construction . 

Gennadi Shasharin, Deputy Mini+ter of Power and Elec
trification, in charge of the nuclear Nwer section since July 
1983 . Like Kulov, Shasharin replaqed Brezhnev-era offi
cials, blamed for the Atommash blunClers . 

A .  G .  Meshkov , First Deputy M�ister of Medium Ma
chine Building since 1983-another post-Brezhnev appoint
ee . 

On July 14, Minister of Machine 'tools and Tool-Making 
Boris Balmont was retired, without rtference to Chernobyl, 
but at the early age of 59 . He, too, was a key figure in the 
military-related industrial hierarchy, with a long career in the 
Ministry for Medium Machine Buil<ijng . On July 20, Min
ister of the Electrotechnical Industry Oennadii Voronovsky, 
a defense electronics specialist and a IGorbachov appointee, 
suffered the same fate at the age of 621. 

. 

The first government minister Gorlbachov ever appointed 
also came under fire in the Cherno�l report. "It was ob
served," at the Politburo meeting, "that U . S:S.R.  Minister 
of Power and Electrification Comrad� Maiorets, deserves to 
be removed from his job, on account (If serious shortcomings 
in the management of the Chernobyl AE S .  But taking into 
account that he has occupied this post for only a short time, 
the Politburo has given him a severel party penalty and has 
warned, that if he does not draw the appropriate conclusions 
from what has happened, he will be �ubject to more severe 
punishment ."  i 

We have only seen the beginning of this qualitatively new 
phase in the Gorbachov purges . 
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'Marshall Plan' must 
. go full speed ahead 

by Muriel Mirak 

In the wake ofIsraeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres's  surprise 
trip to Morocco , the momentum toward implementation of 
the Marshall Plan for Middle East development has taken on 
new acceler�tion and direction. If the breakthrough achieved 
at the Ifrane summit is followed by concrete steps towards 
bilateral economic projects , between Israel and Egypt, es
pecially , new hope for a Middle East peace will be well 
founded. 

The timing, manner, and content of the trip have earned 
Mr. Peres well-deserved praise, from both friend and foe 
inside the turbulent political process in Israel, and have pro
vided him the pOlitical , as well as popular, support required 
to make further bold initiatives . Limiting knowledge of the 
planned trip to a small group of close collaborators , and a 
few selected media representatiyes , Peres had arrived in Mo
rocco before the world knew abOut it . As soon as the news 
spread, that an Israeli priII).e minister had officially visited an 
Arab nation, with whom Israel has no peace treaty, the shock 
rippled through the country . Predictably , Peres's  Labor Party 
colleagues hailed the step as "bold," and , as soon as a joint 
declaration had been signed, the visit was classified as a 
"breakthrough. " 

Not so predictable was the comment issued by Yitzak 
Shamir, Likud leader slated to take over the prime minister
ship in the fall. It was expected that Shamir would attack the 
trip, since he is renowned for having voted against the Camp 
David accords . But Shamir backed it, and vowed to "follow 
up" on the talks that Peres had started with Morocco.  He was 
even quoted in an interview to the weekly Monitin as saying 
it would be worth it to allow autonomy to West Bank Pales
tinians , even if that meant risking the creation of a Palestinian 
state . Observers caught by surprise at this apparent turn
about, explained to EIR, that the Likud leader's  statement 
was mere lip-service, intended· to reassure espe<:ially Vice
President George Bush, in Israel at the time, that his govern- , 
ment would keep the momentum .toward peace. The only 
Israeli minister to denounce the visit was Ariel Sharon, who 
called the final communique "lacking in balance ," and too 
heavily weighted in Morocco's  favor. 

This lonely , albeit impotent, protest against the visit in 
Israel only underlines the new political and psychological 
reality in the country . As one think -tanker in Shamir' s camp 
begrudgingly acknowledged, "Shamir had to support the 
Peres-Hassan summit; it ' s  become a question of 'national 
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co��nsus . , ,, Peres has crea� a climate of hope which no 
pobtical leader, even of the I+lkud, dares to attack. 

The question on the table is , what will Peres do next? 
Labor Party officials agree that the next step will be a full 
agreement with Egypt arou,d the Taba territorial dispute . 
Right after Peres returned to �rael , his director general Tamir 
announced that the agreement !would be initialed during Bush's 
visit . A delegation of Egyp*an negotiators arrived in Jeru
salem almost at once, and thq accord was initialed. Although 
the Taba affair itself is practically contentless, any kind of 
formal agreement with Egypt is symbolically crucial , to pave 
the way for a Mubarak-Peres summit. That summit , accord
ing to Labor Party sources , ,will take place within August, 
and "then you'll See what w�ll appear in the final joint com
munique !" 

Race against time 
Peres himself is "in a race against time,"  according to one 

journalist in Tel Aviv . He mpst accomplish as much as pos
sible with his new and old Alib interlocutors, before he hands 
over power to Shamir, and � must render his achievements 
irreversible . As the same jpurnalist put ' it , "The rotation 
agreement set a fire under everybody's  ass ," and that fire is 
not going to die out, but wiq begin to rage. Besides Peres's  
own pledge of further talk$, the very momentum he has 
created is propelling him to qIove still faster. His Labor Party 
left wing is pushing him to �ake more concessions to Pales
tinian demands for self-detennination, and the "dovish main
stream" of the party is disc�sing perhaps altering the party 
platform, so as to endorse seff-determination . Peres support
ers Weizmann and Gur officuuly declared that if the Palestin
ians were to renounce violerice and recognize U .N .  Resolu
tion 242, they would be will�ng to start peace talks with PLO 
leader Yasser Arafat. I 

Although all these signals are promising, and have been 
warmly received by authoritative Palestinian spokesmen, the 
fundamental flaw in the open political debate sparked by 
Peres's historic trip, is the qhestion of economic policy con-
tent. I 

As yet, no concrete information has emerged about how 
much Hassan and Peres disc1lssed the Israeli prime minister's 
Marshall Plan, although individuals involved in the project 
agree that "economic relati\>ns must have played a central 
role in the talks ."  Nor is there any information yet on the 
economic-policy content of the upcoming summit with Mu
barltk. Yet this is the key issue, which will determine whether 
Peres succeeds in renderin� his initiative irreversible . As 
Lyndon LaRouche stated i� a press release following the 
!frane summit, no political !solution per se can be found to 
the Arab-Israeli conflict, or to the so-called Palestinian ques
tion. Peaceful relations will idepend on how much Israel and 
her Arab neighbors can collcretely work together on infra
structural projects of mutu .. benefit, precisely the type of 
projects worked out for the �arshall Plan . '  
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Peres-Mubarak talks 
are··· in the works 
by Thieny Lalevee 

Sometime during the first weeks of August , a summit meeting 
between Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres and Egyptian 
President Hosni Mubarak is expected to take place . Though 
the encounter may be delayed a bit further, it will come as a 
direct consequence of the new framework established in the 
region by the July 22 summit in Ifrane, Morocco , between 
Peres and Morocco's  King Hassan . 

As the days that followed Ifrane brought more details and . 
insight into what King Hassan and Shimon Peres actually 
discussed, skeptics have been forced to realize that the sum
mit achieved its aims . In the words of Mulla Ahmed Alawi , 
M9roccan minister of state , in interviews to the Israeli press 
on July 27: "In the long run , it was a success . "  

Negatively, this has been underlined by the disarray among 
the ranks of the perennial radicals .  Of course , the usual verbal 
threats w�re delivered . "Revolutionary" Iran , the terrorist 
baI\d that goes under the name of Abu Nidal , and others 
menaced King Hassan "with the same fate as President Sad
at," the Egyptian leader assassinated in 1 98 1 .  However, Syr
ia' s decision to break diplomatic relations with Morocco has 
not been followed . 

Strikingly , even Libya' s  Qaddafi failed to follow the Syr
ian example by breaking the August 1 984 Oujda Treaty of 
Union between Libya and Morocco . While King Hassan took 
the decision to res�gn from· the chairmanship of the Arab 
League , to allow Secretary General Klibi to organize an 
upcoming Arab Summit, no one has dared to take any steps 
to remove King Hassan from the chairmanship of the "Or
ganization of Islamic Countries . "  

Of  course , Syria's frustration and outburst of  anger can
not be simply pushed aside as irrelevant. Syria and its Soviet 
allies have repeatedly proven their ability to steer the Medi
terranean region into'chaos . The stage was set as on July 24 
a top Soviet official (the No . 2 man behind Vladimir Poly
akov , the director of the Middle East department of the Soviet 
Foreign Ministry) arrived in Damascus to meet with Palestin
ian terrorist leader George Habash , to discuss the "dramatic 
consequences" of Ifrane . This coincided with a large Soviet 
delegation in South Yemen , including Third World trouble
shooter Karen Brutents . At the same time , Libya' s  decision 
to deliver 22 Scud-B surface-to-surface missiles to Iran , in
dicated that Moscow had given the go-ahead for a blow-up 
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in the Gulf, timed with Iranian threats to stage anti-American 
demonstrations during the August pil�mage to Mecca. 

Syria was on the agenda 
Syrian anger is furthermore underst;ndable as Syria ranked 

as a major topic of discussion in Ifr� . According to diplo
matic sources , the Ifrane summit was set into motion not only 
to offer the Israeli leaders a chance to :change their positions 
and begin negotiations , but also to est .. blish a rival and mod
erate Middle Eastern axis against the taving antics of Syria. 
"Syrian policy has become unbearabl�" were the words used 
by some diplomats , as they expresse4 a political consensus 
from Morocco and Egypt; but the Goff countries and Saudi 
Arabia as well . The Saudi capital of �iyadh has adopted a 
policy of "no comment," but it broa�ast in full King Has
san ' s  speech on July 23 , which inclu� the sharpest denun
ciation of Syria, ever. "Arabs , stop d�sinformation ! Among 
you, are traitors , who are carrying weapons against fellow 
Arabs, for a non-Arab cause," decl� Hassan . Despite its 
new closeness to Syria, Jordan's  emb+rrassment was unCler
lined on July 28 when after his fourth! summit meeting with 
Hafez al Assad, King Hussein refu*d to put out a joint 
communique denouncing the Ifrane in!tiative . 

The next obvious step in the "Ifrlme Process ,"  will be 
Egypt. Egyptian sources have underlii.ned the coordination 
between Morocco and Egypt, stressinf· that Cairo 's  inability 
to take such an initiative itself, was to be blamed on the 
International Monetary Fund and the q. S .  adrOinistration for 
having economically squeezed Egypt � the last few months . 
However, Hassan ' s  gesture has create4 the framework allow
ing Mubarak to go further, especiall;i as Mubarak' s  recent 
emergency tour of Europe was finally �nfirmed as a success . 
Visiting Paris , London, Rome, and Bottn ,  Mubarak managed 
to convince the European leaders to increase their financial 
and food aid to Egypt, as well as to wain Washington against 
further pressures on his country. In 1m interview with the 
German weekly Der Spiegel on July �, Mubarak displayed 
his full anger as he denounced the IMF for "not understanding 
one bit" about social affairs. "If I w�re to implement their 
demands , chaos would break out,"  h� continued, and con
trasted the comprehension he had rec�ived in Europe to that 
in Washington . I 

Though Egypt's economic predi4:aments are far from 
solved, Cairo has received some bn$thing room which it 
badly needed. ·  As Israeli and Egypti� sources have indicat
ed , a Mubarak-Peres summit will taf:kle the fundamental 
issues of the region. On the agenda! will be not only the 
political side of the region� crisis , �I t the economic side, 
too. Peres' s  proposal for a "Marshal Plan"· for the Middle 
East, and the Egyptian "Meguid Pro sal ,"  named for the 
foreign minister, will be prominent i ms . During his Euro
pean tour, Mubarak reactivated both islmes,  receiving confir
mation of European support. When �at happens , the .ball 
will roll into the American court. 
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Interview: Hanna Siniora 

Palestinian editor 
sees breakthrough 
by Muriel Mirak 

Hanna Siniora, editor-in-chief of the Palestinian daily Al F ajr 

newspaper , in an interview to EIR, characterized the recent 
meeting between Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres and 
Morocco's King Hassan as "tantamount to an electric shock 
delivered to a patient who has died of a heart attack. The 
patient ," he continued, "is in the intensive care unit , but the 
prognosis is good ." 

Siniora, who has been nominated in the past to represent 
the Palestinians in a joint delegation with Jordan in peace 
talks with Israel, said the meeting provided "mobility , after 
six montbs in which there had been no action at all . "  He 
stressed that further moves toward peace must include PLO 
participation, and welcomed Hassan's convocation of an Arab 
summit, because "it is necessary for Arab leaders now to sit 

. down and formulate their positions" in light of the Hassan
Peres meeting. 

"Although the Saudis have not explicitly commented on 
the meeting," he said, "they televised Hassan's speech in 
full, and had been consulted before Peres went to Morocco. "  

Commenting on the next steps to be taken in Israel, Sin
iora said he believed that Peres would hand over the premier
ship to the Likud bloc head and deputy prime minister, Yitzak 
Shamir, in October as agreed, to show his "good faith ."  He 
predicted , however , that a government crisis would follow 
Shamir's taking power, and that in probable general elec
tions, Peres would win at least two more seats in the Knesset 
(Parliament) . This additional electoral support would come 
from Sephardic Jews, particularly from Morocco . 

Al Fajr, which Siniora edits, is the Palestinian daily pub
lished in Jerusalem and circulated on the West Bank and 
throughout the Middle East . In relation to his nomination to 
represent the Palestinians in joint delegations with Jordan in 
peace talks, he is considered close to Yasser Arafat in the 
moderate wing of the PLO. 

Mr. Siniora gave EIR the following interview.on July 25 , 
from Jerusalem . 
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ElK: What is your evaluati�n of the Peres-Hassan meeting? 
Siniora: It was a bold step pn the part of both Hassan and 
Peres. King Hassan has tak�n the greater risk . 1 have com
pared the peace process to a person who has died, and needs 
an electric shock to be reviv� . This meeting was comparable _ 

to a shock given someone ..... ho has had a heart attack; the 
patient is still in the intensiv� care ward, but the prognosis is 
good. The important thing isi this meeting intrOduced mobil
ity into the situation . No action has been taken over the last 
six months . 

Now, in order to achieve a breakthrough what is neces
sary is the proper venue; we $eed an international conference 
(under the auspices of the permanent members of the U.N. 
Security Council) with all �arties to the contlict present. 
Without a PLO presence, there is no possibility for peace. 

I 
EIR: What do you think of Hassan's statements after the 
meeting? i 

Siniora: When Hassan spo�e of a "failure," he was referring 
to the fact that the PLO's p�cipation has not been -accepted 
yet , and that the Israelis havie not agreed to total withdrawal . 

from the occupied territories . . . .  But up to this moment, .  
there had been a stall; now there is mobility . 

ElK: What about Hassan's !Convoking an Arab summit? 
Siniora: This coincides with the PLO's demand, and in

deed, there is urgent need far such a meeting. I believe it is a 
great necessity for Arab leaders to sit together and formulate 
their positions now. 

i 
EIR: Some of the Arab natiPns have expressed their approv
al or condemnation of the �eting . Saudi Arabia thus far has 
said nothing . What is your evaluation of the Saudis' position? 
Siniora: They seem to be .itting on the sidelines, but they 
televised the entirety of Kipg Hassan's speech . You could 
say they are working behiI1d the scenes . I think they were 
consulted and knew everything . Egypt, of course, has been 
outspoken in its support of �e meeting . 

EIR: What do you think will be the next step for Israel to 
tak ? i e .  
Siniora: That will happen lifter the rotation [of Prime Min
ister Peres and Yitzak Sharilir] . But after the rotation of the 
premiership in the fall, Penis will have a better chance when 
elections come around. In tije last elections, the Labour Party 
got 18% of the votes cast by Sephardic Jews of Moroccan 
origin; this time, Pere.s coul� get 50% , which would increase 
the Labour Party's mandates in the Knesset by two. 

i 
EIR: But are you sure there will be the rotation, and elec-
tions? i 
Siniora: Peres will keep his promise and let Shamir in. Then, 
early next year, the goveroment coalition could fall apart, 
leading to elections . 
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Colombian labor movement battl�s 
AIFLD and the dope mafia 
by Valerie Rush 

Mafia-linked bosses with a decades-long stranglehold on 
Colombia's trade unions are reteating after a head-on clash 
with union leaders determined to cleanse the labor movement 
of corruption. At the center of the battle are d;rugs and. the 
State Department-financed American Institute for Free Labor 
Development (AIFLD) , whose policy of selective funding 
and grooming of corrupt individuals and trade union institu
tions has turned large portions of the Ibero-American labor 
movement into a haven for the mob. 

The scandal broke on July 25 in the city·of Cali,  where 
the 3�Dd national plenum of the Union of Colombian Work
ers (PTC) , Colombia's largest trade union confederation, 
was being held. UTC president Victor Acosta, an AIFLD 
favorite notorious for his mafia sympathies , was faced with 
the prospect that the respected and -popular Labor Minister 
Jorge Carrillo Rojas-formerly the vice-president of the 
UTG-would be returning to trade unionism Aug. 7, the day 
a new President takes office in Colombia. An ongoing inves
tigation by Carrillo's labor ministry of UTC finances threat
ened to expose Acosta and, more importantly ,  to dump a 
scandal in the lap of AIFLD itself. 

Desperate to preempt Carrillo, Acosta moved to expel 
Utraboc, the Bogota-based regional affiliate of UTC which 
was Carrillo's stronghold, from the national trade-union con
federation. Acosta was chall�nged by UTC comptroller Or
lando Obreg6n, who read a 26-page document to the assem
bly which leveled accusations of theft, abuse of funds , links 
to the drug mafia, and other charges against Acosta and his 
coterie on the UTC executive board. In particular, the docu
ment asked UTC secretary-general Alfonso Vargas , an Acos
ta intimate , to explain his 1984 trip to Madrid to testify to the 
"probity" of jailed drug-trafficker Gilberto Rodriguez Ore
juela. 

Acosta responded with wild charges of a "conspiracy" 
against him orchestrated by Carrillo and friends , and insisted 
that he still had "sufficient testicular strength and heat be
tween my legs" to unmask his enemies . Vargas defended his 
Madrid trip as following the papal injunction of "charity for 
prisoners . " 

Acosta's  vulgarities and Vargas 's  shameless admission 
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of links to the mob outraged the work�r assembly which had 
just heard Pope John Paul II inveigh irepeatedly against the 
corruption of drugs during his week-tong visit to Colombia 
in July . As a result, 16 of the UTC' s regional affiliates and 
15 major national trade unions-the majority of the UTC' s  
base-staged a walk-out from the plenum and announced the 
formation of a National Movement of Labor Unity . Acosta 
was left with an empty shell of an org�ization , and could do 
little more than employ AIFLD fund$ to buy the remaining 
handful of votes for the expUlsion of Comptroller Obreg6n, 
Utraboc secretary-general Pedro Rubio, and UTC secretary 
Freddy Orozco from the UTC executife board. 

Pedro Rubio, a close friend and .sociate of Carrillo, is 
also one of the coordinators of the tbero-American Trade 
Union Commission of the Schiller Ins�tute . Founded by Lyn
don and Helga LaRouche, the international Schiller Institute 
has devoted its energies worldwide tq bringing about a new 
world economic order and. to battling! the drug trade and the 
drug "culture" that accompanies it. 1lhe Trade Union Com
mission has organized for a unification of the Ibero-American 
labor movement to put muscle into the fight for economic 
integration and against the usury of the international creditor 
banks. 

AIFLD and .the mob 
A similar collision to that of the i UTC occurred around 

the national,plenum of the Colombi� Workers Confedera
tion (CTC) , taking place simultane�sly in the city of Bo
gota. CTC president Manuel Felipe lHurtado, who had ac
companied the UTC's  Vargas on hi� infamous "mission of 
mercy" to Madrid in 1984, was puWcly charged by CTC 
secretary-general Guillermo Pedraza /with links to the mob, 
malfeasance in office , and with "mortgaging the labor sov
ereignty of the CTC" to AIFLD, whi� Ped,raza claimed paid 
"honorariums" for no specific tasks to more than half of the 
erc executive . Pedraza resigned frdm the CTC in protest, 
and the exposed Hurtado in tum expeIted from the CTC seven 
other executives-mostly linked to the Bogota-based FTC 
affiliate-who had shared Pedraza's �riticisms . The FTC is 
now holding unification talks with itslcounterpart, Utraboc . 
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The focus on these labor mobsters' ties to AIFLD in both 
union confederations is not accidental . As EIR has docu
mented, AIFLD has been a leading source of corruption 
inside the Ibero-American labor movement since its 1 962 
founding , when AIFLD was created as an arm of W. R .  
Grace and Rockefeller interests on  the continent. AIFLD's  
activities have, in  case study after case study , been interwov
en with the drug mafia. 

Exemplary is the case of the UTC's Banco de los Traba
jadores. which was enthusiastically endorsed by AIFLD and 
given founding money in 1974 by the Interamerican Foun
dation, upon whose board sits the current AIFLD executive 
director William C. Doherty. Under then UTC president 
Tulio Cuevas 's auspices , the labor confederation sold its 
stocks in the bank to Gilberto Rodrlguei Orejuela, who suc
ceeded in turning the bank into a major money-laundry for 
the mob. This is the same Rodrlguez Orejuela on whose 
behalf the UTC's Vargas and etC's  Hurtado traveled all the 
way to Spain. 

A similar effort to use a "labor bank" as a front for the 
mob was attempted by AIFLD in Peru, but failed when honest 
trade unionists sensed AIFLD's  involvement and blew the 
whistle. 

The fact that AIFLD, ostensibly the international "labor 
education" arm of the AFL-CIO, receives the bulk of its 
"official" annual funding-$ 1 3 . 5  million-from the U . S .  
State Department' s  Agency for International Development, 
raises a question for the Reagan administration, which has 
just committed itself to waging a serious war on drugs : Why 
is the U . S .  State Department funding Colombian drug mobs
ters? 

While. the U.-S.  government ponders that question . 
AIFLD's  operations in Colombia are suffering a severe case 
of "overexposure," which could prove contagious continen
tally . 

A new direction 
The timing of these unprecedented confrontations be

tween the pro- and anti-drug forces within the Colombian 
labor movement is nol accidental . With the departure of the 
strongly anti-drug President Belisario Betancur from office 
on Aug . 7, the drug mob had high hopes of mov\ng in on the 
next administration. Liberal President-elect Virgilio Barco 
was a relatively undefined political figure , but the Liberal 
Party forces who put him in power include former president 
Alfonso L6pez Michelsen , one of the mafia's leading "citi
zens above suspicion" and protectors . 

The visit of John Paul II to Colombia from July 1 -7 put a 
crimp in those plans . His repeated personal appeals for an 
end to the violence and corruption of the drug trade , and the 
hedonism that accompanies it , were heeded by millions of 
Colombians concerned that the bold and' patriotic initiatives 
of Betancur would be abandoned . The Pope ' s  influence was 
especially noteworthy in Barco' s  July 2 statement that "the 
program that the Pope proposes is the same as mine ," a 
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reference to the Pope ' s  call for reorienting economic policy 
toward the urgent needs of the population and national de-
velopment . . : . 

That same concern is �hind the new "National Move
ment f�r Labor Unity" born; out of the UTe plenum. In fact , 
a joint communique issued �y the unity movement emphasiz
es that the reason for its e�istence is twofold: the fight for 
morality, and the fight for etonomic progress . ' . , . 

According to the document: "We accept' that morality 
cannot be separate from any human activity , and we intend 
to �ri?g this teachin� into practice inside democ�tic �de 
UDlODlsm. . . . That IS why �e oppose narco-terronsm, SlOce 
the moral fiber and future of our society is being shattered by 
those who traffic in illegal drugs . . . .  We know that the 
money of the mafia will ¢ontinue to try to buy consci
ences . . . .  It is, not accideptal that the labor movement is 
being besieged by narco-finttocial interests ."  

At another point, the unity document emphasizes that the 
labor movement in Colom�ia is under attack precisely. be
cause creditor institutions like the International Monetary 
Fund, "anticipating the resi$tance of the workers to [austeri
ty] programs and assaults-4.have given the order to disable, 
weaken, and destroy demdcratic trade unionism, with the 
complicity of leaders who �e anti-labOr positions . "  

Finally , the document atgues that-because responsibil
ity for solving the country' .  economic pi:oblems "is not the 
exclusive responsibility of l government, other branches of 
public office , the economic/ and industrial associations, [or] 
the financial institutions , bpt of a united and strong union 
movement" -the following! program should be pursued: 

"We feel it is urgent that, regarding immediate measures 
to fight unemployment, w. undertake a program of infra
structure to give the nation �ailroads , canals ,  water control , 
highways,  ports , . public health , etc . , which could connect by 
road all of the nation , For this , a hirge percentage of foreign 
capital is not necessary , mdrely the mobilization of national 
resources . . . . "  ! 

The unity document cijes the concept of "harmony of 
interests" among all layers of society as the underlying basis 
for a proper approach to sPlving the economic and social 
problems facing Colombiaf Not accidentally, "harmony of 
interests" is the same argu�ent presented repeatedly by La
bor Minister Carrillo as thet goal to which his ministry was 
dedicated over the past yeall, and as the basis for his repeated 
successes in solving busin�ss/labor disputes . During an ad
dress to 2 million workers aJtd their families in Bogota, Pope 
John Paul II made special �ference to "the harmony of inter
est between labor and capit,l . "  

The latest developmen$ i n  the Colombian labor move
ment are expected to have � major impact elsewhere on the 
continent. On Aug . 1 3 ,  prominent labor leaders from around . 
the continent will meet in llima, Peru to discuss the process 
of unification and the fight against the International Monetary 
Fund . Jorge Carrillo , who Will no longer be Colombian labor ' 
minister, is expected to a�d . 

, 
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Guest CommentaIy 

The Christians 
of Lebanon 
by George Larin 

George Larin, a leading French specialist in Near Eastern 

and Middle Eastern affairs, has contributed the following 

background analysis of the events in Lebanon. Although EIR's 

editor-in-chief strongly disagrees with some of the ideas raised 

in the article, especially its final recommendations, we pub

lish it here as part of a necessary debate on the tragic situa

tion in Lebanon and the fight against Syrian terrorism and 
expansionism, as well as the danger of Shi' ite fundamental

ism. 

Lebanon is a very small nation: It stretches a mere 200 kil(}o 
meters from north to south and averages 50 kilometers from 
west to east, or some 10,000 square kilometers . On the edges 
of the flat Syrian desert, Lebanon is the country of the moun
tain. An Arab proverb says: "The desert belongs to Arabia, 
the Nile to Egypt, and the mountain to Lebanon ."  These 
mountains have always served as a refuge for the persecuted 
peoples of the Near East . This led , over many centuries ,  to 
the constitution of a mosaic of religious and ethnic commu
nities who sought peace and tranquillity in the wild valleys . 
of the Lebanese mountain. 

Three million Lebanese and 1 million foreigners live in 
Lebanon today; 20 communities live side by side . The Chris
tian and Muslim communities are of largely equal number, 
the Muslims being marginally larger. 

Lebanon is also the sea and the world at l�ge: The net
work of the diaspora, 3 million people in 5 continents , is as 
numerous as the residents of Lebanon itself. Once one takes 
the diaspora into account, the Christians become by far the 
majority of Lebanese . The regional context weighs, how
ever, very heavily on Lebanon. 

Between the Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf there is 
a predominantly Arab society of some 55 million people ( 100 
million if one counts Arabized Egypt) . Seven to nine percent 
of these are Christians . History broke up this society into a 
multiplicity of ethnic and religious communities , Muslim and 
Christian , each of which is highly homogeneous and cohe
sive. It is upon this variegated human map that more or less 
artificial frontiers were traced in 1 920 following the defeat of 
Turkey , delimiting Syria, Iraq , Lebanon, Palestine , Trans
jordan . . .  states without a real foundation as nation-states , 
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states composed of a mix of differe�communities . Hence 

, their fragility; given that the allegi e of the individual is 
above all to the community (and not e state) which is not 
national but transnational -(the co�unities overlap many 
countries) .  . ! . Yet, this broken-up Arab society, !structured communal
ly , divided into artificial and fragile �tes , aspires to unity . 
It searched its cement initially in the f'l'rm of nationaiist , lay , 
modernist pan-Arab ideology. The t�nkers of the "Nahda" 
(Arab renaissance) referred back in �eir quest to the only 
great Arab empire , that of the Omme�ades, later pursued by 
the first Abassids, who for more thab a century (66 1 -780) 
extended their power and demons"*ted their pride . This 
movement was launched in Egypt bY, Mehemet Ali against 
the Ottoman lord and oppressor front 1 800 to 1 840. More 
recently , the idea described above tdok on various forms, 
notably the "Fertile Crescent" idea .ushed by Iraq or the 
"United Arab Republic ," initiated by �me Egyptians. When · 

I 

I 

History broke up this scl>ciety into a 
multiplicity of ethnic ahd · religiOUS 
communities, Muslim 4nd 
Christian, each of whiCh is highly 
homogeneous and cohesive. It is 
upon this variegated hkman map 
that more or less artijiotaljrontiers 
were traced in 1 920 jollowing the 
dfifearof Tur�ey. . . .  � 
the Palestinians installed their army ib Lebanon (which be
came stronger than the Lebanese army jwith 25 ,000 to 30,000 
men in arms) ,  they did so in the natne of Arab fraternity 
(Cairo accords of 1 969) . The Syrians �oday in their military 
occupation of large parts of Lebanon �eclare themselves "at 
home" in the name of the "Arab nati�n," arguing, "We are 
one people in two states . "  Yet, this pah-Arab movement has 
suffered only failures: Today the Arablworld is more divided 
than ever before , the modernization of society has not oc
curred and, most significant of all , the lArab armies have lost 
all of their wars against Israel . ! 

This failure of pan-Arabism helps: to explain the tum of 
many Arabs towards religion , hoping to find unity in and by 
Islam. Their one-time oppressor and llord, the Ottoman em
pire, is frequently evoked today as 11 once world Islamic 
power. Islam, which does not distingufsh the sacred from the 
profane,  is sought to structure civil sOciety as a whole , the 
political as well as the religious real�. A powerful Islamic 
movement with political aims (to s�ize power) has thus 
emerged, fueled by the Shi' ites of Teheran , blowing power-
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ful stonn winds over Lebanon, infiating in particular the veils 
of the Lebanese Shi' ites (who now number 700,000-800,(00) ,  
making them demanding and conquering . 

Tiny Lebanon has therefore become the prey of a multi
tude of predators; the Palestinians who tried to create a state 
within a state , threatening the State itself ( 1 969- 1 982) ; the 
Israelis who reacted by going in to destroy the "Palestinian 
state" in Lebanon ( 1 982) ; the Syrians who sought and seek 
to transfonn it into its protectorate; the Iranians finally who 
are trying to extend to a Lebanon in a state of disagregation 
their Islamic revolution. The predators tear each other apart 
. . . but they do it in Lebanon . . . the Lebanese communities 
are pawns , cannon fodder in this tonnent which overwhelms 
them, tonnent controlled by these large regional powers . 

The Lebanese communities 
The regional population context is predominantly Sunni 

Muslim. This "governmental" Islam, which has asserted its 
power for . centuries in the region, notably when the Turks 
governed the Arabs , treated what it considered to be Muslim 
heresies very harshly . Some of the latter sought refuge in . 
Lebanon: Hence the mountain received the Druzes (who 
number 200,000-250,000 today) and Shi ' ites . The mountain 
also gave refuge much earlier to persecuted Christian Arab 
minorities who sought refuge and freedom of religion in the 
faraway valleys of Lebanon . These Christians, just as those 
of the whole of the Orient, are the vestiges of the early 
Christian communities which were submerged though not 
absorbed or converted by the wave of Islam in the 7th cen
tury . Islands under the cross in a Muslim sea . 

Of the Arab Christians of Lebanon , there are those of: 
• Maronite rite , who number 700,000, representing half 

of the Christians of Lebanon . They are Catholics (attached to 
Rome) . 

• Greek rite , who number 350,000-400,000, some of 
wh�m re�ain attached to Rome , the others being Orthodox .  

• Syriac rite, who represent some ;m,OOO believers, some 
Orthodox, some Catholic . 

• Chaldean rite , 1 1  ,000 either Catholic or Orthodox . 
• Latin rite, 20,000, all Catholic . 
• Protestants , 30,000. 
There exist aiso non-Arab Christians: The Annenians,  

both Catholic or Orthodox, are some 250,000. They have 
their own specific rite . 

The Christians, therefore , represent a' short 50% of the 
resident population of Lebanon, or a large majority if one 
would include the diaspora. Hence , the argument invoked by 
their enemies , that they are the minority and hence to be 
pushed aside , is ludicrous .  Even if it were true , it cannot be 
legitimately used to dispossess them of their slightly preem
inent place in the state apparatus of Lebanon: Are not all Arab . 
regimes in the Orient (Syria, Iraq , Jordan) minority govern
ments? Why should the Lebanese Christians alone be thus 
dispossesed? 
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The hard core of the CLi stians are the Maronites . From 
the 5th century they have �nstituted a cohesive nation, as
sembled around their church and Patriarch. It is thanks to 
them and their then-allianc� with the Druzes that Lebanon 
realized a large degree of inclependence while under nominal 
Turkish sovereignty for ov�r five centuries , from 1 290 to 
1 840 . At the time, the Mationite and DruZe mountain was 
strong.  The Muslim armies who passed through the area 
prudently made a detour ardund the natural fortress, but did 
not penetrate . The Sublime Porte (Istanbul) negotiated with 

I 

The deJense oj ttte Christians is not 
I 

merely the dlife$e oj one mortally 
threatened ethntt:: group. 1b dlifend . 
the Christians is jto cUifend . 
essential Westem values: the 
respect oj humary. rights in an 
oriental context where human 
rights are syste111ratically violated; . 
the deJense oj the Christians thus 
means the dfife$e oj not only the 
Christians, but c4l Lebanese. 

the Patriarch of the Maroni�s and the Emir of the Mountain . 
This privileged situation pe�tted the Christians of Lebanon 
to escape until very recentlyl from the apartheid statute which 
Koranic law reserves to the i'peoples of the book" (Jews and 
Christians) , : 

I 

The apartheid statutel (the 'dhimma') 
In its traditional interpfetation (the Sunna) , the Koran 

institutes a triple juridical i4equality in Muslim society , that 
is: the supremacy of men ov�r women; of masters over slaves , 
of Muslims over Jews and ¢hristians.  The statute of "dhim
rna" expresses this last inequality . The dhimmi or protected . 
Jew or Christian cannot marry a Muslim (the reverse is pos
sible though the children th�n become Muslim) , must acquit 
himself of a special tax (thC gizia) , cannot testify against a 
Muslim in court, cannot goyern Muslims (hence the scandal 
of state power by Christians or Jews in Lebanon or Israel) , is 
forbidden access to Mecca dr Medina, the holy sites oflslam, 
etc . 

Hence Islam defines a secondary status for the " peoples 
of the book" in return for tbe tolerance given to them. This 
status is analogous. to that Qf a cow in a field, free to move 
within their pasture but not beyond it. This statute of aparth-

, 
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eid has not changed for over 12  centuries and has been thought, 
reasoned, theologically and juridically justified . The "protec
tion" accorded to non-believers is not a right in the sense of 
law but a favor which can be rescinded at any time . The 
sword of Damocles is thus permanently held high over the 
head of the Jew or Christian. It is to be noted that this reason
ing is applied by many Muslims also to the State of Israel: 
Were Israel to become integrated into a "federation of the 
Middle East" as proposed by some, it would in effect become 
a dhfmmi state . The logic of this is implacable in that Islam 
not only recognizes but claims the Jewish prophets . Hence , 
in this logic, Islam has a rightful claim to appropriate the 
territories of the Hebrew people today, accused of corrupting 
the message of Islam transmitted by the prophets of Israel . It 
is clear, of course, that Israel cannot accept such a perspec
tive . 

As far as the Christians of Lebanon are concerned, let us 
listen to what the young President Beshir Gemayel had to 
say. He was assassinated, alas , in 1 982,  probably on Syrian 
orders , because his popUlarity and support were vast, includ
ing in the Muslim community, and he would have been able 
to resist Damascus . He said: "The existence of Lebanon 
where the Christians are not submitted to the dhimma is a 
question of life or death for us . "  

This i s  the real background of the Lebanese drama. This 
specific problem, the question of the survival of Christians 
not subservient to the Dhimma, is the key to the crisis . Until 
recently,  that survival was a result of the tenacity of the 
Maronites who always were the pivot of Lebanese national 
identity and the spearhead of resistance against hegemonistic 
plans . It is they who made Lebanon into a State of Law, of 
respect of human rights in the midst of an Orient filled with 
dictatorships . Thesefree Christians , alone in the Orient, were 
furthermore a hope for their fellow believers in the rest of the 
region, all of whom were under the constraint of an apartheid 
statute . 

Today, however, the situation of these free Christians is 
tragic . 

The genocide of the Christians of Lebanon 
The Christians are suffering in Lebanon the pressure of 

fundamentalist and intolerant Islam, that of Khomeini and 
Qaddafi , who seek to establish an Islamic government in 
Lebanon. They are submitted also to the terrorist and military 
pressure of Syria which desires to incorporate Lebanon into 
itself (today, Syria's army controls half of Lebanon) .  Al
though these two pressures are antagonistic , they both seek 
to destroy Christian presence, destroying its culture and the 
hope for democratic reconstruction. 

In 1 975,  the Christians were disseminated throughout 
Lebanon, in the furthest reaches of the country, in the small
est towns .  They constituted the cement holding together the 
diverse Lebanese communities; they cohabited together with 
Sunni , Shi' ite , and Druze Muslims; on a local level in spite 
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of temporary flareups of communal tensions , Lebanon was 
generally peaceful prior to 1 975 .  I 

Since 1 975 , this Christian web progressively retracted 
under the effect of combats , multip'e massacres , and per
manent insecurity . Over 200 villages were evacuated in tra
ditionally ethnically mixed regions qr historically Christian 
areas . Some villages were systematically looted, burned to 
the ground, destroyed. The Christian� today are regrouped in 
zones which are either controlled o�· ncircled by forces hos
tile to them (the Shi' ite militias , th Druze, or the Syrian 
army) . In these areas , they are v· al hostages . The only 
remaining area where they are "free" if in East Beirut, Junieh, 
Byblos , and Douma-representing a tnere 1 ,000 square kilo
meters . Over 1 million Christians � pressed in this hideout 
while , in the surrounding mountains,: the canons of the Syri-
ans survey their plight. I 

The interminable war, instigated tom abroad, has deeply 
scarred the country, with inn�l� victims: 1 50,000 dead, 
400,000 wounded, 30,000 handica,ped, 70,000 orphans , 
750,000 refugees . In this sea of distJlss, the Christians have 
been most affected. Although all oflthe components of the 
country live in permanent fear in thi. drama, the Christians 
alone are threatened in their very exisfjence. Half of the Chris
tians of Lebanon have been uprootediand have become refu
gees within their own country . Many , �o escape their situation 
as hostages ,  have flooded into the at>pve-mentioned hideout 
where they have no hope for the futUre. If a solution is not 
made possible rapidly, this displaced people will soon start a 
mass exodus. 

Genocide does not necessarily imply the extermination 
of all-as Ibrahim Chebli, a Lebanese Maronite intellectual , 
notes-but sometimes merely the total political destruction 
of a human group, breaking it apart into broken individuals 
submitted to the law of force alone . People who will be 
"tolerated" only if they submit. 

This process of extermination by erosion is ongoing. In 
this sense, genocide is occurring, an� a dictatorial state of a 
Syrian pro-Soviet or Islamic fundamentalist variety is on the 
horizon . The United States and the West as a whole, con
fronted with this, manifest total indifference. 

! 
Indictment of Western indifference 

The military withdrawal ·of the �ultinational Force from 
Beirut in early 1 984 by the West (U. S . A . , France, Italy , 
Great Britain) ,  the removal of Western support for Lebanese 
President Amin Gemayel , enormous� encouraged the fanat
ic extremists and the bloody Syrian �ictatorship. This pull
back in the face of guerrillas of oPIlfession a.nd ingorance , 
this withdrawal in the face of the state �errorism of Damascus , 
precipitated the abandonment of the Christians of Lebanon. 
Today, Mr. Dean Brown, ex-speci� envoy of the United 
States to the Middle East and presi4ent of the Middle East 
Institute , declares (during a conferenCe in Paris in early May 
1 986): "If you ask me what the impdrtance of Lebanon is in 
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The Christian presence in  Lebanon 
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U . S .  policy , I will answer: close to zero !" 
This deliberate policy of withdrawal and loss must be 

reversed: We must gain conscience that the defense of the 
Christians does not entail declaring a holy war against Islam, 
ajihad in reverse . The defense of the Christians is not merely 
the defense of one mortally threatend ethnic group, which in 
itself would be good reason to defend them. To defend the 
Christians is to defend essential Western values: the respect 
of human rights in an oriental context where human rights 
are systematically violated; the defense of the Christains thus 
means the defense of not only the Christians , but all Le
banese. The Muslim regimes are watching this process closely. 
In the Orient, where everything is judged confessionally , the 
Western powers can only be reliable allies if we prove we 
defend our allies including our fellow believers . Do we hope 
to win over Arab regimes by dumping our historical friends, 
the Christians of Lebanon? This is a major, fundamental 
political error. 

We must support the inner core, the Maronite nation 
which has always resisted. We must do so in priority for its 
institutional representatives: the Patriarch, moral guarantor 
of the nation (presently Monsignor Sfeir) , and the President 
of the Republic . The Christians must above all be supported 
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against the Syrian diktat and Iranian fundamentalism. Against 
the hegemonistic will of the Muslim fundamentalists , we 
must especially help the Christians through the institutions 
and the state appparatus .  

Against the Syrian diktat, we must help the Patriarch and 
President politically, militarily, economically , culturally,  
educationally. Peace in Lebanon must be implemented among 
the Lebanese themselves . There can be talks with Syria, but 
we cannot allow that they impose their peace . Above all ,  we 
must maintain the institutio�s of the state , that is, a presiden
tial system sufficiently strong to avoid permanent recourse to 
Syrian arbitrage (traditionally, the Lebanese state is multi
confessional with a Maronite President) . 

This is what is involved in the defense of Lebanese sov
ereignty and in that sovereignty' s  power to protect the Chris
tians . By saving the last bastion of free Christians, free of 
Syrian diktat or the statute of apartheid , we can save Leba
non. 

At a time when an intolerant version of Islam is rumbling 
in Teheran and Tripoli whose aims of conquest are vast, at a 
time when Soviet-linked Syria seeks to annex new territories ,  
th e  Christian resistance o f  Lebanon i s  a n  advance post o f  the 
combat for freedom and democracy.  Let us support that. 
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Dateline Mexico by Josefina Menendez 

Labor slams Federal District scheme 

Behind the plan to reform the Constitution, the corrupt Aleman 
crowd is angling to elect the next President. 

A new debate has sprung up in the 
capital ' s  political life .  The Interior 
Department, under Manuel Bartlett, 
put out a call to discuss changing the 
political structure of the Federal Dis
trict so that instead of Mexico's  Pres
ident naming the regent of Mexico 
City, the post would be popularly 
elected, as in the other states. 

The end point of this so-called cit
izens'  debate would be the reform of 
the Mexican Constitution , which set 
up the Federal District as the center of 
the Powers of the Union, and its regent 
as a trusted man of the President, 
whose decisions come from the Ex
ecutive and in no way are indepen
dent, like a governor's .  In short, it 
would mean changing the strongly 
presidential republican system. 

The demand has been raised for 
years by the think-tank El Colegio de 
Mexico, a front for the Trilateral 
Commission. The project surged for
ward with then-Interior Secretary Je:" 
sus Reyes Heroles' s Political Reform 
of 1 979 , and picked up steam from 
U . S .  Sen. Jesse Helms 's  (R-N .C . )  al
legations of lack of democracy in 
Mexico. Now , once again the Interior 
chief is picking it up. 

Besides the registered political 
parties ,  Bartlett invited to the consul
tation-meetings many "leftist" intel
lectuals .  A big splash was made by 
Mario Moya Palencia, the new am
bassador to the U .N. , a special guest 
of Manuel Bartlett, who was Moya' s  
state secretary when he  was interior 
secretary. Moya not only declared 
himself in favor'ofthe initial proposal , 
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but proposed upping the number of 
congressmen to 500 (from 4(0) , in the 
name of participatory democracy.  

Most political analysts see these 
meetings as a trial balloon for Bar
tlett' s  presidential race . 

But the leader of the giant Confed
eration of Workers of Mexico (CTM), 
Fidel Vehizquez, released a statement 
to the press saying the Interior chief s 
call is out of line, because "the people 
of Mexico are called to engage in a 
battle they don't want, at a time when 
there is overt and brazen economic , 
political , and diplomatic pressure by 
conservative circles trying to condi
tion financial aid to our country in ex
change for renouncing its sovereign 
rights and subjecting its economy to 
international finance capital; that it 
change its political system, which they 
call anti-democratic and corrupt, that 
it favor the internal forces of reaction, 
that it establish a two-party system with 
the same purpose, and tolerate foreign 
interference into its electoral process 
on the pretext of making sure it is 
clean. "  

Vehizquez stressed that energies 
must be channeled into solving the 
economic crisis , the foreign and do
mestic debt, unemployment, the 
recession, inflation, and food sup
plies . He rejected flat-out/the idea of 
making the Federal District another 
state within the state (where the Ex
ecutive is): "It would open the doors 
to the reactionary right-wing opposi
tion, making the capital the prize to 
chase or conquer, bringing into it their 
policy of violence , aggression, and 

I 
systematic deni�' ation of the govern
ment, inside and utside the country. " 
Velazquez calle the idea of increas
ing the number of congressmen prac
tically absurd. What should be done 
he said, is for them to get to work
as the constitutiop mandates . 

Velazquez s�d that all of his ar
guments are laid out in a document 
sent the day belPre by the CTM to 
Interior; althougH the ruling PRI party 
had not consulte4 its base on the mat
ter, the CTM will, fight such initiatives 
"even at the risk �f remaining alone. "  

The labor leader's hard line against 
political futurism has to do with the 
fact that Manuel $artlett is a presiden-' 
tial contender, baCked by the Televisa 
consortium, strorighold of the late ex
President Miguel! Aleman Valdez and 
his organized-crime cronies . The in
ternational bankeh; like him, too: Bar
tlett was invited tb New York to get a 
population prize , and was lavishly fet
ed by Citibank'�  William Rhodes, 
president of the" advisory committee of 
Mexico's  creditor banks . 

The second bigwig in this group is 
Mario Moya Palencia, who is franti
cally trying to beicome foreign secre
tary before the 'current presidential 
term ends . Moya1s career has just tak
en a dizzying upt�rn .  After he lost the 
presidential nod to Jose Lopez Portil
lo, Moya's  wife left him and he was 
practically frozed out of political life; 

. he owes his ne� U.N.  post to none 
other than U .  S .  i Secretary of State 
George Shultz . T�e rejuvenated Moya 
has a hectic social life .  He came to the 
soccer finals in Mexico City with a 
convoy of friendly ambassadors invit
ed by him. His nlame crops up in the 
social pages rubtiing elbows with the 
Jet Set and "intellectuals . "  Lo and be
hold, the Televis�-linked daily Nove
dades has been IWlning a campaign to 
oust the cUITen� foreign secretary , 
Bernardo Sepulveda. 
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Northern Flank by Goran Haglund 

KGB scandals probed by . . .  the KGB 

Soviet services specialize in drunken diplomatic drivers, Russian 
call girls, Jake marriages, and ikon smuggling . 

A special Soviet intelligence team 
paid a visit to the Soviet embassy in 
Stockholm in July . Constituting a 
commission of inquiry, the high-pow
ered team was assigned to call the em
bassy to account for several irritating 
scandals that have errupted lately . 

Lead by Yevgenii Rymko, from 
the Soviet Central Committee' s  pow
erful International Department, him
self stationed three times in Sweden, 
the team also included two top KGB 
officers, Ivan Majorov and Yuri So
kolov. A similar inquiry into embassy 
functions was made in 1982-83 , after 
seven diplomats were expelled from 
Sweden as spies . 

The celebre visit was , first of all , 
connected with the spectacular case of 
two Soviet diplomats who were caught 
by Swedish police on June 28 near 
Stockholm, driving drunk. Attempt
ing to escape from several police road
blocks, the two intoxicated drivers fi
nally ended up in a ditch. 

Although the ever-helpful Swed
ish foreign ministry refused to. dis
close their identities ,  leaks quickly es
tablished that they were First Embassy 
Secretary Vladimir Minin, .said to be 
the new chief of the KGB in Sweden, 
and Third Embassy Secretary Vladi
mir Titov, the son of KGB Gen. Gen
nadii Titov, controller of convicted 
Norwegian KGB spy Arne Treholt. 

Arousing outrage in a country 
where drunken driving means prison 
for those without diplomatic immu
nity, the embassy , rather than regret
ting the incident or just shutting up, 
had its press secretary arrogantly at
tack the Swedish police. Claiming that 
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the cause of the car's drive into the 
ditch was that both front tires blew 
out, the embassy denied that the driv
ers were drunk, saying that they pos
sibly smelled of garlic . . . .  

"At first, this flat denial may seem 
ridiculous ," wrote the Gothenburg 
newspaper GT, "but it is in fact very 
serious. The Soviet embassy under 
Ambassador Boris Pankin's  leader
ship has begun to display ever more 
big-power arrogance ."  

Two days later, a Soviet trade mis
sion official in Stockholm was ex
pelled for espionage . This followed 
by two months the expUlsion of five 
Czech diplomats who had targeted 
Swedish naval installations, on behalf 
of the KGB . 

A few days later, press leaks re
vealed a ring of Russian call girls op
erating from Stockholm night clubs . 
Looking for clients among Swedish 
businessmen, the well-organized ring 
is coordinated by a Soviet "defector," 
a Russian emigre businessman, who 
works closely with the Soviet embas
sy . 

"The women make the men be
lieve they're prostitutes, while in real
ity they're working for the KGB ," one 
source said . According to one busi
nessman who met with a KGB call 
girl , "The woman was incredibly in
terested in my job,  my position, and 
how I was getting on in my job ."  

Most Russian call girls were mar
ried briefly to Swedish men, and thus 
obtained Swedish names. They marry 
a Swede, get a visa to Sweden, and 
then divorce . Swedish police sc;mrces 
say that this activity is known, but for 

lack of personnel,  the evidence re
quired to put an end to it has never 
been colleqted. 

Fake marriages are generally used 
by the Soviets to set up intelligence 
assets in the West. In one case, an 
emigre Estpnian, backed by a Jewish 
organization in Boston, Massachu
setts, has s;mply opened up offices in 
the cafe o( a Stockholm department 
store. Here he coordinates fake mar
riages wi� Soviet citizens who want 
to leave �ir country, at the rate of 
$6,000 perl person , and services about 
1 2  perSons a month. 

Working with contact persons in 
the Soviet .Union, the Estonian mar
riage agent admits being well con
nected to the Soviet embassy, where 
he personally knows five or six diplo
mats . "I aqt aware that the embassy is 
using peoRle in exile as intelligence 
sources ," he told a journalist. 

In som� cases, where thejust-mar
ried Sovie� citizen is unwitting, he or 
she is recllited to �oviet intelligence 
only after ,arriving in the West, ex
changing Sensitive information on a 
Swedish husband's  job, for instance , 
for favorable treatment when applying 
for a visa to visit relatives remaining 
in Russia. , Once an initial, however, 
small favqr is done for the KGB , 
blackmail �nsures that no possible es
calation of spy activities will be left 
unexploitefi· 

One source of financing for the 
KGB is smJIggling ikons. Swedish po
lice are investigating one ring which 
has smuggled ikoos , gold and silver 
objects , �d antiques .  Everyone in
volved is ap exile Russian, often com
ing to the ,West through a fake mar
riage. In �ouses of suspects, police 
found han�guns, large sums of mon
ey, and �viet birth certificates in 
which n�es and dates were not yet 
filled in, but which already had au
thentic So�iet stamps . 
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Report From Bonn by Rainer Apel 

A salesman for Kissinger's New Ya,lta 

The foreign minister's trip to Moscow occurred in service of the 
policy for a U.S.  pull-out from Europe. 

More evidence has come to the fore 
that the talks that Gennan Foreign 
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher had 
with Mikhail Gorbachov in Moscow 
on July 2 1 ,  were 'conducted in line 
with ongoing Anglo-American Estab
lishment poli�y for a military-strateg
ic pull-out from Western Europe . 

Before Genscher left for Moscow , 
he met with Paul Nitze , the fonner 
U . S .  chief negotiator in Geneva, and 
with James Dobbins ,  secretary at the 
U . S .  embassy in Bonn . He received 
the hint that President Reagan was 
about to announce a moratorium on 
the Strategic Defense Initiative for 
seven or eight years , and a linking of 
arms-control talks and the range of the 
SOl project. A few days before , news 
had also arrived at Genscher' s foreign 
ministry that plans for a partial pull
out of U . S .  troops from Europe were 
back on the Senate agenda for late au
tumn of this year. 

Equipped with this infonnation, 
the Gennan foreign minister traveled 
to Moscow to meet Gorbachov . In his 
luggage , Genscher had a whole script 
of German concessions to the Soviet 
Union-concessions not only on ar
maments and SOl, but also in tenns of 
economic , technological , and politi
cal decoupling from the United States . 

This became public when Gensch
er was on his way from Moscow to 
Washington, D . C . , to meet Secretary 
of State George Shultz for a report
back session on his talks with the So
viets . While Genscher talked with 
Shultz , the Gennan media were re
porting on a "secret blueprint" with 
guidelines for a new Genscher policy 
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toward the Soviets . The document 
stated that Gorbachov's  offers were 
"the chance of the century, which one 
must not let go by ."  The document' s  
existence was denied by  the foreign 
ministry in Bonn, naturally . 

However, when Genscher re
turned from the United States to Bonn, 
he spoke of "new fonns of economic 
cooperation" between the Soviet 
Union and Gennany, and revealed that 
Gorbachov himself had offered "joint 
ventures" between Soviet and Gennan 
companies . 

The Gennan foreign minister went 
on to explain that Gorbachov's  "plans 
for the modernization of Soviet indus
try" were of "special interest" to Ger
man industry, because of "the special 
technological capacities in Ger
many . "  Mo� exchange of technology 
would , said Genscher, also "help 
overcome the technological partition 
of Europe"-meaning that the Soviet 
Union was to be considered a part of 
Europe . 

The "Europe" Genscher was talk
ing about was the same "common roof 
for all Europeans" which Soviet pro
paganda has been painting as the po
litical future of the continent. It is the 
vision of a Western Europe without 
the political , military , and economic 
presence of the United States . The So
viet Union would be part of that Eu
rope , and, being the strongest power, 
would control that Europe . 

Genscher elaborated on the theme 
in a speech he gave to the Gennan
American Chamber of Commerce in 
Munich on July 28 . He stated that a 
more "self-assertive Europe" was in 

the strategic in*ests of the Ameri
cans . He said tItat Americans could 
still learn from tl'4e Europeans that Eu
rope was a "cultUral unity grown over 
centuries . "  Gen$cher stated that he 
thQught it was "n�t self-evident to most 
Americans ," tha( also the "interests of 
the people in the G.D.R.  [East Ger
many] and other: Warsaw Pact coun
tries" had to be ehlcen into considera-
tion . , 

Concerning �e alliance between 
Europe and the lJPited States , the Ger
man foreign mi"ster stated that "de
tente" rather than !'concepts of the past" 
should dominate : the strategic discus
sion . "It is not out interest in Europe ," 
added Genscherl "to arms-race the 
other side downl to its knees . "  And 
again , he end011sed the Gorbachov 
proposals,  calli�g on the Reagan 
administration t� "capitalize on the 
current interest oIf the Soviet Union . "  
Gorbachov's  mO$t urgent interest Was 
to reduce militafy expenditures , he 
explained . i 

Thus , within ia  week of his three
hour encounter iwith Gorbachov in 
Moscow, the German foreign minister 
had made public �is vision of a future 
Europe that wa! largely decoupled 
from the United tates . 

Interestingly nough, there was no 
voice of protest from the U. S .  State 
Department against Genscher's  re
marks . Instead, Henry Kissinger ap
peared to endo� Genscher' s  policy 
in a guest colulll1'l written for Welt am 
Sonntag, Gennlfuy's  second-largest 
Sunday tabloid, : on July 27 . Titled 
"Prospects for Peace," Kissinger's ar
ticle stated: "It i� quite possible that 
we are at the beRinning of a unique 
chance for East-West relations ."  If a 
new effort is not1made with the "new 
Soviet leadershi£' . . .  Wh

.
ich is less 

burdened by the ast ," a great chance 
for detente wou d pass by-exactly 
what Herr Gensc�er had said when he 
returned from Moscow . 
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Report fro,m Madrid by Leonardo Servad10 

ETA's dirty war 
"Basque terrorism" is the same as terrorism elsewhere: Soviet 
low-intensity warfare against Western institutions .  

On July 2 1 ,  the Basque separatist
terrorist ETA staged its most sophis
ticated attack yet against the nation of 
Spain, Twelve self-propelled anti-tank 
grenades were placed in so many 
launching tubes on the roof of a car, 
parked at a distance of approximately 

. 1 20 yards from the entrance to the de
fense ministry in Madrid. When the 
grenades were launched, activated by 
a remote control . mechanism at ap
proximately 10:25 a.m. , a massaare 
could have occurred. 

One grenade exploded a few inches 
from the window of the office of De
fense Minister Narcis Serra; another 
penetrated the office of the director of 
personnel at the ministry; two gre
nades struck a bus passing in front of 
the ministry . Suddenly , it was war in 
downtown Madrid. Military men and 
police ran through the streets with their 
weapons drawn,  toward the damaged 
bus an� the car from which · the gre
nades were launched. Terrified on
lookers cowered in groups . 

Fifteen minutes later, the car which 
had served as the launching pad ex
ploded. ETA had calculated the tim
ing of the second explosion to maxi
mize victims among the policemen in
vestigating the vehicle . Had the police 
not stayed clear and kept people away , 
dozens could have been killed. After 
the smoke cleared, miracplously, only 
10 people were injured, only one se
riously . 

The week before, a car-bomb had 
exploded as a bus transporting cadets 
of the Guardia Civil passed in the same 
area of Madrid, several blocks from 
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the defense ministry . Ten cadets died, 
in the biggest massacre of the recent 
years ' terrorist spree . 

These major terrorist atrocities 
have been accompanied by many · 
smaller incidents . At the end of July, 
ETA sympathizers staged violent 
demonstrations in the Basque town of 
San Sebastian on the Fren�h border, 
to protest the policy of French Premier 
Jacques Chirac , of delivering ETA 
terrorists captured in France to the 
Spanish authorities.  The rioters in San 
Sebastian set fire to two police buses ,  
but there were no injuries .  

Various regionalist, separatist, and 
. terrorist groups work together in this 
step-up toward a new civil · war in 
Spain. Two days after the attack on 
the defense ministry in Madrid, and 
coinciding with the delivery of a sec
ond ETA terrorist to the Spanish po� 
lice by the French ,  the National Front 
for the Liberation of Corsica exploded 
several bombs on the island, in front 
of the Casa de Espana. 

These terrorist incidents coincide 
with the opening of the new parlia
ment elected on June 22, and the new 
goyernment of Socialist Party leader 
Felipe Gonzalez. But the wave of ter
rorism is not simply related to the 
opening of the new government-in 
fact, it is not an internal Spanish affair 
at all .  Spain faces the same Soviet
sponsored "low-intensity operations;' 
identified by Italian Interior Minister 
ScalfarO as a war against NATO. 

Spain , now firming up its role in 
NATO after an April referendum on 
the issue was won by the government, 

1 
is an obvi�us target of terrorist attack. 
At the moPtent, Spain is negotiating 
cuts in U , S .  troop strength at the Tor
rej6n air qase near Madrid . Torrej6n 
is a crucial base for the defense of 
Germany , jsince it would be the stag
ing area fQr deployment of troops and 
weapons fO the Central · European 
theater in Jthe event. of Warsaw Pact 
attack. thiS base has been the focus of 
attacks by ! various "pacifist" groups, 
which re�.atedl

.

y co

.

nduct marches de
manding e base ' s  closing . The de-
mand to s ut Torrej6n is also raised 
by the Un ed Left party , and the left 
wing of th� ruling PSOE. 

. Spain , potentially highly vulner
able to suc� low-intensity warfare . The 
country is �till in the process of rede
fining its jpolitical and institutiona

.
l 

iden�ity af�er the long period of dicta
torship, fr�m the end of the Civil War 
in 1 939 tq 1975 , the year Francisco 
Franco dief:l. Felipe Gonzalez, after a 
policeman I was assassinated by ETA 
in June , declared that terrorism is the 
biggest �at to Spanish democracy,  
while the Sjocialist Party attacked ETA 
as "Nazi . " :  

There is no question that the aim 
of terrorism is to discredit the post
dictatorship institutions , independent 
of any gov�rnment, in order to deliver 
to Mosco'Y a totally unstable nation, 
or a nati0Dj dominated by a new dicta� 
torship, bel it "right" or "left," of a pro
Soviet nat1jlre . 

So far � the only figure to speak of 
the terrori$ts ' actions as acts of war, 
has been �ing Juan Carlos , who, at 
the time of the opening of the parlia
mentary �bate on the new govern
ment, telephoned various party rep
resentativqs to tell them that the mili
tary view� the attack on the defense 
ministry � an act of war. and that the 
nation is ·  e"pecting its political repre
senta�ves If> take a strong stand against 
terronsm' l -
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Andean Report by Valerie Rush 

Tiger-slaying in Venezuela 

The Venezuelan Congress is scurrying to retract its challenge to 
the usurer banks-all it took was threats! 

As the old proverb goes, Venezuela 
would slay the tiger . . . but is afraid 
of its roar! 

After the Venezuelan Congress 
voted up the Fococam (Exchange 
Compensation Fund) law July 2 which 
unilaterally dete.rmined that $7 billion 
of the country's private foreign debt 
would be paid with long-term, low
interest government bonds , affected 
creditor banks began to roar their pro
tests. Several major U . S .  banks "tem
porarily" suspended trade credit lines 
to Venezuela, and as one New York 
banker threateningly told the Vene
zuelan daily El Nacional of July 19 ,  
"Venezuela could become Latin 
America's financial Falklands . . . .  " 

On July 24, it was announced that 
an extraordinary" session of the V ene
zuelan Congress would be convoked 
during August or September to "mod
ify" Fococam. One of its authors, 

'minister of the presidency Carmelo 
Lauria, said Joly 26 that to allay the 
bankers' fury, "it were enough to sup
press three lines."  Presumably the ones 
which set the 1 5-year term and 5% 
interest rates . 

Minister of Finance Manuel 
Azp6rua, who had the difficult job of 
explaining Fococam to the creditor 
banks in New York, executed a rather 
dramatic about-face . On June 1 he had 
said, "I want to make it very clear to 
the country that what we have com
municated to the banks is that we will 
accept no public or private pressures 
that seek to block defense of our inter
ests. " 

However, during his New York 
visit on July 25 , UPI reported, "The 
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minister told bankers that Venezuela 
is prepared to pay the $750 million it 
is committed to . . . .  With regard to 
the bonds, Azpurua said that this had 
been a decision of Congress and that 
the government was studying in what 
way the measure would be ap
plied . . . .  " 

Also doing an about-face is Gon
zalo Barrios, president of the ruling 
Acci6n Democratica party. On July 
14,  a cocky Barrios declared, "If the 
creditor banks are annoyed, that is a 
good sign, beneficial for Venezuela . "  
On July 26, the same Barrios leapt to 
point out, "When an error is commit
ted, it can be rectified one minute lat
er . . . .  I believe that there was a cer
tain lack of reflection [by Congress] , 
because the bonds as they were ap
proved in the law will not really be 
bought by anyone . . . .  " 

Former President Rafael Caldera 
was cloaked in patriotic garb on July 
20 when he denounced the bank sus
pension of credit lines as "a pressure 
tactic they are trying to apply. I think 
that faced with such a situation, the 
country also must take a hard line . "  
And yet, six days later, Caldera "con
fessed" that Fococam was perhaps not 
such a great idea after all: "These long
term, low-interest bonds cannot be ab
sorbed by anyone except the World 
Bank, and that only as long as the rich 
countries increase their support with 
greater participation and influence in 
that international financial institu
tion ."  

President Jaime Lusinchi insisted, 
"Neither Venezuela nor I will allow 
ourselves to be pressured on the debt," 

but added defensively that "comments 
have been made about modification of 
the [Fococam] law, and this too would 
be a sovereign act of Congress . . . . " 

Reinaldo Leaidro Mora, presi
dent of the Venezuelan Congress , 
summed up all the: hoopla with a July 
24 statement, "Th� responsible thing 
to do is modify thq law if the national 
interest requires it ithus . . . .  " He did 
not, however, spe¢ify whose national 
interest he was ref,rring to. 

Not everyone in Venezuela was as 
dazzled by the tiger's stripes . The 
president of the ¢conomic commis
sion of the VenezUelan Senate, Angel 
Reinaldo Ortega, • told El Diario de 
Caracas July 22 th.t the creditor banks 
seem to forget that �'we are a sovereign 
nation, and a de"locracy whose first 
duty is to prese� the stability and 
well-being of its citizens . . . . Hence, 
there is no reason tjlat the latest acts of 
sovereignty which our country has 
taken and which t�nd to preserve our 
financial structure �hould have caused 
those threats and · reprisals from the 
international b� . . . .  " " 

Parliamentary )eader of the oppo
sition Copei Party' Abd6n Vivas Ter
an, was most fo:iliright in analyzing 
where Venezuela's problems lie: 
"From the declarjtions of ministers 
Manuel Azpurua and Leopoldo Car
nevalli ,  it is easy t� conclude that they 
seem more like employees of the 
bankers' committeje or of Chase Man
hattan, than mini$ters of a sovereign 
state which defends its interests . "  

Vivas Teran , added that Copei 
would not authorize extraordinary 
sessions of Congrtss to change Foco
cam, since such sessions would have 
but one purpose:1 "the changes de
manded by the international creditor 
banks . The rest is Just a smokescreen 
to cover the real intentions .  The na
tional government is acting like a 
scolded child. . . !. " 
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International Intelligence 

Israel's Peres makes 
overture to Palestinians 

Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres said on 
July 28 that he was ready to open peace talks 
with Palestinians who renounce violence. 
Peres was reporting to the Israeli Knesset on 
the content of his discussions the previous 
week with Moroccan King Hassan.  "During 
the two days we were in Ifrane," he said, 
"we raised various proposals . . . .  We said 
we were ready to meet immediately with 
authentic Palestinian representatives, repc 
resentatives who would be seekers of peace 
and rejectors of violence. " 

"We share the same concern as to the 
future of the region," he said of the Moroc
can leader. "Wha� we primarily learned in 
Ifrane, is that our divergences are primarily 
in the formulation of our positions . " 

Recognizing the nature of the Palestin
ian problem, in a way which is extraordinary 
for an Israeli head of government, Peres de
clared, "There are in the territories, hundred 
of thousands of young Palestinians . born 
after the 1 967 war. They have no memory 
of the past, no flag, no identity, and no state. 
But they have nationalist feelings . They 
speak their languages and yours . Their frus
tration could lead them to revolt and vio
lence. " 

Uganda leader hits 
hypocrisy in Africa 

Uganda's new President, Yoweri Musev- . 
eni, declared in a speech July 29 that the 
indifference of black African nations to years 
of massacre and bloodshed in Uganda un
dermines the continent's moral authority to 
condemn the policies of the South African 
government. 

In his first speech before the Organiza
tion of African Unity (OAU), Museveni said: 
"Over a period of 20 years, nearly three
quarters of a million Ugandans perished at 
the hands of governments that should have 
protected them. Ugandans feel a deep sense 
of betrayal that most of Africa kept silent 
while tyrants killed them." He attacked those 
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Africans who claim that to have condemned 
former Ugandan leaders Idi Amin and Mil
ton Obote would have been interfering in 
Uganda's internal affairs . "Tyranny is col
or-blind, and is no less reprehensible when 
it is committed by one of our own kind,"  he 
said. "We hold this should never be used as 
a cloak for genocide." 

Soviet, U.S. press attack 
Bolivia's anti-drugfight 

The Soviet news agency TASS attacked the 
recent combined Bolivian-U. S .  anti-drug 
raids, "Operation Blast Furnace," in a July 
2 1  release. TASS quoted an unidentified 
spokesman for the Bolivian government, 
saying the effort "proved futile, as neither 
cocaine nor the equipment for its production 
were found. "  Another source said that it 
"caused unprecedented damage to the sov
ereignty and independence of the country. " 

The Soviet press was not alone in its 
criticism. Consider the following: 

• The New York Times. July 1 8 :  "What 
of Bolivia's solvency? . . .  Who will com
pensate the peasants who are fiercely at
tached to the growing of coca plants?" 

• The Washington Post. July 27: "For 
now it appears that Bolivian President Vic
tor Paz Estenssoro has gained an edge over 
cocaine traffickers in his daring decision to 
attack them and attempt to alter the econom
ics of coca production here. But the triumph 
is only a first and tentative blow \n what has 
become a two-front war for him . . . .. The 
problem now for Paz Estenssoro is how to 
revive the legal sectors of the economy. :' 

• The Christian Science Monitor. July 
30: The cocaine economy is not considered 
"immoral" in Bolivia. At least 60,000 farm
ers are dependent on "the informal sector of 
the economy," and coca paste brings in $600 
million, "about a third more than the coun
try's legal export earnings and as much as 
one third of Bolivia's gross national prod
uct ."  

' .  The U.S.  ambassador in Bolivia: 
"What do you do tomorrow if they are suc
cessful at fighting the drug trade? The coun
try will collapse. " 

Spanish parties to join 
forces against terrorism 

S pain's , S ocialist Prime Minister Felipe 
Gonzale�, in a speech on July 22 inaugurat
ing the new parliament, proposed coopera
tion among all political parties against ter
rorism. �e said that he would take into �c
count th€! recent proposals of Manuel Fraga, 
the lea�r of the conservative opposition 
party Al�anza Popular. 

Frag� has proposed a lO-point program 
against t�rrorism, which includes outlawing 
those political parties which support terror
ism, incteasing the penalties for terrorists, 
and cre�ing a special magistracy with re
sponsibility for coordinating the anti-terror
ist fight. ' 

Fra�' 's proposal to ban all political par
ties whi h s upport terrorism, is most criti
cal. It uld apply to Herri Batasuna, the 
"legal" pjlrliamentary arm of the Basque ETA 
terrorist�, which regularly takes the side of 
the terropsts .  

On J�ly 28 , the parliamentary group of 
Gonzlilet's Socialist Party (PSOE) an
nounced: that they are looking favorably at 
some of Fraga's proposals . 

Coll�boration between the Socialists and 
the conservative Alianza Popular to stop the 
threat of' terroris m  would be an important 
step to�' d ending the left-right polariza
tion w '  ch perpetually destabilizes the 
Spanish ' .  ation, leaving it more and more 
vulnera�e to terrorism. 

OAU 'votes up sanctions 
against Great Britain 

In a surpfise move, the Organization of Af
rican Un4ty on July 27 called for a campaign 
of worldwide diplomatic and economic 
sanction� against Britain, in protest against 
London'� refusal to impose economic sanc
tions agaJnst South Africa. 

After: an all-night session, delegates I 
agreed tq recommend that governments "ex-
ert presstre on the British government with 
concrete measures of their choice, including 
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sports boycotts, economic measures and the 
breaking of diplomatic relations . "  

The ministers from the 5 0  0.AU member 
states JlIld organizations also "vigorously 
condemned" the United States, Great Brit
ain, France, West Germany, and Israel for 
their "economic and nuclear collaboration 
with the Pretoria regime. " 

They also called for an economic boy
cott of Pretoria, and pledged to increase aid 
for black guerrillas mounting an armed re
bellion against South Africa. 

Are the Soviets sending 
forced labor to Chernobyl? 

The East European Solidarity Committee, 
based in Stockholm, has claimed that at least 
1 ,000 people from Baltic countries have been 
sent to Chernobyl,  the site of a Soviet nucle
ar accident, to work as forced labor, the 
Swedish daily AJtonposten reported on July 
7 .  

The foreign ministry in  Latvia is  among 
those whb have issued denials, but Solidar
ity Committee spokesman Ulo Ignats main
tains that the Soviet Army carried out a large
scale mobilization on the night of May 6, a 
little over a week after the nuclear accident . .  

Around 300 people from the city of Par
nu and around 700 from other places in 
southern Estonia were sent to Chemobyl to 
take part in the cleanup work. The same 
thing is said to have happened later in other 
Baltic regions . 

Scientists discuss 
U.S. -Soviet Mars mission 

Scientists and diplomats from the Soviet 
Union and the United States are discussing 
a "joint Russian-American expedition to 
Mars," the London Daily Telegraph report
ed on July 28. 

''The Russians have indicated that they 
no longer regard continuing American Star 
warS research as an obstacle to cooperation 
in civilian space projects," wrote Telegraph 
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science correspondent Adrian Berry . The 
director of the research institute of the So
viet Academy of Sciences, Roald Sagdey
ev, "has approached several American sci
entists and officials, proposing some repe
tition of the joint Apollo-Soyuz earth orbital 
flight of 1 975 . "  

"In the plan now being considered, an 
unmanned Russian ship would fly to Pho
bos, one of the two tiny moons of Mars, 
carrying an American scout ship. The 
American craft would descend to the Mar
tian surface and pick up rock and other 
samples .  It would then return to the Russian 
mother ship, and the samples would be ex
amined by analyzing machines . Neither ship 
would return from space, and data would be 
sent to earth by radio. "  

West Germans weigh 
moves to halt refugees 

The Bonn government should consider eco
nomic measures against East Germany if it 
fails to halt a flood of refugees into the West, 
said the spokesman on inter-GermJlll affairs 
for the Christian Democratic Union party on 
July 28 . According to Eduard Lintner, more 
than 43 ,000 refugees, mostly from Middle 
East and Afric.an countries ,  have arrived in 
West GermJllly this year-half of them 
through East Berlin . 

West GermJllly's interior minister, 
Friedrich Zimmerman of the Christian So
cial Union. party , charged on July 30 that 
Moscow is using the mass influx of refugees 
in an effort to destabilize the Federal Repub
lic . 

Most are brought to East Berlin via East 
bloc airlines, and are then transported by bus 
to the West. Since there lire no passport con
trols at the sector borders of the city of Ber
lin, more than 20,000 refugees from leba
non, Iran, Ghana, Sri Lanka, and Pakistan 
have been able to enter the Western sectors 
since January 1 986. Zimmermann charged 
that this was clearly aimed at the "political 
destabilization of the Federal Republic on a 
very sensitive issue such as the asylum ques
tion-a method which may have been taken 
from a KGB manUill for destabilization ."  

i 

Brliefly 

• EAST GERMANY has recalled 
its ambassado� to Peru, the Lima dai
ly Expreso reWrted on July 26 , citing 
sources in the Peruvian foreign min
istry . The move follows two official 
requests by the Peruvian government 
for an explan�ion of the role of two 
East German litate-run companies in 
shipping 250 ' tons of Soviet-made 
weapons into Peruvian waters in June. 

• JACQ� CHIRAC, the French 
premier, is too busy to accept Soviet 
leader Gorb�hov's invitation to 
Moscow, he s�d in a speech July 2 1 :  
' "  received an pfficial invitation from 
Mr. Gorbachov to go to Moscow and 
I have receiv¢d many other invita
tions to go to 1p�y other capitals . In 
the current state of affairs, I have de
ferred these �ause, quite simply , I 
have lots of work to do. "  

• U.S. AMiASSADOR t o  Zam
bia Paul Hare met on July 30 with . 

three senior d,fficials of the Soviet
controlled tertorist organization of 
South Africa, r the African National 
Congress , at . the ANC's  Lusaka 
headquarters . Neither · side would 
comment on Who asked for the meet
ing or what was discussed. 

• WILLY B�ANDT, chairman of 
West GermJllly's Social Democratic 
Party, in an ipterview published in 
the Soviet ,-eekly Literaturnaya 
Gazeta on JUly 30, criticized the 
United States for waging "a crusade 
against comptunism."  "Looking 
back," he sai4, "it is appropriate to 
recall the reaijsm of a Nixon and a 
Kissinger,"  wlto had a positive ap
proach on the Soviets . 

• CIA DIR�CTOR William Cas
ey sent an Anterican senator to Italy 
in the spring an 1 983 to pressure the 
Italian goverriment to drop investi
gations of theI Bulgarian connection 
to the atte� assassination of Pope 
John Paul II, • informed source told 
EIR. Magistllte Ilario Martella re
portedly refustd, at first, but was then 
forced to "collaborate" with Bulgar
ian magistratc$. 
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. I Weinberger: Athens, iSparta 
and today's mllitaty Crisis 

The following is excerpted from the address of Defense Sec
retary Caspar Weinberger at the National Defense Univer
sity at FortMcNair, Washington, D .C . , on July 29, 1986. 
. . . I thought r d make a little detoUr through history and try 
to demonstrate that what we have now., and what we are 
doing now, is not all that unique . And there are a number of 
lessons always from history , and some astonishingly apt ones 
in this situation . 

When Thucydides was in the midst of writing what he 
had believed would be his account of the Peloponnesian War, 
he thought that it would be important to put in and consider 
two basic values , two basic ideas and ways of thinking that 
are of considerable value today . And the first was to look for 
the linkages between the apparently distinct and separate 
events . And he originally set out, as you know, to write about 
the first Peloponnesian War, although he didn't call it that at 
that time because it was the only one they had. But while he 
was writing, the uneasy peace that had ended that first war 
ruptured and the Second Peloponnesian War broke out and 
he had to make a lot of revisions in his book, among other 
things . 

His writings occurred in the second war-in an era that 
was not unlike the inter-war years of our own century . During 
the peace, which did not allow even time for a generation to 
mature, the major adversaries were concentrating on 
strengthening their alliances , changing the alliances in some 
cases , for the next round . Thucydides was the first to see that 
the two seemingly separate wars were really one and the 
same. 

His other method was to look beyond the immediate cause 
of the war. He attributed the underlying, long-term antago-
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j 
nism between Athens and S� not to any particular quarrel ' 

. or set of specific events , but to the vast differences in the two 
systems that really made it very implausible that they could 
co-exist. One was a democn.cy, the other a hierarchical state 

,ruled by a select few.  Thli�ideS was very adamant that his 
readers appreciate the perv ve influence that different forms 
of government have on mili ary matters-not an unfamiliar 
point. : '  

Earlier in his history, Thhcydides quotes Pericles as say
ing that there is a differencd between us and our opponents 
in our attitudes towards milifary s�urity. Our city,  meaning 

. . Athens ,  he said, is open to * world and we have no regular 
deportations in order to prelvent 'people finding out secrets 
which might be of milit

:
lary '  dvanta. ge

. 
to our enemy. This is 

because we rely not on s t weapons, but on our own real 
courage and loyalty . Thuc ides' observations are very im
portant for us today , and val�able , not just because there is a 
close correspondence betw�n our nation and the democracy 
of Athens, but because the� is a lasting wisdom in all of his 
discoveries and in all of his thinking about strategy . 

I don't think we should �ee the 20th century conflict as a 
series of sort of discrete an� separate events, but we should 
step back and look at the wh�le picture. When we do that, as 

. Thucydides made clear in hi� history , the successes and fail
ures of Sparta and Athens �ere intimately connected to the 
nature of the political syste"* Which guided them. I 've talked 
frequently about the militart advantage that the communist 
system gives the Soviets .  TIft 's the only advantage that they 
have, but it does give therq advantages.  We want to think 
about that in this same c�text of Thucydides' comments 
about the difference betwee� Athens and Sparta. 

. 
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Some have failed in our discussions of strategy to take 
this into account . They fail to recognize that democratic 
societies cannot create and execute grand strategies in the 
same way that totalitarian nations do. For example, there is 
a common view today that America doesn't have a strategy . 
However, when some people say lack of strategy, what they 
really mean is that the administration hasn 't adopted their 
particular policy . Lack of strategy really means, "I don't 
agree with your strategy. " 

Then there is another group that charges us with being 
much too ambitious . "Your outreach is too far . You have a 
mismatch," they will frequently say, "between your strategy 
and the available resources. "  They don 't finish that circle by 
telling us what we have to give up, what it is we should no 
longer be interested in in the world. They don't look at the 
other side of the equation, that we can deal with that mis
match by increasing resources,. 

They have frequently said that we can't contain aggres
sion everywhere; and so we don't have a realistic strategy; 
realistic meaning, presumably, smaller . We must, of course, 
be clear at the outset, as we always should in gatherings of 
this type, what we mean by strategy. I have used, as a sort of 
shorthand definition, the employment of means to achieve 
specific ends. In that connection, strategy is a concept that 
attempts to bring together a nation's goals and values with its 
capabilities, its resources, and perhaps most important of all, 
its political will . 

As a democracy, our ends and goals are clear . We have a 
very modest agenda. But our employment of means is limited 
by the give-and-take of free politics in an open society . To a 
large extent, those who look back at the operation of Ameri
can strategy since 1945 ' conclude that we have no strategy 
today, because they seem to expect It consistency and an 
aggressiveness of execution, which is really impossible for 
democratic systems. 

Totalitarian regimes are capable of designing and carry
ing out very long-term ideological strategies . This isn't to 
say they're good; but it is to say that they have that capability . 
Th�y do it because -they do not have to deal with the rough
and-tumble of public opinion. They don't have to deal with 
that, because there is no public opinion in these societies . 
They have what they believe is the mandate from history to 
bring under their sway every nation in the world. Some of 
the more recent Soviet speeches are denying that they feel 
this way, but that certainly is a denial of all of the communist 
dogma since the beginning of the Soviet state . They have a 
great deal of predictability and regularity with single-party 
rule, and ideological restrictions that give consistency to their 
foreign policy. It 's nol a very good consistency, but it is 
consistent . It doesn't recognize the moral obligation to be 
guided by the consent of the governed . I 'm not arguing that 
democratic nations cannot have a strategy, but that we 
shouldn't judge strategy by criteria that are foreign to our 
brand of free government and are reprehensible to popular 
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conscience and are not based on publit opinion or consent of 
the governed. ' _  j , 

One does not have to be a particularly learned professor 
to define our goals and principles. Thet are simply deterrence 
of war, containment of Soviet aggresljion and their totalitar
ian systems, defense of freedom wHere it exists, and the 
promotion of conditions in the world so that liberty and hap
piness can prosper, can continue . It 's Ii very modest agenda. 
It 's an agenda that doesn 't involve any aggression or any first 
strikes or anything of the kind . It is an agenda, however, that , 
has bound us together for a very long time . Despite all that 
was self-destructive in the fortunately ended Vietnam era and 
post-Vietnam era, there remains a ba�ically bipartisan con
sensus on these goals . It 's obvious tijat we haven 't always 
executed our strategy in a consistentl fashion . It 's obvious 
that we haven't always developed tHe means to fulfill the 
ends which we have to seek , which dQ not change . 

But again" we're a democratic IlIIltion . Public opinion 
shifts and administrations come and g� , and what we have to 
remember is that our basic goal remains constant and its 
execution sbifts with international ()r changing circum-

Athens versus Sparta: 
the heart of the issue 
The distinction which Secretary Weinberger draws be
tween the oligarchical tradition of Sparta and the re
publican tradition of Athens,  was o1ost sharply defined 
in "The Legislation of Lycurgus IPld Solon," by the 
great German poet Friedrich Schiller ( 1 759- 1 805) . 

In it he contrasts the Spartan s�te of the ruler Ly
curgus-'-who fostered patriotism aM the military arts, 
at the expense of "the most natural land most beautiful 
affections of the humaJ;l heart" -to Solon , the lawgiver 
of Athens. I 

Lycurgus "undermined the highest destiny of hu
manity by arresting, through a cudningly devised po
litical system, the minds of the Spartans where he found 
them, and preventing every possi�ility of progress ."  
As for Solon, Schiller wrote , his Trespect for human 
nature was a beautiful trait in his dharacter. He never 
sacrificed man to the state, or the e�d to the means, but 
he caused the state to be subservidnt to the high pur
poses of human existence . His laws served as yielding 
bonds, by whose guiding but gentle and scarcely per
ceptible support the minds of the ci�izens were enabled 
to move with freedom and ease .n every direction; 
whereas the laws of Lycurgus operated like iron fetters, 
against which the bold heart chafed! until it sank bleed
ing and oppressed under the heavy yoke . "  
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stances , or with the dynamics of public opinion, with the 
levels of funding that may 'be provided from time to time. 
The very complex nature of policy-making in a democracy 
upsets many people, They sort of secretly admire the stolid 
consistency of the Soviets , 

But why should we admire a consistency that so often has 
led to oppression and violence? 

Defending allies 
No one is more familiar than I am, really , with the fact 

that gaps can develop between a commitment of a great nation 
such as the United States and, not necessarily our capabiliies 
to carry out those commitments , but the resolution and polit
ical will to enable us to do that. It has always been the case 
really-there was a Truman Doctrine that you may remem
ber a while back, that held that we would assist free peoples 
everywhere . It did not specify the exact way that we would 
lend that support, and so we fulfill our commitments in ways �st suited to particular circumstances, particular times . . . .  

Some believe this dedication to help defend allies is too 
great a task for us . I strongly disagree with that. So long as 
we maintain the political will and adequate resources , our 
pledge to contain aggression will be believed . Aggression 
cannot be contained or kept from America if America stays 
home. We're never going to be able to save America if 
Europe is overrun. So it' s  enormously to our own advantage 
to be a part of NATO and to be a big contributor to NATO. 
It' s not something that we're doing altruistically, or because 
we like to help people . We're helping ourselves by being 
there . We are also helping our allies . It is very much the same 
thing. 

But if Congress doesn't  give us the means to deter war 
and contain the Soviets , and sustain democracy in the world, 
then our words , our doctrines, and our strategy will be really 
quite hollow . The problem isn't a lack of strategy . It' s  the 
danger and the complexity of the world we live i n  and the 
unwillingness of democratic nations to recognize the threat. 
Free , open, liberal democratic societies do not like military 
spending . They never have and they never will . I 'm one of 
the leading American authorities on that subject . It is unfor
tunately true , but it' s  been true since the days of the revolu
tion , and I think it will always be true. 

Dean Acheson said dangers and crises are with us not 
because the right policy eludes us, but from the very nature 
of the situation we face and the nature of the society we are . 
So we must rid ourselves of the belief that grand statements 
of purposes and goals will accomplish anything if they're not 
coupled with a sustained commitment to adequate resources 
for defense . . . . 

Comparing the 1930s 
Prior to World War II , England had a strategy that could 

most simply be termed balance of power. No nation, this 
strategy held , should be allowed to gain a predominance of 
power on the European continent. Through judicious shifts 
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of alliances and support, Gre�t Britain saw that equilibrium 
was maintained in Europe. A �ost of global threats faced the 
British empire, from southern Africa to the Far East to the 
Balkans to Afghanistan . 1n aU those areas , Biitain acted to 
secure its interests and maintain a global balance . D'Israeli 
said to those counseling budgetary restraint in his day , and 
counseling retreat, that the true economy will need to be 
always ready . ! 

The balance of power was a thoroughly articulated strat
egy . It was widely accepted; it was brilliantly applied. By 
1939, however, despite all t�e warnings of Churchill and 
others, Great Britl!in couldn1t execute that grand strategy 
because they no longer possessed the military means to weigh 
in against aggression , and they didn't  possess the military 
means because their political will and resolution had been 
sapped by a lot of counsel to me effect that they did not need 
to do it, that the danger really wasn't there, and that the 
rationale for not doing it wa� glibly phrased and glibly ac
cepted by those who did not want to make the sacrifices 
required. 

As it faced the British eqonomy and democracy in the 
1930s, so we now face the p*ospect of a potentially hollow 
strategy in which commitm�nts outstrip capability. What 
makes this weakness in our ability to execute strategy the 
more threatening is that warfare is changing so rapidly .  The 
world is not becoming more peaceful . 

Prudent strategy has to comprehend a vision of the future; 
at the same time, it sustains us in the present. Since the onset 
of the Cold War, our strategy �as taken into account the very 
obvious fact that world politik;s undergo shifts and changes 
over time. But the strategy ca� never really be self-executed. 
It does require national leadets with the foresight to make it 
work. It requires resources .  I 

It was discovered late in the sixties that the world was 
changing and becoming more! complex and interdependent. 
That came about 20 years after this fact was actually under
stood by the architects of our postwar foreign policy. For all 
of those, many of them in academic circles, this complexity 
was supposed to herald the hnd of the Cold War and the 
beginning of an era of accontmodation between conqicting 
nations . The error was not in the major premise; for the world 
surely was complex and intdrdependent. But the difficulty 
rested in the idea that there was something new in this, and 
in a rather unrealistic view ofthe world as it then stood . 

The SDI 
The national strategy of our government has always at

tempted to take into account significant changes in any kind 
of global dynamics .  In recent times, we've had to consider 
the growing influence of the Third World and the advent of 
parity between the United States and the Soviet Union; and 
the limited military usefulnel>s of nuclear weapons . As we 
plan our force structure now for the future , we have to be 
certain that we take into acco.nt both continuity and change. 
We must maintain a vision Of the future that prudently as-
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sumes and assesses the dynamic nature of world politics ,  and 
there must always be foremost in our minds the ways in which 
new technologies influence the whole face of battle . 

The most obvious and threatening weaponry, of course , 
is the one to which we are completely vulnerable, nuclear 
missiles. I suspect that years from now, historians will un
doubtedly be baffled by our willingness to have remained so 
long completely undefended against the most potent weapons 
of our enemies. It's  a very curious philosophy that we have: 
We're only perfectly safe when we're perfectly vulnerable . 

The first task of American strategy as it looks to the future 
is, of course, to assure that the deterrence of nuclear war 
remains credible. We recognize that technology can rapidly 
outpace our ability to control it. We recognize that almost 
overnight, technology can change credible deterrence into 
incredible postures . That's another way simply of saying that 
deterrence is not a fixed, but is a dynamic and moving and 
changing concept, and we have to change with it to maintain 
deterrence . 

This is why President Reagan called on the scientific 
community to see if it is possible to defend ourselves agai!lst 
missile threats. It had previously been dismissed. It is not 
dismissed now .  We have made enormously rapid and very 
valuable progress on the Strategic Defense Initiative. It is not 
a mere add-on to American strategy . We can't give �p our 
offensive deterrent capability until we know if we can have 
and until we do have strategic defense secured. 

Democratic nations will always be uneasy, however, with 
a policy that deters only by threatening destructive retalia
tion--the mutual suicide pact, as the President calls it. The 
SOl embraces the area of one of our very greatest strengths , 
one of the areas in which we are most able to compete with 
the Soviets, and that's  technological creativity and innova
tion . Indeed, it's  a program that really is made for what we 
always used to call Yankee ingenuity . It is clearly the out
growth of the basic ideas in American strategic thought.  What 
is outside those basic ideas is the notion that our current 
doctrine of mutual vulnerability must last forever, that some
how anyc:>ne who suggests tampering with it is either basically 
unsound or ignorant or·both . 

But the President has never been afraid to challenge con
ventional wisdom""':never when he was governor of Califor
nia and never when he was President. He is challenging 
conventional wisdom now, and challenging American sci
ence and world ingenuity aDd world technology to see if there 
is not a better way than this mutual suicide pact. I think it's  
extremely important to keep in mind the future of conflict in 
this connection, that we are not alone . We don't pretend to 
meet matters lJione . We have to look at what it is that the 
Soviets are doing . It' s  strategic defense effort has been vig
orously pursued for at least two decades, including very 
vigorous res�arch into strategic defense, almost from the day 
the ADM Treaty was signed. Given the size of the Soviet 
land-based missile force and the accuracy of the new gener
ation of their missile, it is clear that they are not interested in 
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i 
a purely retaliatory nuclear arsenal . �i 

We have to look at their writings , . , and their doctrine, 
and the amount they spend on civil fense and refiring ca
pability and all of the other things that demonstrate that they 
believe a nuclear war can be fought anfI won. We do not. We 
feel the nuclear war cannot be won an4 must never be fought. 
We have to understand that if we are to keep our deterrence 
robust , we have to counter the Soviet offensive and defensiye 
military build-up with our own offenSlive and defensive mil
itary build-up, with our own offensive and defensive mod-
ernization . , 

The United States constructs strate¥ies conceived to meet 
particular threats from speCific advers;pies , and in this sense , 
our strategy must always be comparat�e. Its goal must be to 
counter and to confound the strategic :objectives of the ene
my, since we have no territorial or aggressive other ambi
tions.  If strategic defense proves fe�ible, and I believe it 
will , it will counter the Soviets most potent weapon. It will 
confound their hope of neutralizing our deterrent forces . 

As we attempt to mold and shape oUr strategy to meet the 
changing demands of a very dangerous and rapidly changing 
world, we have to remember that our l'9le today is not unique 
for us. Only slowly did we come to n;aIize after World War 
II that it was America that had to assur1te the role of leader of 
the Free World, or there would be no .fader. Only slowly did 
we create a comprehensive strategy tf meet these new and 
awesome responsibilities .  ; . 

But as we debate the character jmd the scope of our 
strategy, I think we have to 'bear in mhtd that it is a strategy 
grounded in democracy; that it is a strttegy that, as with our 
constitution itself, derives from the co�sent of the governed. 
We have to live with shifts and ch�es in that particular, 
and carry out our foreign policy not fn isolation but in re
sponse to and because of the nature, "r the changes,  or the 
growth of the threat against the very modest agenda that we 
have . . 

That shouldn't lead us to despair. It shouldn't  lead any to 
conclude that we have no strategy. It d�s mean that, without 
an aggressive strategy, without an offe.sive strategy, without 
any desire to expand or to do anythin� but live in peace and 
keep our freedom for ourselves and 0" allies, we have to be 
extremely alert to people with forces � countries who have 
other plans. , \ 

When the Civil War was just m�nths away, Abraham 
Lincoln was pleading with the Sou� not to abandon the 
Republic . The questions that he then IlOsed, I think are very 
relevant and very vital for us today. ljIe said, "Why should 
there not be a patient confi�nce in thejulti�te justice of the 
people? Is there any better or any equ� hope in the world?" 

So, I think that if we all do our p�, if we mlPntain our 
resolve to stay strong, militarily andl in other ways, if we 
continue to place a high value on our fiFedom and our peace, 
and if we're willing to make the s8Cdfices that these noble 
goals require, then the future of confti�, I think, will be that 
there will be no conflict. 

. 
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Reagan vows 'full force of 
presidency' to fight drugs 
by Nicholas F. Benton 

The White House announced July 29 that Ronald Reagan 
pians to "place the full force of the presidency" behind an all
ol1t war on drugs "whose ultimate objective will be the total 
eradicatioJ;l" of drugs from the country. The President was 
expected to outline the specifics of his program in the first 
full week in August, and launch a series of major speeches 
on the topic this fall . 

White House spokesman Larry Speakes presented a pre
liminary review of what the President intends to do before an 
hysterical press corps that wasted no time misrepresenting 
the planned offensive as a "repressive assault on civil liber
ties ," citing expanded mandatory drug testing of federal em
ployees . In response , Speakes was outspoken in blaming 
NBC national television, in particular, for "rating the worst" 
in such fabrications . 

While the President is expected to emphasize efforts at 
uniting private industry, civic , religious , and other organi
zations in a national campaign to combat drug abuse at the 
consumer end, this will be only the "tip of the iceberg" of a 
much more comprehensive effort. 

EIR learned that less than one week after President Rea
gan "hit the roof' in July when he learned that the adminis
tration' s  anti-�g effort had stalled, ''Operation Blast Fur
nace" was launched, sending U . S .  military personnel and 
equipment to aid a major drug raid in Bolivia. Since then, the 
President has been kicking people around the White House 
to gear up a comprehensive program for attacking the inter
national drug trade at both the "point of production" (supply) 
and "point of consumption" (demand) sides of the equation. 

Working in consultation with the Pentagon, the White 
House has put together an anti-drug offensive which includes 
continued military forays to destroy crops and refining and 
transportation facilities ,  as well as a package of legislation 
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broadening law-enforcemeqt powers domestically .  The 0p
eration is seen, insiders repqrt, as a national-security matter. 
Soviet involvement in the ibternational drug trade, both di
rectly, as documented by Jcent investigations in Italy and 
elsewhere, and through swtogates such as Cuba and Nica
ragua, is the target. Thus , �e War on drugs is seen, opera
tionally, as a form of U . S . j"low-intensity warfare" against 
the Soviets . I 

But it is also known tJiat the Soviets are not the only 
players in the international narcotics business, and this is one 
reason why White House Chief of Staff Donald T. Regan has 
been shoved aside in the pl�ing of this operation, according 
to reports . Regan, who rep(esents the Wall Street faction in 
the White House , was blanied, personally , by . the President 
for the past year's stall in the drug war. Of course, this should 
come as no surprise, given �at Regan' s  former employment 
as chairman of Merrill Lyn�h implicates him deeply in drug
money laundering , himself� Also , Regan's  financier friends 
either overtly favor the le,alization of drugs as a way of 
financing Third World debt (such as the Xerox Corporation's  
Sol Linowitz and others In his Inter-American Dialogue 
group) , or are publicly "nO�-COmmittal

. 
" on the subject (such 

as Federal Reserve chairm� Paul Volcker) . 
The President' s  new oftensive involves both military and 

civilian components . ! 
On the military front, rmds such as the Bolivian " Blast 

Fumace" operation will continue. Despite massive advance 
leaks, the Bolivian offensi�e set back the cocaine producers 
by six months there, according to Drug Enforcement Admin
istration officials . Fut9re �perations will be more heavily 
protected against advanced leaks by taking a much lower 
profile overall .  Also, Rep. ban Daniel ' s  (D-Va. )  legislation 
to create an independent ".pecial operations directorate" at 
the Pentagon, integrating die special-operations capabilities 
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of the different branches of the military into one unit, includes 
anti-drug operations in its charter, and is being viewed as a 
positive step in this war. 

On the civilian side , the President will augment the on
going work of his wife,  Nancy, by speaking out on drugs 
frequently over the coming months, urging volunteer public 
collaboration in the effort to educate the public against drug 
use as part of an effort to generate popular support for the 
overall offensive . Reagan began this with brief remarks to 
representatives of service organizations at the White House 
on July 30. "The time has come," he said "for each and every 
one of us to make a personal and moral commitment to 
actively oppose the use of illegal drugs-in all forms and in 
all places . We must remove all traces of illegal drugs from 
out nation."  Alluding to the national security implications of 
the campaign, he added, "The good and decent people of this 
country, and ye$ , as I say, the world now, are coming togeth
er in active opposition to the evil use of drug abuse. More 
and more people are realizing how crucial it is to deal with 
this insidious problem. Those who smuggle and sell drugs 
are as dangerous to our national security as any terrorist or 
foreign dictatorship."  

However, to be effective, the administration's  new offen
sive against drugs must include two elements it has not yet 
considered: 

1 )  The withdrawal of its nomination of William Weld for 
head of the Criminal Division of the Justice Department. 
Weld became the subject of massive public criticism for his 
"slap on the wrist" to the Bank of Boston which was found 
guilty of hiding over $ t .2  billion in large cash transactions; 
he has been documented to have extensive ties to vested 
interests in drug-money laundering activity (EIR, Aug. t ,  
1986) . Weld's nomination, which a White House spokesman 
said was not recommended by President Reagan himself, was 
one consequence of the hiatus in the war on drugs caused by 
Don Regan's  obstructionism, and must be rescinded for se
rious law enforCement against money laundering and traf
ficking to get backup from the top levels of the Justice De
partment. 

2) The White House must rescind its support for Gramm
Rudman budget cuts . Wielding the Gramm-Rudman ax, 
sanctimonious liberals in Congress have announced their in
tent to slash $2 .5  billion from the President' s  foreign aid 
request. In reality, a comprehensive strategy of economic 
development must supplant the "drug economies" of many 
developing-sector countries in order for the President's war 
on drugs to ultimately succeed. 

The same is true in the United States . For example , the 
amount of marijuana confiscated by government officials in 
Oklahoma last year, estimated at only 25% of the state's total 
production, had a market value of $800 million, while the 
state's entire wheat crop had a value of only $700 million. 
Wiping out drugs solves only half the problem. Reversing 
the economic collapse, here and abroad, is the indispensable 
other half. 
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Will William �ld 
give immunity to 
wanted terroriSt? 
by Michele Steinberg 

The offices of the Senate Judiciary Committee were informed 
on July 3 1  that William F. Weld , the � . S .  Attorney in Bos
ton, whose nomination to the numbe .. -four position in the 
Justice Department, chief of the CrimJal Division, is sitting 
before them, has subpoenaed a terrorist to testify against 1 988 
Democratic Party presidential candidate Lyndon H.  La
Rouche, Jr. 

For nearly two years, Weld has had the 1 984 presidential 
campaign committees of Lyndon H. LaRouche under inves
tigation, along with four other organitations that Weld be
lieves to be associated with LaRouche, !  in a fruitless political 
witchhunt. 

. 

Now, to attempt to "make his casCi," Weld has called to 
testify in Boston on Aug. 6, Mordechai Levy, leader of the 
Jewish Defense Organization , a spin-.,ff of the Jewish De
fense League . Ironically , insiders in Washington have ex
pected that Levy would be appearing before a federal grand 
jury soon, but it is common knowledg4 that the reason Levy 
would testify was in the investigation qf the murders of Alex 
Odeh, a moderate Palestinian leader df the American Arab 
Anti-Discrimination Committee, and Tscherim Soobzokov, 
a leader of the American-Circassian qommunity, who was 
falsely accused-and cleared of all chatges-ofbeing a Nazi 
war criminal . Both men were killed in $ophisticated terrorist 
bomb attacks in late 1 985 , after bein, threatened by Levy 
and other JOO/JDL members . 

The organizations that Weld has been harassing through 
this grand jury, including The LaRouche Campaign and the 
National Democratic Policy Committee (NDPC), have pro
tested to the Justice Department, and tC!' the ,Senate Judiciary 
Committee, the fact that Levy is being used in this case. 

On July 3 1 ,  Edward Spannaus, treasurer of The La
Rouche Campaign (TLC) , which wa$ the 1 984 campaign 
committee for presidential candidate �ndon H. LaRouche, 
Jr. , denounced William F. Weld in a Washington press con
ference for attempting to use Levy, a suspected terrorist and 
discredited FBI informant, as a witnes$ .  Spannaus called for 
the Senate Judiciary Committee to reje4:t Weld's nomination 
for Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division. 

"Weld' s  office has conducted a de�d-end vendetta, cost-
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ing millions of dollars, against The LaRouche Campaign and 
associates of Lyndon H.  LaRouche since October 1 984," 
stated Spannaus. "Weld and his office have been collaborat
ing with the drug lobby and with the organized-crime-linked 
Anti-Defamation League of B 'nai B 'rith , which employs 
Mordechai Levy. 

"The main question to be answered right now , is whether 
William Weld is obstructing justice in the investigation of 
the murders of Alex Odeh and Tscherim Soobzokov, who 
were threatened by Levy before their deaths at the hands of 
Jewish terrorists . Does Weld plan to offer Levy immunity 
from prosecution in return for perjured testimony against 
LaRouche? Is Weld attempting to protect Levy, and the JDL
an organization which is suspected of planting a bomb that 
caused the serious injury of a police officer in Boston, where 
Weld is supposed to enforce the law of the land?" 

Spannaus also charged that "Weld has shown himself to 
be a leading protector of international banks involved in the 
laundering of drug money," citing the cover-up of the Bank 
of Boston and Credit Suisse, the bank to which his family's  
business-White, Weld Securities-is tied. 

"This is itself sufficient to disqualify Weld for the posi
tion," said Spannaus, "but the attempts to use Levy, who has 
threatened the life of LaRouche on numerous occasions , as a 
witness against associates of LaRouche taints Weld and his 
bogus grand jury beyond repair."  

Spannaus further charged that Weld is  acting against the 
interests of the U. S .  government' s  fight against terrorism by 
giving Levy credibility . 

Earlier this month, the FBI issued a report on terrorist 
incidents in the United States, identifying "Jewish extrem
ists" as the major domestic terrorist operation. Shortly after 
the report was issued, Ojiver Revell ,  the number-two official 
in the FBI,  testified before Congress that the FBI investiga
tion into the murder of Alex Odeh, a leader of the American
Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee in Santa Ana, Califor
nia, killed in October 1 985 , was close to naming suspects . 

Odeh was blown up by a booby-trap bomb wired to his 
office door. This is one of the terrorist incidents named in the 
FBI report. Two other incidents-the August 1985 bombing 
of Tscherim Soobzokov, and the September 1 985 bombing 
of the home of Elmar Sprogis-both involved Levy, who 
held pl,lblic meetings calling for the deaths of the two men 
shortly before their homes were bombed. 

A Special Report issued by EIR in March 1 986 docu
mented that Levy has been a paid employee of the Anti
Defamation League, of the American Jewish Committee , and 
the FBI. According to well-infonned Israeli sources , Levy, 
recruited to the Jewish Defense League at the age of 1 2  by 
Rabbi Meir Kahane, functions as a "bird-dog" for under
ground teams made up of American members of the JDL and 
its offshoots and of Israeli military specialists . 

Israeli sources say that the FBI investigation into the 
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Odeh murder is also active tn Israel , where other followers 
of Rabbi Kahane , in the Kach Party, are being sought. Kach 
Party members routinely engage in terrorism, including mur
der, against West Bank Arabs , and against their moderate 
and liberal Israeli political a�versaries . The Israeli nationals 
or residents sought in the qrleh murder are known to have 
sophisticated military explo�ives training. 

LaRouche has been a fr4quent target of threats and har
assment from these Kahane terrorists , but the FBI and the 
Justice Department have cdnsistently refused to prosecute 
any of the principals , such a� Levy, for the threats . In August 
1 985 , just after the terrorist attack on Soobzokov, two asso
ciates of Lyndon LaRouche petitioned Attorney-General Ed 
Meese to appoint a special prosecutor to investigate this at
tack. The petition infonned Mr. Meese that, since Levy was 
an FBI infonnant, there would not be an objective and serious 
investigation into his role injthe assassination. 

, 

FBI: Jewish extremis� 
prime terrorist threat · 

The "FBI Analysis of terrorist Incidents and Terrorist 
Related Activities in the Upited States," released in early 
July , shows that "Jewish Extremist Elements" were respon
sible for the majority of teItorist murders and injuries sus
tained by U . S .  citizens and residents in 1 985 . Two people 
were killed, and nine othe, were injured in four separate 
incidents, according to chartS and text contained in the report. 
In addition , of seven "suspected terrorist incidents" men
tioned in tbe report, the JpL and other Jewish extremist 
groups are suspects in five OIf them. 

In a section titled, "Jewish Terrorist Groups ," the FBI 
says, "In . . . analyses published since 1 98 1 ,  responsibility 
for 1 8  terrorist incidents has been attributed to groups seeking 
to publicize past and present injustices suffered by the Jewish 
people . While claims for some of these acts have been made 
in the names of the 'Jewish \Defenders, '  'United Jewish Un
derground, '  and 'Jewish Direct Action, '  15 of the incidents 
were attributed to the Jewisb Defense League, by far the most 
well known of these groupsi  

"The JDL was founded on June 16 ,  1 968 , by Rabbi Meir 
Kahane in Brooklyn, New York, and was subsequently in
corporated in the state of New York on Sept . 30, 1968 . 
'Never Again' is the official slogan of the JDL. 

"While headquartered in New York City , the JDL has 
chapters located in several of the larger metropolitan areas of 
the United States . . . .  [It] is composed primarily of young 
Jewish-American extremist$ . . . .  Responsibility for . . .  ar-
sons, bombings ,  and assaults . . .  has been claimed in the 
name of the JDL. ' 

" .  . .  In 1 985 , four incidents are being attributed to 
Jewish extremists . Althou�h certain evidence leads to sus
picion of elements of the JDL, final attribution to any one 
specific group must await further investigation. "  
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Profile: Richard Lugar 

Is he a Freemason 
or merely a lunatic? 
by Susan Welsh 

Senator Richard Lugar, the Republican from Indiana who 
heads the Senate Foreign Relations Committee , is leading the campaign of Republicans against President Reagan's  pol
icy on South Africa. Joining the chorus of left-wing Demo
crats like Ted Kennedy, he said bluntly on July 22 , "The 
President needs to do more. We need to take action . . . . The 
President may see the future in a different way. He may see 
a South Africa that is a quieter one than I see ."  Lugar pro
ceeded to push through his Committee a package of economic 
sanctions that would plunge South Africa into race war, de
liver a strategic ally of the United States into the hands of the 
Soviet Union, and wreck the tottering economy of the West
ern world (see Congressional Closeup, pages 68-69). 

Is Lugar perhaps a Scottish-Rite Freemason, stabbing 
Ronald Reagan in the back-as the Queen's  men in Great 
Britain are trying to do to Margaret Thatcher? Or is Lugar 
merely insane? 

In ,any event , the record shows that Lugar's current 
treachery is scarcely an aberration .  His early career as mayor 
of Indianapolis proceeded under the sponsorship of the Indi� 
ana-based Eli Lilly Endowment, the foundation which has 
promoted every bizarre variety of Aquarian cult project im
aginable , from Jim Jones ' s  People 's  Temple to the synthesis 
of methadone and LSD. 

Lugar has long been a proponent of the kind of economic 
insanity now institutionalized as the Gramm-Rudman 
amendment . As early as 1 979, he began sponsoring a consti
tutional amendment requiring a balanced budget; he is a 
staunch supporter of the International Monetary Fund' s  pol
icy of usury toward the developing sector. 

But ju�t look at Lugar's role in the crucial foreign-policy 
decisions facing the U. S. government during the past year: 

• The nomination of Richard Burt as U.S. ambassa
dor to West Germany: Just one year ago, in June-July 1 985 , 
the liberals from the State Department, the New York Times, 
and the New York Council on Foreign Relations put forward 
Burt's name as the replacement for the retiring Arthur Burns, 
ambassador to the kingpin country of the NATO alliance in 
Europe. Burt's record in leaking classified information to the 
press ,  his promotion of the "decoupling" of Germany and the 
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United States , his opposition to the Stl-ategic Defense initia
tive, and his degenerate personal lifest)1e were all well known I 
about Washington. When 10 conserv .. tive senators-Dem-
ocratic and Republican-opposed the !nomination on nation
al-security grounds , Lugar became BUrt's  principal champi-
on on the Senate floor. 

. 

Lyndon H. LaRouche , in a statClment issued July 16 ,  
1985 , had the following analysis-l$td warning: "Senator 
Lugar, whose background in intelligence services removes 
all excuses for his behavior today, .id that there was no 
substance to the charges against Burt. Lugar's assertion was 
completely false; the evidence of B\lI1'S leaking of U . S .  
strategic secrets , his cronyism with jSoviet,leaning Social 
Democrats , and his commitments to �abotage the Strategic 
Defense Initiative, are all a matter of public record. Lugar 
will now be watched closely, as a man y..ho has conspicuously 
discredited himself before his colleaglles . " 

• The Philippines criSis: Lugar played an inside role in 
the State Department plot to topple tht government of Presi
dent Ferdinand Marcos , along with .beral Democrats like 
Rep. Steven Solarz (N. Y . ) :  It was Lu,ar who went to Presi
dent Reagan on Jan. 24, 1 986 and to� him that he doubted 
the Philippines election would be a fai� one, and recommend
ed the establishment of a U. S .  consressional "monitoring 
delegation" to oversee the vote . When,the idea was seconded' 
by Secretary of State George Shultz--ton previous arrange
ment between the two-the President named Lugar to head 
the delegation. 

Lugar's actions to undermine a U . S .  Asian ally were 
nothing new, since back in 1978 he participated in a delega
tion to Taiwan, headed by Sen . Alan Cranston (D-Calif. ) ,  
which called on the United States to break diplomatic rela
tions with that country , and give sole �cognition to the Peo-
ple 's  Republic of China. : 

Lugar's political alignment is pethaps best reflected in 
the fact that he is a Rhodes Scholar, the "honor" conferred 
upon promising young agents by the British aristocracy .  The I 
scholarship was founded by Cecil Rh�es, the 1 9th-century 
imperialist of the old school. One of L�gar' s Indiana political 
opponents , Georgia !rey, pointed this out in a caustic state
ment issued on July 3 1 ,  1986. A LaRouche Democrat, she 
has announced her candidacy for the party's  senatorial nom
ination for the race against Lugar in 1 �88.  

"Senator Richard Lugar," Irey cbfu'ged, "is acting as if 
he wished to succeed Cecil Rhodes �s the white master of 
South Africa. Everyone remembers that Cecil Rhodes was 
the robber barron who in the last cent,*>, made a vast fortune 
by stripping southern Africa of vast dtineral wealth . . . . If 
Senator Lugar were anywhere near as �ffective in overthrow
ing enemies of the United States as lie is in destroying our 
friends , this country would have nothing to fear� Since this 
is not the case , I am again warning th�t Lugar is a menace to 
the national interests of this country aIld must be stopped . "  , 
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Congressional Closeup by Kathleen Klenetsky 

Au the Queen's Men 
in the Congress 
The Queen of England, who has pro
voked a constitutional crisis in her own 
country by publicly attacking Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher for op
posing sanctions against South Afri
ca, has found no lack of support among 
the spalpeens in the U . S .  Congress . 

The Queen's  Men in the Senate 
have · been on a rampage ever since 
President Reagan's  speech July 22, in 
which he rejected sanctions and as
serted the priority of industrial devel
opment in bringing apartheid to an end. 

At least four different versions of 
sanctions are currently under Senate 
consideration , and it is expected that 
some punitive measures will be adopt
ed. The only question at this point is 
how harsh they will be . -

As one would expect, Sen. Ted 
Kennedy (D-Mass . ) ,  has carved out 
the most radical position for himself. 
Along �ith Alan Cranston (D-Calif. ) 
and Lowell Weicker (R-Conn. ) ,  Ken
nedy is sponsoring a bill that would 
impose a near-total ban. on all forms 
of U .  S .  -South African economic ac- . 

tivity . It closely parallels the sanctions 
bill , sponsored by radical leftist Rep. 
Ron Dellums (D-Calif. ) ,  which has 
already been passed by the House . 

Taking a supposedly more "mod
erate" stand is Sen. Richard Lugar (D
Ind . ) ,  chairman of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee . With a Rhodes 
scholarship to certify his white-racist 
pedigree , Lugar has proposed a pack
age of punitive measures which were 
the major subject of debate at a closed 
session of the Senate Foreign Rela
tions Committee July 29 . 

Lugar's proposals,  no less than 
Kennedy's  more extreme ones,  come 
straight from the Queen's  circles . Lu
gar's plan would: 
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1) ban imports produced by quasi
governmental companies ,  including 
steel , uranium" cement, and alumi
num; 

2) deny South Africa's airline U . S .  
. landing rights; 

3) allow the U.S.  to freeze the U.S.  
bank accounts of ·South African gov
ernment officials or companies; 

4) and ban visas for South African 
journalists and employees of the gov
ernment or government-run compa
nies. 

It also includes the five limited 
sanctions which President Reagan im
posed in an executive order last year, 
which are scheduled to expire Sep
tember 9: banning computer and soft
ware exports , new bank loans, and the 
sale of nuclear and military technolo
gy to South Africa. 

But the centerpiece of Lugar's 
package is enabling legislation for the 
President to sell off U . S .  gold stocks 
at the old price of $35 an ounce . This 
would supposedly hurt South Africa, 
by driving down the price of gold. 

The idea was first raised by the 
London Economist, which is faction
ally allied with the Queen on the issue 
of sanctions .  In an editorial entitled . 
"Go for Gold,"  in its July 1 9  edition , 
the Economist demanded that the North 
American governments , the European 
Community, and the Commonwealth 
should issue the threat: "Unless Mr. 
Nelson Mandela is released by Sep
tember 30, the central banks signing 
this statement will start to sell gold 
from their vaults , with the object of 
slashing gold' s  market price . "  

South African Bishop Desmond 
Tutu, probably acting on orders from 
his superior, the Queen's Archbishop 
of Canterbury , Robert Runcie , repeat
ed the same proposal in an interview 
on U . S .  television July 27 . .  

During the July 29 Foreign Rela
tions Conunittee session, Lugar re
portedly waved the relevant issue of 
the Econo",ist around, to motivate his 
gold-dumiting plan . 

Senatok- Lugar's . .  

fool's gQld 
Flooding the market with U . S .  gold 
isn't goi� to help South African 
workers abe iota. Those who really 
benefit from the sale of America's re
maining hiard assets at bargain · base
ment pricdS will be the powerful finan- , 
cial speculators in Switzerland, Lon
don, and �e Sovie.t government-not 
to mentio+ the Queen, who is doubt
lessly clearing out roo� in Windsor 
Castle ' s  subbasement in anticipation 
of huge new shipments of gold. 

What Lugar and his British men
tors are ptoposing will wreak havoc 
on . the toitering international mone
tary syste�. In the ensuing chaos , the 
entire stnfture is likely to come tum
bling dowp. 

Lugar's hodgepodge of measures 
will also 40 grave harm to South Af
rica, pol�ically and economically. 
They will ithrow South Africa into the 
camp of the debtors who will not pay 
Western banks , drive hundreds of 
thousands jof black workers out of their 
jobs , and : create such political insta
biljty that:the Soviet-dominated Afri
can Natiolial Congress could conceiv
ably come tQ power. 

MoreOver, they will deprive the 
United SUites of access to South Afri
ca' s  strategic mineral resources, leav
ing the SQviet Union the only remain
ing sow4 of many of the substances 
on whic� the American civiliari and 
military i�dustries depend. 
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There is  no question but that Queen 
Elizabeth, unable to bludgeon Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher into im
posing sanctions on South Africa, is 
playing her assets in the United States 
to force Reagan to accede to sanc
tions. That, in turn, would make it 

. much more difficult for Thatcher to 
hold out. 

Ted Kennedy said as much July . 
27. Appearing on NBC-TV's  "Meet 
the Press," Kennedy emphasized .that 

. •  'stiong action" by the Senate "will spur 
Western European countries and the 
Commonwealth, which is meeting 
early in August" to take action against 
South Africa. 

Kennedy caused a ruckus in the 
Senate July 3 1 ,  when he attempted to 
attach his sanctions package to the 
debt-ceiling bill , provoking a fight with 
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole. 

House panel wants 
Soviet grain subsidized 
The House Agriculture Committee 
approved legislation July 30 that would 
require subsidized U . S .  grain sales to 
the Soviet Union and China. A similar 
bill was passed by the Senate a week 
earlier, thanks to the yeoman efforts 
of Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole 
(R-Kan. ) .  

The proposal has generated in
tense controversy. Within the admin
istration, Secretary of Defense Caspar 
Weinberger and others have forceful
ly argued against the sale , on the 
grounds that it would simply feed the 
Soviet war machine. 

Secretary of State George Shultz 
has also publicly opposed it . In hear
ings last week, he termed the notion 
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"ridiculous ," and said it would violate 
agreements between the U. S .  and i�s 
allies. But the President' s  key domes
tic advisers, including Treasury Sec
retary James Baker and Agriculture 
chief Richard Lyng, support it. Key 
farm-state members of Congress also 
back it. 

The measure has drawn the ire of 
the . Australian government. Prime 
Minister Robert Hawke warned that 
the legislation would have "devastat
ing implications" for his country. In a 
letter to abOut 50 members of Con
gress, Hawke predicted that applica
tion of the U. S .  subsidies to wheat 
sales to the Soviet Union and China, 
his country's  two top wheat buyers , 
"would inflict critical damage on the 
well-being of all Australians . " He also 
said that subsidizing the Soviet state 
at the expense of "America' s  friend 
and ally Australia" would inevitably 
raise questions "about America's 
commitment to its leadership of the 
West." 

Warner pushes 
national strategy act 
Sen. John Warner (D-Va. )  has been 
plumping his National Strategy Act 
measure , ever since he introduced it 
last winter. Sponsored by some of his 
more prominent colleagues, including 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee' 
chairman Sen. Richard Lugar (R
Ind.) ,  Sens. Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz) 
and Sam Nunn (D-Ga. ) ,  chairman and 
ranking minority member, respective
ly, of the Senate Armed Services 
Committee, and Senate Intelligence 
Committee head David Durenberger 
(R-Minn. ) ,  the measure would man
date the President to issue a report to 

Congress every year, defining, in de
tail, U .  S .  national strategy . 

Major parts ot'the bill , which also 
exists in a House version , have been 
incorporated into the House and Sen
ate defense-department reorganiza
tion bills . 

Now, Henry �issinger has come 
forth to give Wiuner's proposal a 
boost. In a syndidated column. which 
appeared in the Washington Post July 
29 , Kissinger aSSfrted that the fight 
within the country-and the Reagan 
administration-Qetween the "de
fense unilateralists" (read: Defense 
Secretary Caspar Weinberger and oth
er supporters of the SOl) and advo
cates of arms control should be re
solved, by creating a "panel on nation
al strategy" simil� to the Packard and 
Rogers Commissibns. 

The panel "should be charged not 
wth developing a91ual negotiating p0-
sitions, but with d!;:veloping a strateg
ic doctrine by which negotiating po
sitions can be jud�d," said Kissinger, 
and "could begin with seeking to an
swer the key questions raised by the 
Strategic Defense Initiative. Against 
what dangers does the [SOl] seek to 
protect: The defe�se of missile bases? 
Of population cepters? And against 
what level of att�ck? And how will 
each proposed deployment be modi
fied by various reduction proposals?" 

Although Warner's legislation 
does not call for the creation of an 
independent panel , one of his aides 
said, "Kissinger l\Ild the Senator have 
discussed the question of arriving at a 
national strategy (and] are very much 
on the same wave length."  

The aide also �isclosed that War
ner, chairman ofi a key Armed Ser
vices subcommittee , "spends a lot of 
time at CSIS"-the Washington think
tank where Kissinger hangs his hat. 

I 
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TV networks to launch 
drive against Reagan 
The three principal U . S .  television net
works have decided to force President Rea
gan to change his policy on South Africa, 
according to a press source with ties to the 
White House . "They are going to do to Rea
gan on South Africa, what they did to Nixon 
on Watergate and Johnson on Vietnam, make 
him bend to their will . 

"There is no question that the three net
works have made up their mind on the South 
Africa issue ," stated this source . "They have 
decided to make it an American civil rights 
issue . You can see it every day . Not a day 
goes by that Bishop Tutu or some other sim
ilar person is not given major press play . 
Once this goes into 29 million homes on a 
daily basis, you're going to have the Repub
lican Congressmen screaming at Reagan that 
it ' s  an election year and he has to change 
policy as a result. 

"I know how this works . The boards of 
directors dictate policy to the network ex
ecutives . Every day there are meetings with 
the executives and the producers , this is 
where policy is really made . They then dic
tate editorial policy to tqe news editors . I 
can see it work . They take copy and twist it 
to fit their slant . 

"Unless Reagan goes publicly with the 
Buthelezi option [Mangosuthu Buthelezi is 
the leading black moderate in South Africa, 
who opposes economic sanctions by the West 
on the ground that blacks will be hurt the 
most--ed . ]  or something similar, he's going 
to get eaten alive by these guys . "  

A bad week for the 
'gay rights' lobby 
"Gay rights" activists received two impor
tant setbacks at the end of July . California 
Gov . George Deukmejian on July 28 vetoed 
a state bill banning discrimination against 
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AIDS victims in housing and employment. 
The veto was immediately attacked by Ben
jamin Schatz of National Gay Rights Ad
vocates, Rabbi Allen Freehling of the AIDS 
Inter-Faith Council, sponsor Art Agnos of 
San Francisco, and Los Angeles Mayor Tom 
Bradley. 

An editorial in the Los Angeles Herald 
Examiner, entitled "Lost- Opportunities
Gov. Fails to Fight Epidemic of Fear," 
blasted Deukmejian for his decision and de
manded that he come out against the refer
endum calling for public health measures to 
stop AIDS , sponsored by associates of Lyn
don LaRouche . Deukmejian has not com
mented on the AIDS initiative. 

Then on July 29, the Chicago City 
Council rejected a proposed Gay Rights Or
dinance by a vote of 30- 1 8 .  An estimated 
1 50 anti-Gay Rights protesters from a group 
called CROSS (Coalition Reinforcing Our 
Social Standards) were carrying signs out
side City Hall reading: "No one is immune 
from the AIDS epidemic," "Gay today, gone 
tomorrow ," and "God made Adam and Eve , 
not Adam and Steve . "  

Kissinger: U.S.  needs 
new defense doctrine 
Henry Kissinger thinks the United States 
needs a new defense doctrine to replace 
President Reagan' s  concept of "Mutually 
Assured Survival ," the doctrine underlying 
the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) . Nat
urally, the new doctrine will require a "spe
cial envoy" with extraordinary powers, to 
negotiate with Moscow . Any idea whom he 
has in mind for the job? 

Writing the first of his new series of col
umns July 27 in Welt am Sonntag, the sec
ond-largest Sunday tabloid in Germany, 
Kissinger calls for a new definition of the 
SDI: "Building Strategic Defense, cannot 
be separated from the Strategic Attack Po
tential. It is obvious that the level of strateg
ic defense can be kept lower, the smaller the 
attack potential is . "  

The United States therefore needs "an 
expert commission on national security" to 

work for "a new strategic doctrine. "  The 
Presidetf must appoint "a presidential en
voy for �ast-West talks, who reports to the 
President and the secretary of state . "  The 
special dnvoy should be given extraordinary 
powers: "To avoid rivalries between the dif
ferent <!4:partments of state, he should be 
given far-reaching conceptual guidelines. "  
The envpy should be given the right to ne
gotiate .nd pre-sign ( !) agreements with 
Mosco"! . 

In aq op-ed commentary in the Washing
ton Pos� on July 29, Kissinger attacked the 
"defens� unilateralists" who stand in his 
way-a: reference to Defense Secretary 
Caspar Weinberger and his factional allies. 
"The 'defense unilateralists , ' "  Kissinger 
wrote , "have refused to face the fact that 
arms cOltrol is now an essential requirement 
of both domestic and allied politics, that 
their chi>ice may be between a negotiated 
arms co�trol agreement or a legislated uni
lateral ore . " 

U.S. protests Soviet 
attack on LaRouche 
On July 1 7 , 1986, U . S .  Ambassador to the 
Soviet Vnion Arthur Hartman released the 

. text of I�tters he wrote to the editors of two 
Soviet newspapers, protesting their pub
lished ailegations that AIDS was the result 
of U . S .  imilitary biological warfare experi
ments . 

The I letters were addressed to Valentin 
Chikin, ithe editor of Sovietskaya Rossiya , 
and AI�sandr Chakovskii , editor of Liter
aturnaya Gazeta . 

The ,first surfacing of the Soviet charge 
had beel published in its Oct. 30, 1 985 issue 
of Literaturnaya Gazeta , which featured an 
attack on U . S .  presidential candidate Lyn
don H. �aRouche , Jr. and EIR . The weekly 
claimed1that LaRouche was the mastermind 
of an attempt by the Pentagon and CIA to 
raise suspicions about Soviet biowarfare ex
perime�s , to divert attention from the fact 
that the � . S .  institutions had created AIDS 
in biolo,ical warfare laboratories . 

In the articles cited by Hartman, Liter-
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atU11lllYll Gazeta repeated its charges against 
the United States in an article on May 7 ,  
1986, and Sovietskaya �ossiya made similar 
claims in its issues of April 27 , and June 8 ,  
1 986. 

A spokesman for Lyndon H. LaRouche, 
Jr. stated that the candidate was eagerly 
waiting to hear the Soviet response to the 
formal U . S .  protest on his behalf. 

Reagan: SOl must 
stay on schedule 
Del!pite press reports that President Reagan 
offered the Soviet Union a seven-year ex
tension of the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) 
treaty in his recent letter to Mikhail Gorba
chov, the President as of July '}jJ was contin
uing to insist that the Strategic Defense Ini
tiative (SOl) is the cornerstone of U . S .  de
fense policy. 

"Our program for the reduction of nucle
ar weapons rests on two pillars ," he told 
White House interns . "The first is good faith 
negotiations with the Soviet Union toward 
arms reductions , and, as I said, I think we 
are seeing the first cautious steps in this di
rection from the other side . 

"The second pillar is our Strategic De
fense Initiative, research on which has ad
vanced more rapidly than the projections of 
even a few years ago . We won't bargain 
away SOl because it is a promising area of 
technology that could release the world from 
.the threat of nuclear ballistic missiles . We 
must continue our SOl program on sched
ule. What we seek is a tran$ition to a world 
in which deterr�nce no longer depends sole
ly on the threat of mutual annihilation . "  

Reader's Digest lies 
for the dope lobby 
Lyndon LaRouche sent the following letter 
to the Reader' s Digest on July 14 ,  according 
to his press spokesman, regarding a libel
lous article which appeared in the maga-
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zine' s  August issue . Copies of the letter also 
went to author Eugene Methvin and to Pres
ident Reagan . 

"I can not believe ," LaRouche wrote, 
"that Reader' s  Digest would publish so bla
tantly lying a piece of paranoid hate-fantasy 
as your 'Lyndon LaRouche' s  Raid on De
mocracy, '  and am still puzzled as to why 
Methvin, a member of President Reagan' s  
Commission on Organized Crime, would 
allow his name to be put on an article from 
the pen of a notorious drug-lobbyist, High 
Times-allied Dennis King . 

"You should know that Mr. Methvin has 
admitted that he consulted with Dennis King 
on this matter. Whether King actually ghost
wrote the article , I am not certain; almost 
the entirety of the text is a pasting-together 
of gobs of prose already published by either 
King himself, or his crony, High Times' 
John Foster ."Chip" Berlet. 

"Until this article , I had thought that Mr. 
Methvin was opposed to drug-trafficking, 
and the Reader's Digest, too. Obviously , 
some one at a high level is pulling both your 
own and Mr. Methvin' s  string . "  

) 

SOl science adviser 
leaves the Pentagon 
Gerold Yonas , President Reagan' s  top sci
entist for the Strategic Defense Initiative 
(SOl) , quit his Pentagon position on Aug . 1 
to go to work for Titan Corporation in La 
Jolla, California. Titan is bidding for a share 
of the SOl ' s  research contracts . 

Dr. Yonas will become a vice-president, 
overseeing the development of electro-optic 
and high-energy systems. "I view Titan as 
an opportunity to apply SOl technologies 
beyond military aspects ," Dr. Yonas said , 
after meeting with Titan officials .  "Titan of
fered me an opportunity to apply my tech
nical expertise to a broader area than I have 
in the past. " 

Dr. Yonas played a central role in con
vincing the government to embark on SOl , 
and was one of the few officials in the Rea
gan administration with a real commitment 
to the program. 

Brliefly 

• ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI has 
called on President Reagan to "bite 
the bullet" and iPtpose a naval block
ade against Niqaragua. In a discus
sion with editors of the Washington 
Times on July � , _he said this would 
halt Soviet bl� arms shipments and 
isolate Managu, from Soviet and Cu
ban support. ' 

• THE AIR �ORCE recommends 
mothballing it $3 . 3  billion West 
Coast Space S uttle complex, Van
denberg Air Fotce Base , until at least 
1 99 1 , Aviatio� Week and Space 
Technology reported July 28 . From 

. Vandenberg, SijJttles can be launched 
into polar orbi� that allow observa
tion 'of the entF planet as it spins 
below . Now the Air Force will have 
to rely on the Kbnnedy Space Center 
in Florida. 

I 
• THE SEN4TE Judiciary Com
mittee approvea legislation on July 
3 1  that WQul4 provide fines of 
$250,000 and �rison terms up to 20 
years for officials whose banks laun
der drug-mone�. 

• THE U.S. fLANS to sell weap
ons to Tunisia fqr the first time in four 
years, to strengthen it against threats 
from countries I such as Libya, the 
Pentagon announced on July 28.  In
cluded are 57 �- 1 98 towed howit
zers and 70 five-ton trucks for tow
ing, plus other �pport equipment to
taling to a valud of $60 million. 

I 

• DR. CARD SAGAN, the pro
moter of "nuclear winter" scenario 
authored in th4 Soviet Union, ac
cused the Pen*,gon of "politically 
motivated exaggeration" of Soviet 
laser defense reSearch, in a press con
ference in Washington, D .C .  on July 
3 1 . The press c�nference followed a 
stormy debate tjetween him andLt.
Gen . James Abl-ahamson, the direc
tor of the Stra�gic Defense Initia
tive. Sagan suggested that the Soviet 
laser research f*ility at Sary Sbagan 
is merely "an .. ti-aircraft testing fa
cility . "  
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Editorial 

The IMF's technicians 

In the recent decision of the government of Mexico , to 
once again sign an agreement to implement an econom
ic program of the International Monetary Fund (after 
much nationalist feinting in the opposite direction) ,  we 
are reminded of a delusion that is not unique to Mexican 
government officials , or even those of Ibero-America 
generally . It is imagined that the IMF is actually a 
"financial" or "monetary" agency , that it is primarily 
concerned with the structuring of various nations' eco
nomic affairs to ensure orderly debt repayment, and 
that its policies toward debtor nations , in this regard, 
are financial policies , albeit stubbornly "misguided" 
financial policies due to a partiality toward creditor 
banks . 

Gentlemen, that is not the case . The International 
Monetary Fund is not a "financial" agency, nor is its 
principal concern with debt repayment. That explains 
the otherwise reII\arkable fact that the IMF has hever, 
at any time, anywhere in the world, introduced a policy 
that resulted in an improvement of any nation' s  debt 
problem. Rather, as any Mexican ought to know ex
tremely well , the effect of IMF austerity policy has 
always been to make virtually unpayable burdens of 
debt actually unpayable, in the process of destroying 
nations' productive economies . 

We admit that the principal tool of the International 
Monetary Fund is ,  in that sense , financial . But its goal 
is not financial . Its goal is the destruction of nations ,  
the decimation o f  peoples by starvation, disease , and 
warfare . Its goal is genocide, on a scale not conceived 
by Adolf Hitler. The debt of debtor nations is , to an 
IMF official , merely leverage . 

Survivors of the Nazi extermination camp at Tre
blinka reported the existence of a certain category of 
Nazi administrator whom they knew as "the techni
cians . " It was the job of the technicians to determine in 
advance and regulate all aspects of ,the doomed in
mates' condition . The technicians coolly and dispas
sionately regulated how many calories inmates re
ceived and how much work they were be forced to do . 
The technicians coolly and dispassionately calculated 
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how much clothing of what kind inmates received, and 
the sanitary conditions under which they lived . And the 
technicians coolly and disp�sionately calculated the 
results of these calculations.  rThe technicians estimated 
how many would die in wha� period of time, or rather, 
how many it was desirable to have die . 

Inmates feared "the tech�icians" far more than the 
famously brutal guards . 

Behind the creditor ban�s of the "North," behind 
their policy of usury toward the peoples of the "South ," 
stand the oligarchical "fami:1ies" of the U:S. Eastern 
Establishment , and of LondOn, of the European conti
nent, and of the East , the So�et nomenklatura and their 
satellite nobilities (yes: the �oviets have had much to 
do with IMF policy) . The essence of the oligarchism of 
these families is Malthusianism and racism. The "fam
ilies ," in this regard, are id4ological , not practical . It 
has been the policy of the fatnilies-the Rockefellers, 
with their various "populatioQ councils" and such, being 
a rather public case in point+-to massively reduce the 
population of black, brown, land yellow peoples of the 
earth , in the course of destrojYing the institutions of the 
nation-state republic . The means , former World Bank 
president Robert McNamara called "the traditional 
means"-famine , pestilenc�, and disease. 

The creditor institutions �ontroned by the families 
have pursued lending polic.es toward debtor nations 
that correspond to the goal 6f genocide . It has been a 
policy of not lending for pr�uction and development, 
but lending in order to usuri�usly pyramid the volume 
of obligations-to give the credit9r institutions dicta
torial power over the debtorS, irrespective of prospects 
of repayment. 

. 

Artd what, in this internqtional arrangement, is the 
IMF? The IMF is: "the technicians . "  Into the famous 
"conditionalities ," for what is called "refinancing," 
drawn up for Mexico and eVFry other debtor nation by 
the IMF, has gone the same cool and dispassionate 
calculating of the rate of mass murder to ultimately 
result , as reported of that mQst feared category of Nazi . 
administrator by the very fe..4r survivors of Treblinka. 
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